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PREFACE
Upstate New York 1 a term commonly used to denote that
area outside the environs of Metropolitan New York City,
could have boasted of many favorite sons over the years.

A

current example, Kenneth B. Keating, is the topic of this
survey.
Essentially this work was meant as a record of characteristic legislative commitments made by the Congressman rel•
ative to domestic concerns during his years of service in
the House of Representatives.

However, since the initial

efforts were motivated by the author's interest in discover-

ing the basis for Mr. Keating's continuing success at the
polls, it was determined that the actual record, objectively
transferred from the primary sources of Congress, would not
serve this purpose adequately.
Therefore, the approach which has been utilized is
characterized byaconcentration, not specifically on the
total and actual record, but rathe-r on those portions of the
record which seemed to have been most exposed to the general
Rochester public.

Of neeessity 1 therefore, reliance has

been placed not only on the records of Congress and related
materials, but also in large measure upon Rochester area
news publications which by their intrinsic nature offered

iv
considerable aid in

con~n:ruetinth

focusing and perpetrating

that public image.
In respect to thesout:ce materials used for this work,

thanks are tn order for the kind assistance offered by various
staff m&mbers of the Rochester Public Library and the Special

Collections Division. of the University of Rochester

Librar:~.

1-!y thanke go also to Mt'. Bernard Eisenberg. a former staff aid

to Mr. Keating, for helpful suggestions.

To the subj$ct of this survey, Mt. Keating himself,
must go a special thankS.
!)egtiu

f.t!B!~i

In p-anting me access to the

while they were yet. unpacked from their ivash-

1ngton t'l"i.p 11 be contributed an additional and valuable dimension to my

att~mpt.

The research which preceded tbe writing

of this survey has served to reinforce the author's impress ...
ion that such consideration is not

0\lt

of character for tho

Rocheatcn:.· Lesislator.
rhe author
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION _. PRECONGRESSIONAL YEARS
Kenneth Barnard Keating, native of that region of
Upstate t~ew York known as the· Genesee Countcy, became in 1958

only the second product of the area to reach the United
States Senate.

1

Lending emphasis to this Keating achievement

is the fact that this broad belt paralleling the Genesee
River and stretching from Pennsylvania to Lake Ontario has a
history which reaches back to the dawn of the nation.

In the following pages, both this role of political
eminence and its acquisition will be largely subordinated,
however,.to.thc surveying of.a twelve-year legislative image
constructed by- and for l-11:. Keating during the period immediately preceding

this 1958 election.

The term "image" is

used here rather than legislative "record" to suggest that
the prime consideration in Mr. Keating's Senate victory was
a reflection, and not necessarily the actual record itself.

With this in mindt -the survey,therefore, will be most
concerned with the-Keating legislative commitments which

were reflected into the public eye and.thus contributed to
the molding. of that image known as "Ken Keating1' .
!James W.Wadsworth.Jr.
United States Senate from 191

Therefore •

Geneso,New York served in the
1920.

4 to

2

an attempt will·be made in-the following-pages to record
such commitments -in arbitrarily arranged topics.
the

materi~l

Much

of

used will have come from those news publications

in the Rochester-area which presumably both helped to construct ·as -well as to mirror the--image to which the ayerage
Keating constituent had been exposed.
To guasrantee a--proper degree -of ·Strength and validity*
however, such material will be correlated within a structure
erected.from Congressional source materials judged to have
been most available to members of Rochester's general publiq.
Hopefully, the effect of these efforts will be the formulating
of a valid and potentially useful compilation which

highlig~

the facets of that image constructed from Mr._ Keating's
twelve years of service in the United States House of
Representatives.

Prenemination ye§rs.

To provide a foundation on whiCh

the-survey may be constructed. a brief prelude to help
identify

th~

individual named "KenKeatingtt may be warranted.

In this regard, it-should be noted that he was born in 1900
near Lima (Livingston County). New York and was .for seventeen years the only child of Thomas Mosgrove Keating and
2
Louise Barnard Keating. The father was owner.of the only
2:rhe only other Keating child,Dorothy,was born in 1917.

3

market in 'the Village of Lima and his mother was a teacher
in a nearby public school.
Kenneth

a.

Keating·· gained his- early education from his

mother•s tutoring and, starting-in 1906 (in the siKth grade),
by attending the, Lima school.,

Upon his graduation at the

age of twelve, heattenqed an academy in-Lima called Genesee
Later, he entered the University-of Rochester at

Wesleyan.

the age of fifteen, received a degree in 1919, and taught
classics for one year in Rochester's East High School.

A legal career beckoned, however, and Ken Keating transferred his interests to Harvard Law School from which he
would obtain a degree in 1923.
returned

to

law firm.

A short time later he

Rochester and soon became a partner in a local

His permanent -residence -was to become the suburb

of Brighton where he would-settle with his wife, the former
Louise De-Puy, and .for a time serve as the town attorney.
In 1942 Ken Keating entered the United States Army
relinquishing·among other-things, an apparently-flourishing
law practice and·a position of Monroe County Republican
Trear;urer.
ser~

The latter fact is -perhaps noteworthy since it

to indicate to some degree the strata of influence

in party circles on which, by this time, he dt'lelt and from
which,upon completion of the war, he would vault into

4

contention fat

tl

ilEaat ill. the United States Congt'ess.

The new cl:utpter in the ttK.en Keating" story seems to

have begun soon alter his 4tt1val back in Roehester during
the early weeks of 1946• At first* Colonel Keating s~nt

some aceumulative·l•ave

tlme·reaequain~ing

himself with his

law practice before he officially sepatated from active
'

.3

.

.

.militAry· duty in' ~he spring• · !ut by l•t•. Ma-rch, one of the

contenders . for the Congressional nomination (Republican)
noted

that~

Ken Keating is Dow intensively traveling the

church social circut this

summer~

That 1s .another way

of saying thaa·tndieetions are that he will be nominated
Co~gress.

for

By May,

r~.

Keating

h~elf

revealed

that~

••• a considerable movement in diverse quarters
developed to secure for me the Republican nomination for
Congress. t have just had a talk with sur
leadel: who has given me the greenlight.

Repub~i~an

·

It was, however, nearly two months later before off1e1al·notke
appeared in a local newspaper announcing that he had gained

6
the nomination.·

' ' :· 3Mr. Keat'ing retained his commistd.on as a reservil
officer.

4tetter from Colonel William H.Emerson to John Taber,
March 25 11946• uncatalogued pape~a of Colonel William u..
·
Emerson.\Untversity oi Rochester) ,hereafter cited as "Emerson
Pa.l)ers'*.

sLetter

from Kenneth B. KeatintJ to Governor W.H.
Vanderbuild (Mass.) May 18,1946. uneat•logued papers of
Kenneth B. Keatin§•luniversity of RoChester) herafter cited
as"Keating Papers.

·

5
But the process

of~officially

acquiring this nominatkn

may have accompanied a personal crisis regarding Mr. Keating's
health,whieh is perhaps deserving of mention as a footnote
to history.

In this respect• a Keating letter to a friend

r~vealed-that;

since my return to-this foul Western-New York
atmosphere, I have bad a great deal of trouble with my old
pipes.. • • t-ty doctor has unequivocally advised that I
move away to some·elimate which agrees with me better •••

?

Later, in a similar.referenee to another acquaintance he
commented that;
since I received your previous letter, I had
quite a-bout with my old asthmatic difficulties and
spent a eoyple weeks at Johns Hopkins ·Hospital in
Baltimore.H
From the tone of these-comments, a researcher might conclude
that-the Keating-candidacy-eould have been in jeopardy from
about the time it was starting.

However• further reference

to any-such Keating health problem from this point on for
several years-- has not been discovered by this author.

Based

on this fact alone, therefore, an assumption may be made

P• 1,

6Rochester New York Demgcrat ~nronicle,. July 11,1946,
Hereafter cited·- as Rosh. Dem, Biron, ·

7Letter from Keating to Major General W.E.V~Abraham,
Feb. 1,1946, _Keating Papers.
8Letter from Keating to Sidney E. Alden, May 1,1946,
Keating.Papers.

that any tbJ:eat to his political eareer which this particular

health probletn may have 1repte&entedt eU:her had soon

pass~d

or bore no additional aeeestd.ty for medieal attention othe't·

tb$ll that: Which eoul.d be obtained without arousing public
attentioth

:fbtJ,l!!!§,El.etstitn. CgoJS.iD•

When Mr.

Keating's nomin•

ation as a e$1d1date for the Fortieth District

Congr(uu~tonal

seat was announced to the Rochester public• it was :ltmnediately

9
labeled " "politteal tluff"• by an opposition newspaper:
Not that ehere is anything wrong with Colonel
Keating. be is just toc symbolic of the Republican Pa'tt:y ..

The Colortel t.s. strictly •tbtue stocking" stuff. A
tnetnber of the best clubat aceially prominent, well born,
well educated and nevsJ: down ln tbe.pooketbook where he
didn't have a couple o£ fifties nestling in there w!t.n

all those twenty dollar bills.

He resides ln an ext~emoly t:aetef\11 rancho in
!righton that costs a :rather pretty penny J married a
beautiful lady who was and·is eo... ta.lly prominent and
financially important • All of which shows good judgement
on tht! put of the capable Colonel but throws the Republi•
can ticket off bal-ne& against incumbent George Rogers [i

Rochester groeefl .. lO

.'l.'he re-port :continued by saying that the R.ei)Ublican candidate

was, u ••• identified· with thea bunks, the upper crust

l~gal

fraternity and serves as counsel... fm: son1e of our

l~rger

.
as

ll!.l. 'asnestg~ ilm• July 11.1946. p •. 3. tiereafter cited
l\®lla, :.t-"11•
104bit}.

1

concerns".

11

While the opposition press. spoke in this manner, a
weekly paper friendly to his cause launched what was to beeome
a pattern of Keating praise.
eharacteri~ed by

This included endorsements

the following;

It 1 s like a cool draft of water from crystal
springs.· to knrYtt that once again this district will have
clear headed, sound thinking and int~lligent appraisal
of legislation in Washington.l2
Early in the campaign campaign Keating seems to have
begun an attempt to link his opponent with the radical left.
In his opening speeches he stated that Rogers "•••'had allowa:l
his Communist sympathy·to be reflected in his Congressional
voting record'"•; 3 To support the claim, Keating cited six
roll ·call votes in which the Democratic ertcumbent had demonstrated "••• sympathy for·thE ideologies and left wing prog.
14
.
ram of a foreign power''.. A,portion of these. examples related

to Rogers' having voted against appropriations for, and the
eontin.uation of, the House Un American Activities Committee.
lltbid·,
12~ Brighton Pittsford

New York Post, July 11,1946,

P• 2. Hereafter.eited as B.P.PostL

13Rgsh. Dem. 9'll£9n, Sept. 10,1946, p•lS,
14tb;td, Details of this charge as reported by this
paper may.be found in the Appendix.

8

To·this uleft.wing" theme.Mr. Keating would return several
times in the weeks

ah~ad-

A ~elated theme advanced and

emphasized in Mr. Keating•s first campaign for public office
suggested that. a growing 'Democratic Burea.ucra9y:iin Washington
and the "high" spending.pre.ctices of the federal government
bo:re a·logicat relationship -not only to
socialist economic ·principles.

An

ea~h

other,· but to

example of how he discussed

such spending ·practices in terms meaningful· to many Rochester

taxpayers ·could be found in his mention of the fact that
Democrats .had, in·· past; monthS···· approved,&ome.t•., •.• boondoggling ·.

projects costing

the~

R.oeheste't· suburb of

idents.nine dollars . apiece"1Switb

nb

FittS'fordres-

value.received.

This

waste by the Democrats, .he said, eould-oQly be properly cheek-

ed by a Republican victory at thepolls.
r~rhaps

. an example of a more subtle influence aet1.ng

to. establish a, positive identity for

)tt,

Keating among the

voters, can be related to the fact that hts .·1946 election

campaign occurred a.t a time when it was not uncommon for
people to equate military service ·with favorable· terms such

as "honorn and "patriotism...

In this regard •. it can hardly

be considered irregular that inmost of the press coverage
his name was preceded

by

.
"Colonel",
the earned militarytitle

15
.
B,P,Pgst,,Sept. 12,1946. p. 1.

9

and frequentlywas"aecompaniedby. a picture of him in uniform~

but neither can it be said to have harmed his,political

cause •. This must be especially significant in view of.the
fact that each such recognition in the press likely accented
the fact that Keating's opponent lacked not only the military

title and uniform; but any semblance of a war record as well.
Near the end of what (in-Monroe contests in general)
was described as a "lackluster" eampaign 1 the county political
scene beeal\le so placid that it "almost expired ••• six days
16
before election".
As a Party, county Republicans were t:onfidently·riding what they are convinced is a mighty tide".

17

In respect to this, it should-be pointed out that these hopes
were somewhat reinforced by a Republican registration lead of
over four to one (in the county as a whole), and the.fact
that at lease up to November 1,1946 an admitted rift bad
existed ln Democratic . c.:irel.es

be~tTeen

Stb.te Committeeman

Joseph J. Oea and the Tenth Ward leader Michael
This

s~ate

s.

Cariola.

18

of affairs, however, did not prevent the two

Fortieth·. District Congressional -candidates .from continuing
their campaigns on-through the last weekend of the

race~

t6Rgch,Dem, Qbron, Nov~~,l946, P• 1
17Ibid.

lS!h.! Rochester Times Unj,.on, .Feb, 4t 1946' P.~ 1~
Hereafter cited as Rocht ·r .u i; and J!g£h. Dem 1 Chron. Nov. 3,1946.
p.2o.

----,

I

10

Near the end, Keating repeated his basic opposition to
Pemoeratic .·spending, and urged a .return. to
and b\lsinesslike administration".
Rogers;

19

n ••• commonsense

Meanwhile, Congressman

charged that Keating had been "smothered" by wide·

spread unfavorable reaction from his attempts to label the
opponent a Communist; alluded to the "vagueness" of Keating's
campaign statements -as tantamount.to trying to sell ·a pig in
a poke; and suggested that the fate of the United Nations
hung in the balance when he said that he. was· 'fervently"
praying

"'•••tha~

we do not

el~ct

a Con!U!'ess which will de-·

stray •.•• the Unite.d Nations just as the Republican Congress
. 20
of 1918 destroyed the League of Nations'"·

When the magic night arrived, Kenneth Barnard Keating,
by-a 53,121 to

43,42lp~urality

in Rochester and a-31 1653 to

12,370 plurality in the constituent ,town~: had received his
21 .
first of several calls from the electorate. Keating admirers
,responded, as. might. be -expected, in·glowing terms.

comment pointed .to the

vict~ry.of tt:t~a

Brighton attorney as having gone a

One

fo:r:ty.six year old

*' ••• long

step &:oward

1§

Ibid, • Rgch, Dem, Cbron. , Nov. 2 1 1946, p. 20.

20.

lbid 0

21

Nov. 3, 1946, p. 2B.

Ibi;d,, Nov. 6, 1946, p. 17. The county Democratic
leader was quoted as blaming.the county-wide defeats for his
p~rty on the nbaekwash of the war".

11
putting the -Rochester Congressional District on the National
politieat~'maptt.

22

Another suppOl:ter claimed that Keating

wouid enter-his new role-with ".;.equipment and attainments
which promise--that -the- P'ortieth District -will have· in Wash ...
ington--~what--the--city--has

.not- had -since· it. became a :city )

a Representative who will be a national figure in Congressio;;..
23

<

nal affairs."

Pr~~tew

1& the Kegtinr;

House ·.Career.

The subsequent

career of .Mr;.· Jteating in the House of Representatives would
span fi"e more elec.tions and twelve sessions of Congress.
Of course, within·;this
·.
.

~ime
'

'

the Upstate -Republican would

become embroiled-in a magnitude of both national and local
topics ,. -many-·. of- -whieh ··.represented opportunities for the·
leadership and fame .predicted-for him.
In thefollowing survey, the major topics have arbi·
trarilybeen arranged into units·andehapters for· the sake.
of convenience.

Whe1:e the frequency of Keating activities

or .particular ··tonal impact seems to -·dictate · an obvious order,

the topiC'tl within s. chapter have been arranged so that those
appearing-to have greater· importance are discussed first.
22.
23

!bid. • Nov. 7, 1946, p·.t9.
.

Ibid 1

----

1

12
Otherwise, discussion,in each chapter proceeds ,topically and
for the .most part in the . chronological pattern in which they

occurred-.
With the .foundation for this survey of the ,Keating

legislative image now,having been established by the high-.
lighting ,·in· the past few pages of his precongressional . back•
ground• a ..eontinuation intothe survey ·itself may be warranted.

Discussion of his other House·election campaigns will·be withheld until later when the·

basic:l~gislative

aspects of the

survey will have been completed.
The fi1:st unit of .this work will, in three chapters,
focus on various aspects

o~

the Congressman's record regarding

the general topic of "Domestic : Economy~•

By its :very nature,

however, this material as well as much ,<from the following
pages.lends.ttself only partially.to rigid categorization.
Therefctre. dividing it into chapters in some eases has .been

accomplished by arbitrary dec:d.sions which hopefully will aid
the reader without damaging the work either by excessive
rigidity on the one hand or

other. ·

ex,ees~Jive

overlapping on the

FSOBRAL lNFWEliCI

Although cbe a.wl\ds of World war 11 bad faded i:nto
the

by the time tbe E1ght1eth CongJ:ess ff.tst

ptUU:

l~ft

nat1cm was
:.e~tlon

days.

•t,

with NnY t:'eminders f-rom 'those total

One .of

thesu~:t

the;

moblli~

peJ:baps 110re obvious than aome,

vas the e'ki&tence of federal controls over phases of ehe

nation's eeonomr, and what to many cust have appeared as a
dl&10C:UltiOl1 Of federal influence Ovet' private enterprise e

tn
wh~

s~arehing

the record of a Republican Congressman

sttoda onto the fedet:a1 stase at this t!.Vte • a question
automa~l~tly

arises

aituat:lorh

as co that tttan'a views on this pal:tieulu

Had he, for uample. followecl .the dictates .of

a policy statement t'eleased bt

May

o£ his first Congr:ess1ona.t

eest1cm, the answer would have b-een rathe-r etcuu:,
statement~

Tht.s

submttted b)' the Mouse Republican Steerirla

eom-

mi.tt•e• promtaed ths.t,"Govu,rmsent controls shall be eliod.nated
1

as rapldlr aa possible.•
llut

Kerm~tb

lh Keating appears to have shown some Teluc..

tance to embrace a at and as strong as this • The fotlowins
pages tn thU chapter will attempt: to -reveal the degree of
r r · •

·.

-~'

••.r'

rn ••

l,lQt:bt. IcY. a, l1ay 26. 1947 • P• 3. '!'be First session of
the Ulghtieth Congress dld end many controls. Rent controls.
as will be not.ni 1 was a majcn: except1ora.

14
control he was willing to aceept in the varying·periods of
the cold war a.nd Korean

tensions~

Likewise, tiith respect to

Mr. Keating's legislative image, these pages will

rev~ew

material intended to show- his public record on the related
topics of government-i:nfluence in industries such as highway construction,

oil and gas., and finally in regard

to

private enterprise in generaL.

Gmzernment in the Field of Hoys!,ng 1 The records
indicate that·in the beginning of his Bouse career Mr.
Keating supported the continuation of some government curbs
and controls, but justified this on exigencies left in the
wake of war.

A

characteris~ict

greeted-the first

·explanation; with which' ;he

of-wbatwas to be periodic opportunities

for renewing such control programs ·sounded -like this:
Although I do not- -U.ke continued government
controls and hope they will be eleminated as rapidly as
possible consistent-with safety• ·I am convinced temporary
continuance of ([n this particular case - ~uga!) •••
controls a.t a reasonable cost is necessary.·

He-claimed to have discerned an "instinctive resentment of controls among Americansn • ·but noted that they realize

for the most part that stabilization is necessary. 3 Keating
2
Ibid,s, Mar.22, 1947, P• 2A.
3
.

Ibid,, July 7 1 1951, P• 7.

15

warned as late as -1951 -of chaotic conditions if the remaining
World War-II controls passed out of existence immediately,
ana pointed out that economic strength and military strength
4
are -equally important as safeguards against ''Russian plans".

Controls, he said, are,

hot~ever,

'* -••• never. • •

a permanent

or- a complete solution to the problem of high prices... but
are

simply a stop-gap-method of-meeting a temporary situa-

tion".

5

His roll-call .voting record in the House seems to, for

the most-part, reinforce·such-comments.
For example, legislation tn·the field of housing
offered him a:mple chance to·amass a lengthy -record against
government intervention.

However, starting in the First

Session of the Eightieth Congress he voted ttyea" to extension
of rent control and house construction acts~ 6 In addition,
he vot::ad in 1948 to extend the Reconstruction Finance Corp•
oration and supported the National Housing Act which increased
7
funds available for mortgage insurance.

i;Ibid~., July 7,1951; P• 7.
5~

Ibid.,, July 19,1951, p. 23.- When criticized by a
state Democratic leader as having " ••• meekly followed the
lead of Dixicrats in voting for price controls~ Keating is
quoted here as saying that on all thirteen roll call votes
relative to the question, he voted for strong controls.
"Every vote 1 cast ••• was in the interest of the Consumer."
he replied.
6

Con~ressional Record~ 80 Congress
1 Session,
(May 1;1947), p. 4416, (Bill number HR32o!). Herafter cited·

as~.~

16

It may be of interest to note that at this time, Roch•
ester • like -many parts of -·the nation, was experiencing
notable housing,-shortages •. Oneloeal.paper, in.this regard,
referred to a report from the Rochester Real Estate Board
which.liste~ ......

12,500·applieations of.families.or individuals seekingi:ental.aceommodationsn,. 8 However, local
sentiment regarding proposals for public housing programs
to alleviate the situo.'!=ion seems· to have varied.

Based on area voting during public housing referendums
in .1947 and 1949; there may be.:justification for coneluding
that there was. in Upstate New York 1 something of a disenchant•
ment with the idea of governmental infiuence in the field of
housing .. 9 But Congressman Keating voted to extend federal
eontrols again.both in 1949 and 1950, explaining in the
latter instance that:" ••• alt:hough . bitterly opposed to control as part of the .Peacetime economy, I recognize the
1
cong. Rec.· •. 80 Cong.-, 2 Sess., (Mar.l6,1948), p.2982,
(82182);
Ibid., (Aug. 7 * 1948), p.l0219, (HR6959).

s:

,Rgch*,I.t.U., Nov •. 5, 1948, p.l .. This report estimated that 4,200 families were seeking housing accommodations in
the county at this time.
9.
·Ibid., Dec. 3, 1949, P• 6. This report notes that a
state referendum held two years before had. shown. Upstate
voters to be willing to pay for constructing of public housing
·projects but opposing plans to subsidize rents. A November
1949 state referendum, however, was said to have shown
Upstate voters to be 2 to 1 in opposition to both.

17
nec::essities · of.. Korean mobilization· require constant reeltam10
ination of . what might be one's normal views and desires~
Likewise, he voted to pasS·the Housing Act of 1949 and the
Housing Act·Of·19.SO-wbich effectively. kept the federal gov11
ernment*s hand in·the·eo:nstruction business. Thereupon,
· exc::ept for 1956 when ha recorded 'a vote against a public
housing project., his

(rolt'eall voting) record favoring the

federal government's continued interest in housing was sup•
ported with "yea 11 votes most of the remainder of his House
' 12
career.
Some evidence, however, exists as an indication that
rather.tban·encouraging.the spending of federal tax dollars
for constructing housing, the Congressman was much more in
favor of a government Lease Purchase Program which he felt
could stimulate construction by

io

priv~te

contractors.

.

rng,

In

~. 81 Cong. ,. 1 Sess, 01ar. 15, 1949),
P• 2545,
31).;
·
Ibida,, 8I Cong., 2 Sess, (Dec. 7, 1950), p. 16306,

(HR9763), ;

Roch. !.&.

11

~

p.8677, (Hi4009

!La..

Mar. 30, 1949, p. 6,

Jec,, 81 Cong., 1 Sess. (June 29,1949),

.i·

,.Ibid., 8

p.3882, (HR7~02),

Cong., 2 Sess., (Mar, 22, 1950),

12-

.

. lb,d •.t 83 Cong. * 2 Sess., (April 2, 1954),

p.4490, (HR

83~).;

.
. 't*i:d'.,..J .. s;a ,qong., 2 se.ss •• (June 17 ,1954),
p.8470$ · .RE:s-.7839).
Continued on next page.

18
1957, for example,· he showedsome-anger at the House Public
Works Committee for trying to kill the program.
the attempt unwarranted:9.

13
sound•" he said,. It lets

He called

••The lease program is basically
private enterprise finance eon-

.struetion rather than the federal government. "It stimulates

the building industry and· prevents drain on taxpaye·rs ~ he
continued.

''lt is a sensible and workable program which will

pay handsome dividends by encouraging local iniative and local

action."

14

Another glimpse of the Keating philosophy regarding
the role of the federal government in housing can be seen in
his 1958 vote for the Rousing Bill.

At this time, he attri-

buted his support at least partially to the recession through
which the nation was suffering at the time, and he explained;.
All of us can well be disturbed about the bUsiness
slump, but we shouldn't·push the "panic-button". Condition·rr ·don t·t;:· seem to warrant "slam-bang" crash pump-

12

(Continued).

Coni• Rec.l 84 Cong., 1 Sess.,

(J\,\ly 29, 1955), p. 12145. {52126);
.
~' ~ong. Ree.,.84 Cong., 1 Sess.,(July 29,1955),

P• 1239,--{52126 •.. ·

.
Ibid., Co2g.Res., 84 Cong., 2 Sess.,(July 25,1956),
P• 14461, (HR 117 2).
Ibid., Cons, Rec., 85 Cong., 2 Sess. (Aug.l8, 1958),
P• 18259, (540355.
·
131Ll..&. Post. ,Aug. 1, 1957, p. 3.

l 4 Ibid., this lease program permitted private contractors to construct the buildings for lease by the government. After the lease period of twenty-five years was up
the government had the right to buy them.

19
~pr.i~ing programs ••• [[hat] could set off_an inflationary
which would make your head·· SWim •. L:l

spiral·

Panic, he said,is more contagious

than any disease

and the. prese:::tt unem?loym,ent r:ate. shows. signs of being tem•
porary.

He assured the homefolks that Congress wasn't sit•

ting on their hands but had been taking steps to promote
16
homebuilding and ,increase the federal highway program.

Government Influence in the Ftetdgf High11a:r Construc-

tion.

In fields other than housing, glimpses ofCongressman

Keating's legislative philosophy on the role of government
can likewise be detected rather clearly.
regard

For.example, in

td the highway program about which mention has just

been mape there may be some grounds for concluding that his ·

implied (above) support in 1958 may . have represented a departure from previous thinking.

If in themselves, roll call ·

votes ar.e any indi.cation, there is some basis for suggesting
that he had looked unfavorably upon attempts to extend

federal,influence,.in this field.

As a matter of faet, on

roll call·'Votes both in 1948 and 1950

15

~eating

voted in

B.P. Post,, ~~y. 6• 1958, p. 8. In this particular
weekly paper Mr. Keating often wrote a eolumn from Washington.
This quotation eomes from that souree.

16

Ibid.

20
opposition to bills

of 1916.

17

fo~_broadening

the Federal Aid Road Act

Likewise, the Upstate Republican opposed passage of
the-highway eonstructionbill in 1955. 18 However, the Federal
Highway-Act of 1956 did gain Mr. Keating's vote as did the
19
one mentioned in 1958.
Commenting to colleagues about the latter bill, he
illuminated some aspects of his thinlting on these matters:
.The pay -as-you-build principle . embodied in the

.

highway bill is a sound and constructive one.
Were· I_Si~ that more Federal programs were run on such a
hardheaded basis. However, we should not let that ausorigin~l

picious start be darkened by- allJJ.wing later inequities
in· the distribution of funds ••.• m.e indicated that· a cure
for ."inequities" supported by some would be to reward
those states which have worked har~ on highway construe•
tio~. As it-is, New York receives its usual ahort
end of the stick:under this Federal program •. we are the
most important business, manufacturing and commercial
State •. we·rank second in the. nation in number of auto•

mobiles and in-gas consumption: •. As a result, New Y~rk
contributes heavily to the revenues availablz to the
Federal Government for this highway program. 0

17

Cone

p. 4345,

~

(HR5Ass>; •

80 Cong., 2 Sess., (April 12,1948),

.

I~id;t., 81 Cong., 2 S_ess., (Mar. 19• 1950),

P• 7349~ (HR7~41).
18 •..

Ibid lot 84 Cong ., 1 Sess. , ('.June 28, 1955),
p. 7908, (HRS925}.
19.
·_ Ibid.,. 84 Cong.,. 2' Sess. ·, (April 27, ·1956),
P• 7221, (HRI0660);
lbid.i 85 Cong~,2 Sess., (April 3,1958),
P• 6255, (HR982 ).,
20

p. 3655.

Ibid,, 85 Cong. ,2 Sess., (Mar. 6, 1958),

21
In hopes . . of improving the situation about which he
referred, Mr. Keating-submitted a bill which.would have given
a total-of $ 4~00 million to'the states

for,

"····~lready-completed

tt21

way System·l

to

compensate them

portions of the Interstate High-

Had his bill gained enactment'; New ·York would

have ·received $ 8,822,800,000 or roughly fifty dollars per
resident.
By this time (1958), Mr. Keating's view seems to have
made

som~

accommodation·from its earlier degree of reluctance

to involve the federal government in highway construction.
In. regard·- t,o the. massive federal program then underway he

was to comment:
The Federal Interstate Highway System marks a
significant forward step in·the internal development
of our nation~ By drawing together our great industrial
and populatio~ centers, 'i2 2provides an important link
in times of war or peace.

Federal Influence Re,garding the Oil and Gas Industries.
A review of other-matters
of extending.federal
21

wi~hin

in~luence

this same, general category

may reveal a commentary of

.
Rec., 85 Cong., Z Sess., (Mar. 6, 1958),
P• 3655, (HR11554);
~och, I:.; !!..&., June 2, 1952, P• 29 quotes Keating from
a WHEC radio broadc:ast the previous day after a non roll
call vote on a road bill as saying;
"The bill allocating money to various states
requires New York to put up 215 million dollin;s to reeeive
6.6 million ••• • 'It just looks t.o me like poor business• •"
~

22
of some interest on an -additional facet of Ytr
. . •· Keating:!s
.
views when the Tidelands Oil controversy is approached.
this regard. the New--York legislator

~oted

In

consistently (as

indicated by .. roll call votes) against ,proposals. to. turn

full-ownership ofoil•rich off.. sh,ore areas over to adjacent
states. 23 Even contrary to the announced views of Mr,
Eisenhower on the matter., Keatingdeclared:
1 have no"right to vote eo give away this federal
asset to any-state or any-group of states, to· any
individual or any group of· individuals; ~L I look upon
the-members of this Congress as trustees of a tremendous
na~ional inheritance which is their obligatio2 to pre-serve in the interest of the American peo9le. 4. .
Attempts to curb federal influence over natural gas

interests likewise brought similar reactions from Congressman Keating.

In this case, -the Republican legislator again

chose the side of federal control when in 1950 the Kerr

23

Natural Gas Bill
~imilarly).

voted

pas~ed

25

·.Congress (In 1947 and :1949 h'e had

According to Mr. Keating, ·this bill which

would exempt independent gas producers from regulation by.the
Federal Power Commission was

~ ••• perhaps

the most iniquitous
andwicked attempt of Sill in the last Democratic Congress~ 26
Concerned, probably both· by the method by which Democrats

had n ••• rammed

the., bill' down our throats ,n 27 as

well as by the feeling that it would·have meant higher
prices for. consumers, Keating'wiredthe.President to ask
28
that the bill be vetoed.
When, two weeks later Mr. Truman
did so, the way was open.for Congressman Keating
a fourth chance to oppose the measure.

to gain

In 1955 his last

(roll call vote) opportunity on this question arrived and
he cast ::his. fourth consecutive vote against unrestricted
29
operation by independent gas producers.

25

Co(g Ree., 80. Cong•; 1 Sess;, (July 11; 1947),
P• 8751, . 40'm;
·
·
Ibid., 81 Cong~,l Sese., (Aug_;·s,~t94CJ),
P• 10871, (HR1758);
Ibid., 81 Cong.,2 Sess.,(Har. 3l, 1950);
p. 4567, (H.RES .531);
Ibid., 84 Cong. 1 Sess., (July 28, 1955),
P•- 11930, (HR6645) •
26

Roch .. Dem. Chron., Nov. 6, 1950,p. 2A.

27
Roch.

28

Ibid.

~'

April 3, 1950, p.7.

24

Pri.vate-Enterprisein Genera\·§nd•ita-ReJ:ationshiJ? to
the

Fed~r~l

Ggvernment •. In addition to the examples already

cited -in this chapter, there are ·numerous indications which

may be of

val~e

in further clarifying the Keating phil•

osophy regarding federal influence in.what at one time had
beennon-government affairs. One such indieation.may be
faund in a speech delivere4 by the Congressman before the
Washington

D.c.

Chamber of Commerce.

At this time while supporting the contention that the
Sherman Anti Trust Act . is rightly called a "Charter of
Freedomr for American enterprise. he noted that there was
little praetieal.difference between a government which
fixed prices or

indu~tries

which did so:

Recognizing as 1 do the necessity for government
intervention to stablize economic conditions in times of
national crisis;··· l,:.maintain that in normal times dictation and dominatio~ either. by government or by combinations of·large busines.s"entities, are fraught with
peril to the maintenance and strength of a fre~ and
vigorous economy.30
On another occasion he developed a corollary to this
by.telling an American Trade Association meeting, if "captains

29 .

:Supra

30

footnote 25 chapter II.

Roch •. I.,. Y.,:;.·, Aprll 28 * 1952, P• 8. · '£his news article
quotes ~~. Keating directly in discussing his speech before
the Chamber of Commerce audience.
·

25

of industry" permit "new abuses ••• to fasten themselves. on
our economic: life" to the endangerment of the public interest,
"clamor naturally and justifiably·will arise for the enact•
ment of new.and stricter laws.u 31Abuses, he said,
restrictive legislation".

·In

.,inspire

32

relation to the government's role regarding

financial-support for.privatebusinesses, Congressman Keating
seem~

to have approached matters armed with no categorical

ruleexcept to·judge each proposal on its individual merits.
For example, he labeled an appropriation bill to finance
installation of rural telephones a. •• .... ne\:oi and· additional

form of government subsidy at the expense of. every pay
. 33
.
.
.
envelope".
t•I am· not sympathetic to this program," .he said,
pointing.to the. fact that the su})sidized companies would be
competing with existing ones which were not government
34
subsidized.
However, sometime later he supported, "··· with
jl
.
'lbid., Mar. 21, 1953, p. 9. From a speech ~1r.
Keating delivered in Washington a short tittte before this date.

32
33

Ibid.

B.P •. Post,April 9, 1953, p. 6. The statement appeared
as-part of a column written fro.m Washington under Mr. Keating's
name.
34
Ibid.

26

enthusiasm"a bill·providing temporary finaneial·assistance
for the propose of 'encouraging " ••• our ailing railways" to
carry out.eurrently suspended capital improvements and
maintenance programs.

35

Likewise• when convinced at one

point that subsidizing"a tin smelting plant in Texas was
in

~he

nation's interest, he. supported the appropriat.ion

for it willingly as

the following statement·· may indicate:

Though I a.m.very mueh.opposed to the government's
getting inttl private industry and manufacturing, as a
general rule. I, concurred·- in ·a .resolution which -will
extend the operation of the only tin smelter in the
~nited States wh~gh the government has been operating
for some time... .·

His support was given, the Congressman said, because
tin is important both for defense and peaceful uses.

Too,

this plant, he noted was not in competition with private
suppliers of tin, but rather produced only for government
37

s tock.pi ling •.

Conversely, however, Mr. Keating's willingness to
extend federal aid-did not seem to reach far enough to
benefit the mining industry.

35

-s.r •.

In 1958 he voted against a

s;
is made earlier (.!L!.t. Post.,.July 3.1958,

?..2~;., July 11, 1958,p.
Ibid, July 10, 1958;· p.S;·

A~euggestton

p. 4.) that Keating•s support for the
influenced by the ec011omic recession·.
36

Ibid., July 29, 1954, p. 7.

37.

Ibid.

~ailroad

aid was

27

bill to "stahilizet.: mines and

mining~

38

as he had done on

similar bills when they had arrived for House action in
.

1949 and 1950.

39

Summary.

In this chapter·. the topic of federal

influence over aspects o'£ the nation •'s economy ·has- been
discussed from several directions.
discussion, it may be concluded that

On the basis of this
~tr.

Keating saw the

"invasion" of the-private enterprise domain as permissible
in-specific cases where dictated by public need.

However,

in justifying federal intervention for special needs, the
Congressman seems to have been-reluctant to relinquish

litt~

more than- temporary -control to the government.
An exception

to this generalization has been noted

in regard to the natural gas industry over which Mr. Keating
voted to place the permanent control of the Federal Power
Commission. -Somewhat-similarly, a rather sharply defined
dispute over the rights of states inre\atton to off-shore
oil fields found him again favoring the view that the federal

38

~!)c.,

P• 18963, (5403

85 Cong., 2.Sess.,(Aug.21, 1958),

•

39

. Ibidu 81 Cong., 1 Sess., (Oct. 13, 1949),

P• 14803,,(52105);

Ibid,, 81 Cong., 2 Sess •• (Mar. 16, 1950),
p. 16547,.{52105).
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government had a natural right.to-c:ontrol such treasures.
ln the-next two chapters, matters-of domestic finance

will be more directly approached than has-been attempted in
this one.

Specifically, Chapter III will·be cqnstructed

around the-publicized.efforts-of Mr. Keating to either prune
government spending or at least match the spending as nearly
as possible

withthe-ineome~

A rather heavy emphasis on

this phase -·of-the Keating record -will-be-made, not to suggest
that he approachedevery·finaneial proposal with ajaundiced

eye but t·o.·:•refle.et as aecurately as possiple that emphasis
given to the constructing of-this, an apparently significant

facet in the legislative image of Congressman Keating.

CHAPTER III

BALANCING ntE FEDERAL BUDGET

President Truman, writing memoirs of his White House
years, looked beyond Pennsylvania Avenue at one point and

leveled a ,cr.itlcal eye on Capitol. Hill:
'too many Congressmen during my Administration
heededtne.traditional sloganof cynical politics:
ttNever :_vote against an appropriation, and never vote
for·a·t&X inc::reaseiu It might be one way to get re•elect•
ed, but'i.s also a sure yay of getting the country into
financial difficulties.
Kenneth B. Keating was a Republican, elected to the
House six times by sizable pluralities, and had-made his
entrance as a freshman Congress mat:~ in .the .'truman-labeled
"Do-nothing

Eightieth

Congress • .,

These-facts alone.might

have pla.ce{{ him within range of· the former President•s
critical gaz·e, but later studious efforts by Keating in that

partisan "schooltt on the "Hill" would likely remove
of remaining'Truman endearment for him.

por~ions

2

1
Truman. Harry s. Years .21 ~rri;,U. §nd HoBe• (Vol. II of
Memoirs kz. Har:r.:z §..,. Truman. 2 Vols. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1956), P• 41 ..
2
No evidence has been discovered in this study to

suggest the-existence of specific Truman feelings either
directed for-or against Mr. Keating. The above implication
is based on material discussed in several later chapters
which seems to indicate the likelihood that such fe.eling did
indeed exist.

30

It.does seem apparent though, that aside from

pos~ible

differences-due.to party loyalties, a. significant philosophic
difference·between Congressman Keating.and the Democratic
Administration,regarding government spending did exist. And
it is:not unlikely that this difference of opinion offered
fertile.opportunities for political gain.for.the Upstate
Representative.whose constituency showed such a heavy•Repub•
lican lead in registration.

3

As a matter•of•fa.ct, the issue

perhaps most·emphasized,during his successful 1946.attempt
to unseat the:Col1gressional .incumbent in his;district was·the
r.elative proximity o.f the opposition party to socialist ec!o_,
4
nomic principles~
In this regard, he emphasized the need

for a Republican victory. which equld represent, he felt$ a
5
ureturn to common sense and businesslike administration•"
Without attempting to debatethe validity of any

Keating claim to a standing ·among.House economizers,.this
chapter .l'f'"ill explore -numerous examples. which seem to indicate

wbatt hetnust:have meant·by this "businesslike·administration"
·. Roeht I.&. U•, Feb• 4, 1946-. p.• l• In Monroe County as
e. whole·there.were l40,40tJ registered Republicans and 32,680

Democrats•

4

P•. 8i . Also,Roeh~o Dem. Chron., Sept. 10;1946,

1946, p.l4.

31
phrase.

Spending cuts will be emphasized herein, not to

convey the impression that this was the total outlook reflect•
Keating's fiscal

ed from Mr.

votirt~h

but rather to examine

the possibility that a continuing interest in balancing the
budget was reflected as a major tenet in his philosophy
during

h~s

twelve years of service in the House of Represent-

atives.

Balaru;ing ,th;e Budget -. First ·Phgses.

Once inside the

halls . of Congress'''. the Upstate Republican seems to have
approached the topic of spending
"National defense

without~

V~.~th

a. sound

an

air .of concern.

econ~

is a 'hollow shell l

destined to: col1apse under-" the~ first strain of armed conflict
or subsersive-attackj" said Keating at one point. 6 He pro-.
posed at this time, that we find a way to drastically cut·

government expenditures, ,balance the budget, ·start paying on
the •'huge national

·debt~

"our overburdened and

and by so doing find some:"relief for

harassed,· taxpaying

people~ 8 "The

spending_an<f taxing policies-of.ourgovernment over recent
years.cannot continue if.thts,nation is to remain strong,'* 9

he declared.

6

Roch., .f.. U•. , Apri 1 5, 194 7, p • 2A •

7 . ·.-!bid{
8.
Ibid.
V<

·
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The Eightieth Congress.(First Session) did cut 4~4
billion dollars from.the Truman budget and Keating pra'tsed
the efforts .that

el~minated

300t000 persons from the govern-

.

ment payrolls, therefore helping to make the cut possible.

9

He. said;
We must.always remember that only by reducing the
expense of ..piloting the ship of state can this country
provide for reducing the burden of the harassed and
oppresseci taxpayers. 10
It·msy be 'of interest.to note at this point, that only
a few months earlier, however;'. the Congressman had voiced
a protest over the discharge cf 1400 border and port poltee
from the· Custom Service ··"Due to. alleged· House cuts·. in Appro.. '
11
'
.
'
.
priations~.
He accused Truman and .Treasury Sec:t;etary John

w.- Snyder

of ''purposeful· emasculation of an essential

service~

and said they were"hanging onto.all the chairwarming jobs in

Washington while dismissing those out in the field who are
§:
Roch. T. U• , Oct. 25 1 ~ 1947 • p. 20.

10
.
Ibid.

11Ibid. ;· Mar• 27, 1947, p. 20. These discharges were
e.pparently.not finalized.-.·Later (Ibid., Nov. 18, 1947, p. 15),
Keating is quoted asattact:c.inj Secretary.Snyder for the action
of. a subordinate "last ·Spring. in staging a •'propaganda campaign. against C\lPPropriation -.cuts .• ..-.by sending .out . dismissal

notices to·alarge.number of border patrolmenand other
personnel."-·No specific,details-are.ineluded in this later
report, but presumably this is either the same issue or a
related one·· to that raised in March. ·

33

actually doing the work. n 12
If there was a.single concerted drive around which
the -·image of a budget•conscious Congressman might be erected
for Mr.• Keating, it likely could be found in the early months

of195o •. He had that year started the Congressional session
~ith

an announced reservation about Mr. Truman•s State-of-

the-Union t-1essage request for additional sources of revenue.

••In my book." he said, •'take-home pay is now subjected to
all the deduetions it can stand.n 13
A few days later. hs said· that Truman 1 s new budget call·
ed for one of three alternatives,
(A) a tax:hike;

It would either mean;

(B) a second consecutive year of spending

five bil·ilion dollars more than we took in;

government expenses.

or (C) e. cut in

"We should cut our cloth to fit the

pattern," he concluded, "and live within our income •••• "
In these sentiments the Congressman was not alone

lf

·Ibidn Har. 27, 1947, P• 20.
13.
Ibid.-, Jan. 5,1947, po. 2 •.

14

,!g~d,. Jan.lO,l950 p.8;
The Congressman was described in another press report

as essentially repeating this appraisal of.the Truman
budget and his choice of.alternatives in a radio forum
apparently. conducted with some fellow Congressmen and
broadcast over WCAU in Philadelphia. Local coverage of
the forum appears in Roch, T.U., Feb. 15, .J.950, p. 9.

14

34

for Democrats as well as·R.epublicans were·descrihed as likewise favoring spending.t:iats of significant proportions.

Soon,

newspapers·b.eral<led the start of what seems to have been a

major

econo~

15
drive.in the Rouse •.

~the ·Ecorigt}N Bloch·

At this time.t· Keating became one of

several Congressmen labeled in the local press. as '''!'he Econonomy Bloe11 , who gained periodic front ?age attention for
efforts toward neutting the cloth".-

''It's about time that

there was.some obstinancy,:" Keating was quoted as saying.
••we must certainly scrutinize

sugge~ted

expenditures with a

. 16

mast critical eye," .. if the nation is t_o avoid the "poorhouse".

As

the drive progressed•' he declared,

Treasury is not a bottomless pit

to

ou~

"the Federal

of which we can continue

siphon off money to subsidize thi.'s t' that ·Or the other part

17

of our economy without facing the day of reekoning.u
people simply nnist be aroused, Keating said.
spending means high

taxes~

'High federal

and we are already subjected to

such a variety of "taxes hidden so deeply

L$

The

that no one can

Roch~.~ T.

16 .·

tJ •. ,,.r-far.· 11, 1950·,·· P·.· 1.·
-- .

. ·. Ibid.:

17

. Ibid.· A headlined story, nnema.nds. f,or Economy
Talku _.-and anottier appearing
on the same page~ troemocrats, (}.O.!J·~ nack Call to Help
Stem Tide of Federal Spending"; show to some degree, the
tone of the economy movement. Ibid~ Mar•ll, 1950, P• 1.

Mount. .on. Heels. of . Wa.dsworth
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36

economy campaign (Congressman t-ladsworthwas described· by
Martin as having

.,inspired" it), and seems to have made

some e ff ort to deserve such mention•

22

.

Cutting appropriation

measures, however, . seems to have been only one of the methods
chosen by Congressman Keating to_ balance the. budget.

Duting

this "Economy Bloc" attempt, for example; he submitted.three
particular bills which he described-as potentially
ing

in nature.

economiz~

'nlese s.pproachedthe Federal Treasury from

different directions.
Fit'st• the Congressman repeated a bill from his
unsuccessful l949list, which would eleminate the el{Qise tax
on phote>grphy·equipment.

The United States Treasury,

Keating claimed, could gain ·by.· such action because it would
mean freeing the photography industt:'y from

nshackles~

These

taxes, he said, ..... have passed the point of diminishing

returns and are actually costly to the government to continue
in effect'1 23
The second approach would have initiated an amendment
22-

Ibid., Mar. 17, 1950, p. 1;- A list of Mr. Keating's

·economizing efforts fora two month period appeared in
·
Roch. -~.
April 3, 1950 1 p.- 5.
·
23
.
.
Ibid,1,, Mar. 4, 1950, -p. 2. According to Keating's
statement, Rochester - home of Eastman Kodak, had about
sixty-five percent of the entire photographic industry's
working force at·this.t:lme.
!L.. ,
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procedure for the United States Constitution so that the
Pre&ident might: be granted the tight to

v~to

septtrate it$U

in- an appropriation measure while signlag remaining

of the bill into law •.

A~cordlng to~·

Ke•t1ng, with tbit

item-veto pOtft!r ·in a President ts hands t noteworthy
24
eould. ba made in eveey ,ession ·of· ~grass.~
r&e~

po~.tions

~nvings

third of Keating's eeonomy approaches was a bill

submitted to amend tbe Clayton Antitrust Act in such a way
as to permit tho United States Government to s':le for losses
in c•ses where illegal price

fi~ing

forces the government

agencies to pay. unduly high prices ·for merchandise.
Con$f'essmsn alluded to 4

~-••• significant

identical bid& in'lolved in rec$nt
chases of nearly three billion

sealed bide and negot1ated

Defens~

d~llars

cont~aets

percentage" of
Department: Pur-

worth of good$ where

were used•

tt-rrunent were .legally given the rights to sue for
(similar to what a person has)

wher~

·rhe

attempts to

If the Govdam~.tges

de·~raud

could be, proven. Keating implied.- the subotantit\1 deterrep.t

provided against priea fixtng would ,result· in a notable

24

-.Although not the only person to think of the item
veto, Congressman Keating seems to have been among its most
c:onaistetlt advocates. l'hta records of Congress indicate that
he submitted bill& tothls effect in 1950, 1953. 1957. and
1958.
..
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saving. of taxpayers • .money •.25
As may sometimes

b~

the case, the degree ·Of success

attained by this 1950 economy drive-is-difficult to deter-mine.

On. May 11- 1950 it was· said to be Congressman Keating's

opinion.that the success of the-House economy faction had
resulted
in a reduction
.
H
.. in-spending-by more than a billion
.

dollars already.

This declarationl-aceording to the rqll

call voting records, . encompassed among the variety of other
things efforts by Keating to defeat: (A) appropriations ·for
27
.
CARE;
(B) an. amendment to increase funds for hospit.a1 con•
28
struction;
and perhaps to.be noted with a tinge of irony,
(C) a bill early in the Yfi.IJX-. t~ provide economic aid to

Korea.

29

23

. 'cong.
P. 10441.

Rec~,

81 Cong •• 2 Sess.,(Ju.ly 17, 1950),

26

Roch. T .U., May 11, 1950 1 P• 8 •
27
. "Cooperative- for-American Remittance to Europe Inc'"
The bi 11. (HR5953) would have -authorized-. the .Secretary of State
t.o .allot-funds for use,in v•• technica1, scientific: and professional publications and educational and scientific equipment:- ·
for~: libraries and institutions abroad."
2 Sess._1 (Mar.l,·l950), 1>- 2591.

Cong..,

B.!s.:.,

81 Cong.,

i!.S·
Cons,.,~' 81. Cong.,2 Sess.,(l1ay 10, 1950)t p. 6842.
'the vote was on the .. Gore Amendment -to HR7786.
29

CongressmanKeatingvoted "yea" to a motion to recom-

mit t;he Korean Aid Bill (HR5330-), Ibid., 81- Gong., 2 Sess.;
(Jan. 19, 1950), p. 655. \Vhen this attempt failed, he voted
to eliminate two thirds -of thee appropriation,- Ibid:, 81 Cong.,
2 Sess., (Feb •. 9-, 1950) ~ P• 1748; but this also failed. He

then voted against passage of the bill. Ibid.,(Feb. 9,1950),

p. 1749.
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Korean Hostilities and a Balanced Budget.

The diffi-

culty in determining the success of the economy drive, was
of course, compounded when in June of 1950 hostilities suddenly erupted in Korea.

The sharp increase in defense expend-

itures which followed this outbreak would soon bring the nation
into a postwar period of record spending.

Hopes for slashing

excise taxes on cameras etc. were laid aside, and in their
place came proposals such as Mr. Keating's to initiate an
30
excess profits tax.
The following year he joined colleagues
in approving a marked increase in income taxes to better meet
increasing expenditures. 31
\~ith

this added revenue, Mr. Truman was to point out

later that the nation came within one half billion dollars
32
of meeting the budget during the fiscal years of 1951 and 1952.

Perhaps to some degree, therefore, this could be said to
30
31

Roch.

~

u.,

Sept. 13, 1950, p. 30.

~ Rec., 82 Cong., 1 Sess., (June 22, 1951),
p. 6998, {HR447~
32
Truman, Harry S. Years of Trial and Hope. (Vo1.II of
Memoirs 2I Harry s. Truman. 2 Vo1s. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1956), p. 37. He pointed out,
however, that:, "after June 1952 as defense expenditures continued to rise, we began to depart seriously from the payas-you-go policy," and budget deficits of about six billion
and ten billion dollars were anticipated for the next two
years.
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approach what

~b:'.

Keating \-vould have called •1 success 11 for

these particular economy efforts.
However, neither the Korean hostilities themselves,
nor the increased taxes to meet their expenses appeared to
have seriously altered the "patternn of Keating economizing
if such a pattern did exist. 33 In the second session of the
Eighty Second Congress, for example, after the first impact
of Korean hostilities had passed, he submitted a proposal
to tax the President's $50,000 (presently tax free) expense
account, and asked that the Hoover Commission be recalled
for a special study to eliminate wastes in government spend34
ing.
In the remaining months of the Truman Administration
the Congressman also gained press attention with more budgetcutting efforts.

33

It is felt by the author that insufficient evidence
has been discovered in this study to categorically label
these efforts as a pattern of budget•cutting. The number of
"routinet' spending proposals which were interspersed with
the cuts cited in this chapter, and which seemed to have
readily gained Keating's support, would it seems, warrant
a qualified use of the term upatternu in this case, if at all.
. 34
Roch. ~~,,Feb. 8, 1951, p. 12. The $10,000 tax
free expense accounts of the Vice President and the House
Speaker, as well as the $2,500 tax free accounts of the
Hembers of Congress were also included in the Keating bill;
Roch. ~~,Feb. 26, 1951, p. 4;
Keating•s name was also associated with the idea of
a new Hoover Commission several times in the Rochester papers
bet~v-een ~1ay 19,1949 (Ibid,, p. 15) and Hay 14, 1953 (Ibid,,
p .. 15).
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In this regard, a Keating amendment to reduce the
appropriations for the Bureau of Public Assistance by $136,000
.
35
passed the House in April 1951.
The next month he joined
a successful effort in the House to cut 11.2 percent from the
.

Department of Interior's budget of $559,286,000.

36

And

while so doing, he gained House acceptance for his amendment
to the measure -v.;hich was intended to save federal funds by
prohibiting the Bureau from building duplicating public
utility lines in areas where private utilities have agree37
ments to tronsmit government-generated power.
Earlier in the year Keating had clashed with the thinkirg
of President Truman over a challenge reportedly made by the
President dari11g Congress to cut his budget.

Congressman

Keating called it a demonstration of the nTruman tendency to
put his pique ahead of reason".

"The President," he said,

"should welcome rather than spurn the efforts to reduce non

35

The Bureau had requested $1,600,000 in order to
operate during 1952. This amount was reportedly intended to
increase their staff from 273 to 313 workers. The staff was
composed of 264 in 1950, and Keating told colleagues that
indications were that the Bureau's work load would be lightened in 1953. Ibid., April 19, 1951, p. 13.
36
Ibid., May 3, 1951, p. 5.
37
Ibid.

42

defense spending'!

6
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SD~ft:t:um Qf

Budfletinl"fu-Reduginp: Endeavors.

Economiz-

ing efforts by Ken Keating during the months preceding

and

including the Korean hostilities were not the only ones in
his House career.

As a matter of fact, other than this, the

Keating efforts to reduce spending are sufficiently numerous
to have carved a readily discernible trail across the twelve
years of local press reports.

This lengthy list of opposition

votes. covers a broad spectrum of spending proposals reaching
not only to the vulnerable array of public works projects but
also it includes items such as an antipollution bill and an
appropriation measure for the Selective Service System.
Perhaps one of the more pointed examples of him in the
role of an economizer occurred in 1955 when most members of
Congress seemed to have been convinced that they should raise
their own pay.

Although only a short time before, he had

voted to raise federal employees• pay, he now voted unay"
both on the House bill to raise his own pay from $15,000

43

to $25,000 and the Conference Report which suggested a figure

of $22,500.

39

tllien in 1956 another measure to increase federal

spending -

this one relating to water pollution, arrlvcd

on the House floor, Congressman Keating's actions again offered a glimpse into his philosophy on government and spending.
Opposition in the House to this particular bill was said to
center around a provision to spend $500 million in federal
.
40
funds to help states plan and build se~vage disposal plants.
In regard to this proposal, he voted "yea" when an attempt
was made to recommi.t the measure, and
41
came up for passage.
39

n

nay" tvhen the bill

Cong. ~1:1£.:., 84 Cong., 1 Sess., (Feb. 16, 1955),
p. 1588, tHR38ZS); Ibid., (Mar. 1, 1955), p. 2265;
An editorial in a local paper (lis. f.:. Post. ,
~1ar. 10, 1955, p. 2.) quotes Keating as saying that it looks
ustupid 11 for Congressmen to raise their pay and suggest a
twenty dollar rebate to taxpayers in the same breath and
on top of this vote a raise to mailmen without raising funds
for it.
40
Con ressiona gu§rterly DJmanac, Vol. X!I, 84 Cong.
2 Sess., Congressional Quarterly Inc. 1956, Washington D.c.),
P• 573. Congressman Clarence Brown .(R. Ohio) is quoted here,
while discussing the use of federal funds to build se"tvase
disposals ,as sefying~ nRemember, if you adopt th~s policy, it
would be a return
P.W.A. days of the depress~on and would
of course f,;J.vor certain communities. only".
41
c~..."'g. ~, 84 Cong., 2 Sess., (June 13, 1956),
P• 10277,(HR9540);
Ibid.

Comments from the Congressman have not been available to
provide elaboration as to possible implications on this particular matter.

However,· based on the fact that pollution

has grow'"tl·since into what seems to be a major national problem, a researcher vrith the advantage of "hindsight, might
consider Nr. Keating's opposition to this measure in 1956
as one of the most notable surprises discovered in this

sl:lrvey of his House career.
As might be assumed, the image o.f Congressman Keating the Economizer actually had begun to be molded early in his
House career.

~~

only his second day in Congress he labeled

"inflation" the number one problem of the day, and before
the end of the session he had strongly disagreed with Administration fiscal affairs a number of times including once

when he accused the President of playing politics with the
42
"meat and bread of our tables".
During this session the
Upstate Republican voted to place a ceiling on 0overnment
appropriations for that year, presumably to help curb the
Administration's spending urges to which Keating seemed to
have attributed part of the inflation problem.
By the midway point in the Eishty First Congress,
Keating was able to tell a constituent;

Roch.

~ ~'

Dec. 16, 1947, p. 8.

"I voted, t-lithout

45
a. single major exception so far as I k.notv for every amend-

ment to appropriation bills tvhich reduced expenditures and
43
against every one vlhich increased them".
By this time,
among the many bills tvhich his declaration included was one
successfully enacted after being offered by Keating himself.
This particular effort halved the Selective Service budget,
leaving only a skeleton draft organization intact during
the pre Universal N:ilitary Training period when no conscription program was under way.

44

A second attempt of this nature, however, was less
successful.

This effort came as Keating opposition to a

proposal for increasing funds to be used by Congressmen
for office expenses.

The Upstate Republican said at this

time:
I've had to dig into my own pocket to maintain
my congressional offices ••• but I voted against this
propos~l because I believe there should be economy in
government operations. 45

43

Letter from Keating to Ralph
Keating Papers.

w.

Peters, Jan. 5,1950•

44

This particular amendment to HR640l was carried by
a non roll call vote. His recorded votes on this bill's
passage and that of its Conference Re-port (both "yea." votes)
appear in 9,ong. Rec. 1 80 Cong., 2 Sess., (June 15,1948),
p. 8347; (June l9;I948},p. 9276.
45

Roch. I:. u., June 15, 1946, p. 6. &1other bill of
interest to many congressmen which Keating opposed was des•
cribed as providing, na new postoffice or the equivalentn in
each Congressional district. Roch. !.:. [:., t-1ay 24, 1949, p. 2.

46

Of the numerous recurring appropriations measures for
specific projects, some in particular seem to have fared
especially poorly as far as support from the Upstate Legislator is concerned.

In this regard, appropriations efforts

directed toward the Tennessee Valley Authority seems to have
acquired little in the way of aid from 'Hr. Keatin.s over the

years.

Roll call records incltcate that on attempts in three

different years to gain House approval to such proposals,
46
v~. Keating opposed them each time.
Similarly, in 1957 he labeled the Democratic majority
in the House, "wildn spendC;;rs and on four out of the first
five roll call vote amendments to an

i~ecutive

Department

approoriation bill, the Conr;ressman voted '\vith those seeking
47
.
reductions. In addition, the records of Congress shmv a
4

lengthy list of bills which either died with Keating's help,
48

or passed over his negative vote.

46

Cong. Rec., 80 Cong., 2 Sess.,(Nay 11, 1948),
p. 5623. At this time he voted unay" to an amendment for
recommiting the bill (HR 6481) "Jith instructions to increase
the funds. The vote on actual passage was a non roll call one;
Ibid., 82 Cong., 2 Sess.,(Har. 21, 1952), p. 2699.
On an amendment to an Independent Offices Appropriations bill
(HR7072), Hr. Keating· voted to delete funds for T. V.A.
Ibid., 85 Cong., 1 Sess., (Aug 7, 1957), p. 13929.
Keating voted to recommit H.R9131 with instructions to reduce
'f.. V.A. funds.
47
Ibid., 85.Cong., 1 Sess., (April 4, 1957), p. 5162 -65,
(HR6287) •.
48
These included Le;ficiency Appropriation bills in
five di.fferent years.

47
But one particular fund cut with which Mr. Keating

was particularly pleased lvas the first major appropriation
bill of the first session in the Eighty Third Congress.
this time he reported to constituents

t'-~at

At

the House had

cut; " ••• a whopping sil;:ty-one per cent from ••• an appropriation in the Truman budget."
~tt2mpts

49

Earlier his personal

to save on federal spending by halting some of the

ttuseless publication" put out by federal agencies (usually on
50

the best paper, he said) seemed to have gained little success.
On

a bill referred to as "Frying Pan Arkansas

Project~

(related to developing a portion of the Colorado River) Hr.
Keating's opposition t-vas more successful.

In helping to

defeat the bill* he pointed out that it would have, "liber ...
alized the general policy on irrigation loans so that the
irrigators, in effect. would never have to pay back the cost
advanced to them out of the Treasury".

He added the opinion

that this bill would have cost New York taxpayers more than

48

sixty million dollars end would have given them nothing in
51
return.
In snpporti.ng \•lhat \'.ras to be a successful attempt to
increase reenlistment-rates of skilled technicians inthe
ar:"tled forces: :::::nting again felt that he
money.

t~hile

l>'iaS

saving taxpayers'

attGmpting to justify this stand, he pointed to

the modern armed forces. and said that holding the necessarily skilled people in the service by bonuses would be consid52
erably cheaper than training replacements.

In 1957 the Upstate Republican denounced a. federal
reclamation project for San Antonio, Texas.

He called it "•••

one of the most arrogant and irresponsible money grabs I
~::: ~i
.J -~·

have \vitnessed in a long time."

He declared that in ap-

propria.ting money for this project, the · npoliticals filched

$32 million from American taxpayers 11 ,

54

This t-:e.s, he said •

not reclamation but subsidizing for building a city \•later
supply in addition to a $15 million flood control project
51

B. P. !,~. 2 Aug. 12, 1954, p. 7. The bill \vas
apparently defeated oy a non roll call vote;
. Cong. Rec. 83 Con(~. 2 Sess ., (July 28,1954),
p. 12453 (H.Res.626) shows th~t he voted against it ngain.
Also, Con~. Rec., 84 Cong.,Z Sess.,(July 26, 1956),
p. 14801 sho~·iS that he was paired against a similar bill
(HR641) ..

52
53

B.P. Post.,Aug. 5,

195~

p. 2 (direct quote).

Ibid.,Aug.lS, 1957, p. 31 (direct quote).

49

already built by the Corps.of Engineers which supplies the
town water.

Speaker of the

House~

Samuel Rayburn (D. of

Texas), Keating said, had nbuttonholed" eleven Democrats
right on the House floor

to change their votes so it would

55

pass.
A few days later, the Ne\v York Congressman announced

failure in his attempts to kill a $112,500 appropriation
56
measure for "a boondoggle in t~est ·Virginia~
Likewise, he
registered his vote in opposition to spending $35,000 for a
project that would, he saidt amount to six million dollars
.
57
for buildin~ a stadium in Washington D. c.
At one poi11t Keating declared, "Virginia, like l'exas,
58
has considerable influence in this Congress". This he noted
while explaining his opposition to a bill v.ihich would have
authorized construction of a tunnel between \·Jashington and
Virginia..

In this regard he said that it r,.muld have cost

$25 million, but " ••• some of the loudest shouters for econ-

onr.t were found lining up for the project".

59

At another point in 1958 he said:
Those of us who believe deeply in government
economy, in the work of the Hoover Com,nittee and in the

54
57
Ibid.
59

56

55
Ibid.

Ibid.

]bid.

58

Ibid., Sept •. 5,

Ibid., Aug, 15,

1 I'::.
•• J

.J

7 ' P• 3.

1957, P• 3.

50
principle of getting government out of business suffered
a severe setback on the floor of the House this week.60
This

11

reversalts he claimed, had come during consideration of

a military public works proposal.

Though it was a good bill,

Keating said, it included a rider giving Congress a veto over
decisions made by the Secretary of Defense if they would
terminate or reduce 1'any commercial or industrial... type"
activity by the military•

Such a veto, he said would result

in a tremendous t-;raste o.f federal funds since a Congressman in
an affected district t;·1ould not likely permit the Secretary of
Defense to remove such contracts.,

This result, he said,
would be multiplied across the nation. 61
"Rathel: than looking just at the local interests, in

we must consider primarily the overall picture
62
.
i ty •••
. ", o f th c na~~i on,
as it rc 1 ates ~o th e r~i sea 1 ~ntegr

these

cases~

k

Keating

said.

A lot of Congressmen talk economy, but when

the chips "t<Jere dow"ll on this bill they played politics.

"It

seemed that more members "tvere interested, in pl.ayin,; good
.
63
politics than !:hey were in saving taxpayers money,n
he
concluded.
One final example of Congressman Keating's . opposition

60

B.P. Post., Aug. 15, 1957, P• 3;
6263
Ibid.
Ibid.

61

Ibid.

51

to spending proposals should be mentioned before this chapter
ends.

This, an appropriation measure for a river project

passed the House over Keating's opposition.

It was a "money

grab of the worst kind," he said, referring to it as a special
interest construction of the
Hontana.

Yellov~ail

Dam and Reservoir in

A fair appraisal of the land, he said, had deter-

mined that the land was worth $50,000 total,but the bill
provided $2.5 million for the 6,000 acres.

nwe do owe

special help to our fine Indians," he admitted, but added,
"this handout is inexcusable.n

Summary -- Conclusion.

tA

The lengthy list of spending

proposals which incurred Keating opposition, covers a broad
spectrum of topics and likewise seems to reach into most
years of his House career ldth more than incidental frequency, .However, in general the Upstate Republican apparently
enjoyed (as might be expected) a more amicable relationship
with the spending policies of the Eisenhower Administration
than those of the Democratic

}~.

Truman.

He registered agreement, for example, with the underlying principle expressed by

64
B.P.

Post~,Feb.

~~.

Eisenhower that;

27, 1958, P• 8.

52

••• the problem facing ••• (Ehe Eisenhatver Admin-

istratioii) is that of keeping the government in its
proper role.of protecting the public interest; of pro-

viding a climate in which private enterprise may function
at its best and of charting a course by which all elements of a free economy may follow. 65
Keating's agreement

~ith

President Eisenhov.rer 's

fiscal philosophy) however, did not preclude
to spending proposals during the 1953 -

some

opposition

1958 span.

For the

most part, thought he found the "eitcessive 11 spending practices
of majority Democrats a convenient target toward which to
direct the blame.

It can doubtlessly be concluded that his most significant concerted attack (to claim the public 1s attention)

regarding spending cuts came in the twilight
~~.

Truman's public

cn~eer.

years of

The fact that this Keating

attempt, however, virtually accompanied heavy Republican

assaults from other directions as \vell as these upon the
Truman Administration may serve to raise a question as to
66
whether the major intent of this effort was wholly economic.

In u similar vein, it may be noted that a sizeable
variety of spending cuts advocated by Hr. Keating revealed

little direct relationship to his constituency other than a

65
66

Roc;h ••

L !J.s.,

Jan. 20, 1953, p. 21.

See later chapters on Investigations, etc.
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posibility of altering taxes.

Of course, such a willing-

ness on the part of a Congressman to reduce expenditures
directed toward another Congressional district can be less
than surprising.

However, a concentration of such efforts

accompanying a near exclusion of cuts affecting his own
constituency may affect the validity of a possible Keating
claim to a place among the higher ranks of·the "true con•
servativesn.
By the same token.- the impact of Congressman Keating's

legislative commitments toward balancing the budget· may have
.,1roven significant..

For example, a sufficient volume of such

Keating efforts has been explored in this

chapt~r

to convey

the impression that economy was indeed a major emphasis
during his twelve years in the House•

In numerical terms

alone, the impact can neither be denied, nor by the same token
can it be dismissed because of a possible proximity between
some such attempts and desired political goals.
For the purpose of this survey of the Keating Legislative Image, however, a further conclusion, perhaps more
noteworthy than others, relates to the recurrence of press
reports on the subject.

In this respect, it is easy to con-

clude that the comparative frequency with which the name "Ken
Keating" was favorably associated in the local press with

54

budget-cutting proposals offered his public ample grounds

,for envisioning him as a fiscally conservative Congressman.
Likewise, it might be noted in conclusion that those factors
which accumulatively contrived to construct a Keating

Legis~

lative Image seem to have assembled the mosaic components of
his budget-cutting commitments into one of the two or three
major pillars on which much of his House career rests.
In Chapter IV the matter of

~~.

Keating's efforts

relating to the nation's tax structure will be pursued.
This will be the last of the three chapters focusing on the
general topic of domestic economy and will be followed by a
unit composed of chapters concerned specifically
vidual topics within this general sphere.

with indi -

CHAPTER IV
THE TAX STRUCTURE
~1en

Kenneth B. Keating in January 1947 first entered

the halls of Congress as part of that wave of exservieemen,

he encountered an array of long range national and inter•
national issues which in an unprecedented measure would
1
jeopardize much of the 1:uture.
The seriousness of these
affairs was lil<ely apparent to most of these leaders \•7ho
for years to come t;oul d face conditions spawned by post

l'.7ar tensions.
It is possible, however; that all such people would
not have agreed with one translation of the 1947 situation
offered to readers in t-1r. Keating's hometown.

This, appear..:.

ing in a local paper's editorial column stated:
'!he damage has been done. The destruction
t'lrought. And now it becomes the necessary objective of
a ne'\v Congress to bring back some order out of the chaos
The low condition in which it finds the ship of state is
one tvhich cannot be rebuilt in a day, a year or two
years, or even four years. The bungling, the graft, the
infiltration of foreign ideologies, the sovereign
bureaus, are but titles to endless chapters of waste and
mockery of this Republic, the correction of which was
mandated to this and succ8cding Congresses.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • •• • • •• • • • • • • •• • • • • •• • • •
First things must come first; a sound program
l

The list of former servicemen in Congress in 1947
included Richard Nixon, John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson.
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must be planned; foundations must be laid again; the
structure of a sound economy must be built; harmony,
happiness, security and a hopeful future must be fabricated into the design for living; and with all these
combined as a goal, nothing can be undertaken loosely
and disjointedly. It must be workable •••• 2
Congressman Keating "commended" these comments to
colleagues for their .,consideration•• by submitting them into
the Congressional Record.

Soon afterwards he embarked on

what may be described as his efforts to "lay again the foundation" and erect a structure of a "sound economy" for the
nation.
Such efforts by the Congressman were extended in
many directions, some of which have already been discussed
in previous chapters.

Tax

r~vision

in particular is probably

noteworthy as a consideration especially basic during the
years when the nation's economy would be forced into a continuing accommodation with cold war realities.

In conjunc-

tion with Keating•s mentioned philosophies on the topics of
government influence over the nation's economy and balancing
the

f~deral

budget, his views on the nation's tax structure

may contribute much to the composite Keating image as it
relates to the field of domestic economy.
Therefore, an attempt will be made in this chapter to
record the legislative commitments made by
2

B, P. Post 1 , Jan. 27, 1947,

Y~.

Keating in this
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particular field.

Presumably, a. Congressman's approach to

his nation's tax program ca.n provide a. revealing glimpse
into what he considers to be a.n adequate structure for a
sound economy.

Hopefully such a glimpse will be obtained

in this chapter.

Initigl Tax Revision Commitments.
nation's tax structure,

Y~.

In terms of the

Keating seems to have entered

Congress convinced, like many members of his party, that an
income tax cut was in order.
who critized

rtr.

But while agreeing with those

Truman's reluctance to encourage such a

reduction, Congressman Keating went so far as to also question the thinking of some fellow Republicans on the matter.
The Upstate Legislator, for example, registered
opposition to a proposal by the Chairman of the House vlays
and Means Committee, Harold Knutson (R. !·'linn.), v1ho announced
a plan for a twenty per cent (across-the-board) tax cut. 3
Instead, Mr. Keating favored his own proposal which would
reduce surtax rates from seventeen per cent to ten per cent.
The resultant savings from this, he said, could amount to a
4
tax eut as high as thirty-five percent.
Roch, T. !L.,,Nar. 19, 1947, p. 14.

4

-

Ibid., Mar. 12, 1947, p. 3. A $2,000 to $4,000 annual
income would qualify for a thirty-two per cent cut. A $20,000
to $26,000 income would gain a twelve per cent cut.
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Some attention was focused on Keating 1 s efforts to
reduce taxes by local papers, one of whom described the plan
as a"break to all taxpayersn. 5 Two weeks later, the local
Congressman received press credit for some alterations rnade
on the Knutson Plan prior to its recent transfer from com6
mittee to the House floor.
The primary change involved
seems to have been inclusion of a graduated tax cut provision
starting from a twenty per cent cut and going as high as
thirty per cent.

Keating was said to have hailed this .change
7
as a "moral victory".
The following week when floor debate began on the tax
cut bill, Keating supported the party measure even over the
protest of a colleague who implied that excessive influence
from the majority had killed the.Keating bill.

Congressman

Keating was said to have defended Republican House Leader,
Charles Halleck and said that although he himself had:
••• fought with all the force and sincerity I
could muster ••• I recognize the fact that legislation
is a matter of give and take. Neither the majority ·
leader nor anvone
else has tried to tell me what to do.8
..
According to one Rochester columnist, Keating had been

5
6

Roch.

7
8

~ ~'

Mar. 12, 1947, p. 3.

Ibid., Mar. 21, 1947, p. 1.
Ibid.

Ibid., Rep. Albert Engel (R. Mich.) was the protesting colleague, according to this news item.
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'~Littlt:a

one of four Republican a.eprf:sc.;ntati.ves fighting for a
H~ntt ta~

cut.;

He h.rtd; the t¥riter claimf~d, insisted earlier

on ea'!rying th~ matter·ta a florn:- firtht it nccOB'H1:tY• hut was

On tho day sfte-r tha ~«:ous~ had pu~HHH.i this original

Republtean

t~t eut

bill,

1nea.n0 ta."'t cut proposal
nrelie 1': to thfl

il'\Stallt\~nt buy1n~~·
~dica1 t:Kp~nscs

to snrl

fro~t

wt~1cb

an additional

'tr:Ould, one pnpor said,

e~tmll Wt~it,il!' earner~.

pii3rmlt deduet:ion$1) for

;for

~{r. Keati.nJ;r. $U'bn-iitt.nd

10 'l"hi.s

ca.r.ryin;:.~ ehar~es

n:~w

brtnr~

r;t:O(lt>Snl would

t:md intet'f!St from

Aleo, it would incrt1nae tha allO\<.'ancea

J pt:1'rm1t

e~psndit:ures

for transportation

work to be deducted as well ns those ex:penrHas

incurred tot housekeeper or nursttry eare 'b; a
fmd finally, the plan would

allot~

takint.1; eourr?;::,5 whi,ch '!.;ere required
·ll

wo:rkin:~, ~tifo;

deductions for the cost of
h~

connection

\~ith

a

p~r-

son•a tsork.
9

!tflct'JL l..t,

Y..e..

t1Qr. 19. 1947 • p. ·14. In arldition to
to loe:!l columnist
and t:dward A. ~~itchell.
HNvi'ie o£ the four want to b$ 1denti£1ed as leadin~; any Ropub•

~1rs. St .. ;;.;eorge, there w•.rr~, accordinz
Rii!~~tnald ft. !orrey, John Oavit.J Lodge,
11ca~n re~ole.u

10
ll

rorrey wrote.

tq&du Har. 29, l~M.1 • p·. 2t\.

ltl!.;L.
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But this bill as well as those of the Republicans in
general was not destined to succeed in 1947.

Two income tax

cut bills in this session gained passage as far as President

Truman's desk and both died from insufficient votes to override his veto.

During this involved process, Hr. Keating

voted l<Ihat could generally be considered to be the R,;.;pub12
lican Party " line".
As might be expected, the follmving session of the

Eightieth Congress opened, thereafter, with rather partisan
appraisals of Hr. Truman's fiscal suggestions.

After list-

ening to the annual State of the Union Hessage, one Upstate
colleague of.Keating's commented that, "the President seems
13
to have thought of everything but toe Navajo Indians".
Keating, himself, reserved critical comments for later
except to note that Mr. Truman had turned, "about face on
14
tax reduction".
Near the end of the month, Congressman Keating

12

~ ~. 80 Cong., 1 Sess ., (Har • 27, 1947),
p. 2775, (HRl);
Ibid., (June 2, 1947); p~ 6204.
Ibid,, (June 17, 1947), p. 7143;
Ibid,, (July 8, 1947)t p. 8468 1 (HR3950);
Ibid., (July 18, 1947;, p. 9304.

13

Roch. ~ ~' Jan. 8, 1948, p. 3. James W. Wadsworth
Republican Congressman from the Forty-first District.
14
Ibid,
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submitted an income tax cut plan which he described as a
compromise between Chairmen (House

t4ays

and Means Committee)

Knutson's 1948 proposal and that one offered by J!resident
1.5
rruman.
At this time, ~·1r. Keating was quoted as referring
to the Truman suggestion of a flat forty dollar per person
ta~

reduction as:
••• political demagoguery of the rankest type and
a long step toward destruction of the very economic
system which has permitted our lower income groups to
enjoy a standard of living to which none in the world
is even remotely eomparable.16
In elaborating, the Congressman alluded to the sign-

ificance a forty dollar tax cut would have to·the multitudes
assessed $100 in yearly taxes as compared to a man paying
$10,000 in yearly taxes.

His in1plication appears to have

been that the maiises would liltely repay the President at

th~

polls for their forty per cent tax rebate. but the minority

from the aggrieved wealthier class could convey little
17
impaet against Truman in terms of votes.

ts.

"'E"H~IllS.

Koc~L ~ ~. Jan. 23, 1948, p. 10.
This proposal
to have been the same as the one for the previous year.

16

!bide;, The President later charged that the tax cut

passed ultimately over·his veto; "gave 40% of its tax
relief to less than 5% of the taxpayers •••• It also advocated the withdrawal of the federal goveTnment from the Lield of
inheritance taxation to encourage the creation of tax free
havens where persons could establish fictitious residence in
order to escape the just taxation of their estates~ Truman,
Harry s. Years of: 1'ria1 i!P'4 Hoge. (vol. II of Hemoirs hi,
Harrx §..s. Trumg!}• 2 Vols. Garden City, New York: 1.::oubleday

& Company, Inc., 1956), p. 74.
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Late in the year (1948) after Republicans had finally
overridden a veto to enact en election-year ineome ta:K reduc ...

tion, Keating suggested a future

im~rovement.

He would, he

said, like to see enactment of his former bill providing
that :personal exemptions for income tax be raised from .$600

to $700.

18

Needless to say, however, this suggestion f"ll

into the sizeable category of unaccepted ideas •

.!ta!;er Cgrom\trp§!qt!,

~e-t-:;ardil1g th~ .. Tex

noted in other chapters of this
acti~ities

of Hr. Keating's

surv(J~'•

Strustur.£.t.

As

an intensi:iication

may be evident in the Eip;hty-

First Congress compared to those of hi& two freshman sessions.

In term.s of the nation's tax·structure, he submitted in 1949
and 1950 at least four provisions for change.

First, he

asked the House to consider his bill permitting income tax
19
credit .for private· health p,lan.s •
Secondly, in efforts

considerably heralded in the local pre9s, he ( and others )
sought to change the exeise on photographic supplies a tax especially rcot.lg.nant to the Eastman Kodnk interests in

.11 ..
~CJ1~

18

11?1-..du

19

~nj..t.A

r.

~.

Jan. 23, 1948. P• 10.

Dec. 12, 1948, P• 16.

Chapter V! •
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Rochester which were said to employ approximately 40,000
local people.

This desired change, however, did not materi-

.alize before the eruption of Korean hostilities and there20

fore aborted due to the sharply increasing need for revenue.
F'ollowing the outbreak of the Korean conflict, a

third measure proposed by

Mr. Keating (and others) was to

provide the nation with emergency revenue through enactment
21
of an excess profits tax.
Finally, in a relatively unusual
manner for increasing the expenses of the

fed~ral

government

Keating suggested that individual states be permitted to tax
certain federal properties within their boundaries.
City of Roches'ter, he said,

~vas

22

The

losing $130,00 in taxes for

which the federal government was avoiding payment; "•••
23
1
through the use of legalized contrivances tu.
His proposal
was directed primarily at properties owned by the government
but leased for manufacturing purposes.
however, a

~revision

to assess the government for local

school taxes where children
24
such property.
20

21
22

It also contained,

'""'f federal employees lived on

cf. ante Chapter III.
cf. nnte Chapter III.

In addition to these commitments,he also encouraged
the broadening of the social security benefits at this approximate time. cf. ante., VI.
23
ltoch. T,. 1k,., July l, 1947, P• 6A.
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An interesting topic for ap>;;:eulation arose in 1951
regarding a suggestion on the federal tax structure submitted
by twenty one state legislatures.

These state law ma.kers

asked Cong;ress to pave!! the way for the elimination of the
Sixteenth Amendment, by calling a Constitutional

Con~ention

for tbe purpose of substituting an income ceiling et tt.;enty
five per· cent of

ar~

individual 'e income.

Cong-ressman Keating

was said t.o have de:Eerred commitment on the matter with the

words:
hie have a new tax bill before us now "'1hich

requires all my attentioti.... ihe mnin thing right now
is to cut to th~ bone every dollar of federal spending
wh.ieh is not necessary to insure our survivaL. 25
The tax bill in question (Revenue Act o£ 1951) \'las

ultimately passed, and l:'aised income

t:a~ca

{eleven per cent),

corportion taxes (five per cent)', and expanded <JXcise taxes
26
on such items as alcohol, tobacco, gasolinet cars etc.
on

roll call votes H.r. Keat:in:; voted first to recommit the
.-,

f

1

•

t

r rn
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measure, but

~vhen

it came up for passage he voted "yea".

Later, when it returned as a conference report, however, he
27
opposed its passage on two separate votes.
In January 1952 Nr .. Keating said that President·
Truman's

11e~<l

budeet was t'unrealistic'' and should be

right back to the

!dent reduce it.n

~.fuite

28

11

sent

House "tdth the demand that the Pres-

Pointing to what he called Truman's

fourteen billion dollar deficit, the Congressman said if this

were to be raised by income tax hikes:
.•• it would mean the complete confiscation of
everyone's income above four thousand dollars a year, as
well as a terrific cut into all incomes below that
figure.
That would annihilate individual initiative. It
would spell the doom of th;:; American system of free
enterprise. 29

Tax changes came in for some of

Ke~ting's consider~

ation again during the Eighty Third Congress.

Perhaps one

of the more novel ta.>:: changes discussed was contained in an

27
p. 6997,

Con • Rec., 82 Cong., 1 Sess. , (June 22, 1951),
HR r7~
Ibid., p. 6998;
Ibid., (Oct. 16, 1951), p. 13281;
Ibid. (Oct. 19, 1951), ?• 13633.

28

~gch: t~ ~. Jan. 16, 1952, P• 8. !his and the
following footnote were excerpts from a news item which
quoted the Congressman direstly.

29

!bid. Although the tone of these co~rnents may
suggest an unusually strenuous objection to the Truman expend ...
iture proposals, the roll call vote record of this session of
Congress reveals about the usual large majority of Keating
affirmative votes for the various appropriations bills.
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editorial from a local paper and inserted into the Congress•
ional Record by the Congressman.

The editorial suggested

that since the government still insisted on maintaining the
excise tax on woman's purses, in fairness Congress should
also place a tax on
30
amount per pocket.
I~

men~s

suits on the basis of an assessed

a suggestion possibly on a more serious plane,

Keating asked the House Ways and Means Committee to let taxpayers deduct either six per cent of the price on items
bought Qn installments or let them deduct the interest on the
31
purchase whichever is greater.
Another tax change supported by the Upstate Representative during the sessions of the Eighty Third Congress would
have altered the permissible medical deduction for income
taxes from amounts over five per cent to amounts over three
per cent, as well as permitting retirees a $1,200 deduction
32
on the federal income ta:~-:.c0 •
A second Keating proposal
was designed to close a nloophol&" by permittir.g garnishment

33

of federal employees' wages if they failed to pay their taxes.

3o
31

B1 P. Post., Jan. 22, 1953, p. 1.

Roch, T. !k.. June 19, 1953, p. 9.
32
B. P ,, ~., Aug. 19, 1954. P• 6
33

Ibid,,Mar. 11, 1954, p. 5.
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Other commitments by Hr .. Keating during 1953 included his
support for a six month extension of the excess profits tax
and a vote to utemporarilyn expand the legal federal debt
limit to $290 billion

as requested by the President.

34

In 1954 Keating helped pass the Excise Tax Reduction
Act which lowered comparatively minor segments

encompassed within the earlier excise tax laws.

of that

35.

Too, his

support aided passage of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
which resulted in an income t:a:;-t cut as part of the provisions
of this, the first complete tax revision in seventy five
36

years.

In Mr. Keating's latter years in the House, evidence
of efforts on his part toward altering the nation's tax

structure seems to be less plentiful than for earlier years.

In terms of roll call votes, for example, the records show
that

Hr~

Keating in 1956 voted to extend corporate and

excise rates for one year.

34

37

Except for only a few such

Cong;. Rec 1 , 83 Cong., lSess., (July 10, 1953),
P• 8518 , 8517 ~HR5898); Ibidu (July 17, 1953), p. 10720•
35
Ibid., (~~r. 3, 1954), P• 3039,3098 (HR8224);
Ibid., (Aug. 1, 1953), p. 10902 (H.Res. 361).
36
Ibid., 2 Sess., 0·1ar.' 18, 1954), P• 3564 (HR8300);
Ibid., (July 28, 1954), p. 12436.
37
.
Ibid., 84 Cong., 2 Sess., (Nar. 13, 1956),
p. 4620 (HR9166).
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Likewise, the Upstate Legislator voted for passage of
39
the Tax Rate Extension Act of 1958. This extended {~,d::;ting
corporate and most excise tax rates for one year, but repealed excise.taxes on, "transportation of property including
coal and oil by

think that

~~.

pipeline~•

~\ibile

there ,may be reason to

Keating was favorable

t~ward

the freight

interests during a time of economic hardship, he noted that
this nationwide recession was not sufficiently severe to
warrant a general tax cut.

This is, he said, nroo spotty·a

turndown ••• '' to indicate that such a tax cut is the answer.

Summary.

40

From the comparative fiurry cf activity in

the Eightieth Congress regarding alterations in the nation•s
,,
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tax structure, it seems apparent that a widespread interest
existed toward a better accommodation of the nation's tax
intake with the taxpayers' pocketbooks.

It may be remember-

ed that, in this regard, the Republican Party had moved into
a majority of the seats in Congress following an election
which had brought from the party a commitment to reduce
income taxes.
~~.

This they accomplished over the protests of

Truman, and in this achievement Mr. Keating's record

leaves little to suggest that he was not in accord.
If anything, Mr. Keating's proposals in this Eightieth
Congress seem to have been more generous than at least one
Republican spokesman relative to a tax cut for the lower
income brackets.

By no means, however, does mention of this

mean to suggest an oversight on Mr. Keating's part regarding
the higher income brackets.

His plans for a graduated cut

may actually have benefited this group considerably more than
press emphasis on the theme of a "tax break for the little
man" might have implied to the general public.
In the Eighty First Congress Mr. Keating seems to have
gained considerable public attention in conjunction with
efforts to reduce or eleminate the excise tax on photographic
materials.

Such efforts, however, showed little immediate

legislative success and became a casualty of the Korean
conflict.

The Congressman subsequently supported a sizable
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increase

in income

taxes, inclusion of an excess profits

tax, and extension of excise taxes as a means of augmenting
the federal income commensurate with the

~ncreasing

finan-

cial burden in Korea.

A major change in the tax structure was made in the
Eighty Third Congress with Mr. Keating's approval.

This,

the Revenue Act of 1954 was said to have adjusted the Internal Revenue Program to better fit the nation's Twentieth
Century economy.

'£he adjustment included an election year

tax cut.
In general, from the evidence included in this chapter
it

m~ght

be concluded that on tax matters Yr. Keating

was

basically within the mainstream of that thinking reflected,
by the voting of other Republican Congressmen.

The-following unit continues the discussion on matters
of domesti~ finance, but focuses on specific aspects within
this general theme.

The first chapter in this new unit

(Chapter V) will ~oncentrate on the legislative image of Mr.
Keating regarding farm issues.

CHAPTER V

PnJ:ity, acreage allotments, arid rigid or fi"Xed price
supports were some Of the common terms that prevented the
Republican Eightieth Congress from forgetting the impact
which the

t~ew

Dect.l had made on agricultural affairs.

For

Kenneth Keating. a newcmner described by one opposition
voice as a , "sueve corporation

attorney~

1

fartners and their

afi:aira Nt;rr.e to become an annual concern after his 1946

election if not before.
~lith

a several ......, year record of direct influence in

·the nation •s ·agt'icultural pursuits, the federal government

could still be

e~pected

to retain some interest in such

matters for a long time to comeh- And. as a

post war period •s first

Con~ress, t~'~.

r:v~mber

of the

i;;.eating was to adjust

his individual politica:l philosophy to this reality and
erect upon this conforming foundation a personal record of

his Republicanism , oriented to agrarian issues of the day.
An attempt will be made to isolate .evidence of this

philosophy in tbe pages of this chapter, hopefully to contribute to the developing view of what t-tr. Keating •s House
career image was composed.
1
~!L Sun,~ Oct. 3, 1946, p. 1.
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Eu;J.v

~grsn!t~meut:.f!.s.

"l'eanut Folit:iesn were

n11enr;; t·1allace

Ket~ting

Hangover" and

labels attached during his

House career to particular farm proposals which he opposed.

2

These labels are me:nt1.oned at this early point in the chapter

to serve as something of a backdrop which seems to be not

out of character with some portions of the' Keating-imagemaking process.

Whether or not such phrases were conceived by Keating
himself may be less important than the fact tha.n these ttnd
simtltir ones aecompanied the Congressman's name in local

papers with

&Oine

frequt.mey,.

It may, in this

r~gard,

be more

than speeul.ation to suggest that this type of phrasing could
be used to communicate with larger varieties and different

str&tas o£ society more effectively than numerous other types
which could have been

uti11~ed

image•building, t.h¢refore,

t1Se

on bis behalf.

In terms of

of thi.s technique over n

ptlriod of time could likely squire soo,e level of importance
as a contributing faetor to the overall "Ken Keating" ima3e.
From his characteristieally Republican Fortieth Dis-

trict, it is not improbable that Nr. Keating could have felt
that l'tr. Wallace's relatio.nship with

pro~1ress1ve

would be remembered in a negative light.

-

causes

Labeling a farm

aoth phrases will appear later in this chapter's

discussi.ons.
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proposal as a "\.Jallace Hangoveru could therefore, be considered a derogatory move -

potentially beneficial to a public

servant who might seek the added sympathies of a relatively
conservative portion of his constituency.

Likewise, though

perhaps hundreds of miles away from peanut farms, his home
folks may have been close enough to sense again the lack of
importance attached by

~~.

Keating to these tiny nuts in

comparison to the size of the subsidies proposed through the
years to benefit their producers.
Even by overlooking the nature of the phrasing used
to convey the Keating opinions to his people·, a researcher

could discover sufficient evidence to suggest the early
formation of a partisan image for the Congressman relative
to the topic of farming issues.

For instance, his overall

commitment to Secretary of Agriculture, Charles F. Brannan's
Democratically-spawned farm proposals was readily negative
and may have been characterized by a Keating reaction to a
1949 proposal.

In this particular case the Republican Con•

gressman professed amazement at the so-called "Brannan Plan•;
and called it a "Feat of Legerdemain'' :

3

. We heard much in the last campaign about raising
prices for everybody that produces and lowering prices
for everybody who consumes. We thought that couldn't
3

Roch.~ !.:. Y.:., April 9, 1949, p. 2.
An editorial
essentially following the same line of thinking appeared
two days later (Ibid,, April 11, 1949, p. 14).
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be done.

But to and behold --·the Administration has
out '.vith a plan that. is supposed to do that very

com~

thing. · This feat of legedemain is the fantastic child
oi Agriculture Secretary Brannan and we are told it has
the blessing of the President •••• The taxpayers •••
these same farmers and consumers are to pay the differences out of their pay envelopes.
We have heard a lot about that kind of economics
from across the sea, but this is the zenith in this
direction on this side of the water. 4
'£he proposals of the Secretary of Agriculture included

a farm subsidy plan applied in its trial stages to only eggs,
potatoes and wool.

The House defeated the proposal despite

a personal plea from Speaker of the House Samuel Rayburn

(D. Texas) to pass it.

However,. a victory for the ·Admin-

istration arrived later the same day with the passage of the
Agricultural Act.of 1949 whieh continued the war time price
supports at ninety per cent of parity.

Congressman Keating

was among those helping to kill the original Brannan subsidy

bill but in what seems at variance with his later thinking
(during the 1950's), he supported the successful bill that
5

extended price supports at ninety per ce11t of parity.
A11 attempt bY, Republican Congressman Aiken (Vermont)
Ibid., April 9, 1949, p. 2.

5,

The vote on the Brannan subsidy plan was not a rol~
call vote, but based on press reports of his criticism of the
plan Keating's negative vote on the matter may be presumed.
He did record a "yean vote on the passage o£ the Agricultural
Act of 1949. Cong. Rec., 81 Cong.,l Sess., (July 21, 1949) 1
p. 9963, (HR5345}.
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to provide a flexible price support program

(rangin~~

from

.s:txty per cent of parity t6 ninety per cent) was defeated

at this time by n voice vote in the House, but some indication of Keating•s

vi(lW$ ctln

be found in regard to the

urlsuceessful Gore Aoendment proposed for the Agricultur-al

Act.

Keating voted for the proposal,
n ••• the

ne

said, because it

n1ost fe:asable way of be.atin·s the fantastic

6
Later in the year \vhon a contpromise Agricultural

Act was being considered Keating labeled it a npolitical
booby t:rap't and a
public
ponf~

funds~*.

7

~tcraverl

effort to purchase votes with

He said, "It represents an effort to post-

sound economies at the expense of the public

welfare•~.

It was, he conceded, a •• .... vast irdprovement over the original
8

Brannan Plan)u, but as adopted it still had several weaknesses.
These i11eluded the fact that it:

eontinue~l

the eKtra:vagant gov-

ermnent stod<?ilin[; of commodities; discriminated against
farmers lacking sufficiet'lt political support to have their

l _______________________________________ _
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products placed on the favored list; guaranteed the consumer
no relief, " .... within the indefinite future from the present
artificially-inflated food and clothing costsn; continued
all the abuses characteristic of past experience t·1ith rigid
price supports; and, rather than helping in the long range
interests of the farmers it injuries them with the exception
of a small but powerful group of large Southern and Western
land owners.

9

At this (1949)

junctur~.farm

conditions were seemingly

some,vhat aggravated compared to what things were like a short
time before.

For example, a news item had heralded in 1947

the fact that:
Relief for the nation's farmers isn't worrying
this Congress •••• For the first time in many years the
farmers are faced wit.h no uemergenciesn.
Prices are high, production is up, equipment is
coming back on the market, things definitely are looking
up.lO
That year the House had passed the appropriation
for the Agriculture Department after reducing the amount
proposed by the President by almost twenty nine per cent.
9

11

Rochs !L U., Oct. 20, 1949, p. 8.
10
Ibid,, May 6, 1947, p. 8. The article continued by
saying that the House Agricultute Committee was studying the
long range pi.cture, though, and realize that "price troubles
may be ahead; if and when surpluses develop that cannot be
absorbed. ··
11
Truman asked for $1.188,571,318.
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Congressman Keating at the time of passage, voted trnayn on
attempts to add thirty million dollars for a school lunch
program and twenty five million dollars for the lending fund
12
of the Rural Electrification Administration.
Later in the same year in a letter to the State Director of the Farmers Home Administration, he was to mention a
complaint that would be a recurring one in the years ahead:
From the point of view of New York State, it
looks to me as if, as usual with Federal funds, we are
getting the short end of the stick when there is fifteen
million dollars appropriated and only one hundred thousand dollars allocated to New York State which pays something like twenty per cent of the.taxes, 13
The 1948 Agricultural Act which extended existing
price support for eighteen months, passed the House without
14
However, some indication of Keating
a roll call vote.
support may be gathered from the fact that he recorded a
"yea" vote for the appropriation bill for the Agriculture
15
Department that year.
12

Cgng.

p. 9328. '

13

~.

80 Cong.,l Sess., (July 18, 1947),

Ibid,

14

The Rochester 'rim:JS Union (June 18, 1948) said in an
editorial: "Congressmen
yet have to fight an election
campaign on the high cost of. living will do badly if they
permit l•ir. Truman's needling to stampede them into an ill
considered farm legislation"- apparently referring to bill,
then under consideration, to extend price supports. p. 24A.
15
Cong, Rec., 80 Cong.,2 Sess., (June 14, 1948),
p. 8186, (HR588~
.

who--may

L__ __________________ _
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Later Commitments.

In 1950 Congrcssrr.an Keating joined

colleagues in seeking to have federal surpluses O·f food made
available to state and federal welfare agencies, and also to
schools for their lunch program.. He and three other Congressmen were quoted as saying, at this time, that the government
held 277;480 tons of ten surplus food connnodities which
could be eaten without further processing.

The four con-·

gressional districts which they individuo11.y rt?presented, they
said, had a combined total of five million persons currently
receiving welfare aid who could benefit f.rom this suggested
16
plan.·
Something of a corollary to this plan Keating had
advocated came later when in 1955 the House acted to authorized . the Commodity Credit Corporation to use some of its

wheat and corn surpluses for the nation's needy.

17

Keatin•)'0

said at the time:
I have been very much in favor of this type of
proposa! .ror some time. This is one of the most logical
~ncl rea..,o.la.ble way.s ever suggested to cut . back on the
great stockpiles ~ve have built up - although it will
not t'eally make a lot of difference since such outlets' .
must: necessarily he limited by comparison. 18

16
Roch.

17.

I:.

!k_, Feb. 22, 1950, p. 23.

<;qn~. ~ec,

p.7059, (HR2851 •
18

84 Cong.,l Sess., (r1ay 25, 1955),

B.Pt ~.,June 16, 1955, p. 6.
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But merely agreeing on a constructive use of some
surplus foods did not seem to change

~tr.

Keating's mind

on the basic question:
High rigid suppo't'ts are bad for the farmer, for
for the consumer, and for the taxpayer. Ihere may be
individual exceptions to that broad generalization, as
in the ease of certain of the large wheat or cotton or
tobacco farmers. But by and large s fleJt:ible support
system is better for all segments of our economy. 19

ShCYwing some impatience, perhaps over the fact that
the proposal for an eighty two and one half per cent of
parity program he had supported i.n 1954 had lost, he called
20
the Agricultural Act of that year a "half a loaf":
tJe have fiddled and fooled with this thing while

the surpluses continue to pile up on us and the American
taxpayeT is obliged to take on an ever heavier burden.
It:: would be. folly for us to retreat now to e program that
has already proved it is costly. a11d unsuccessful. That
would be economic nonsense. I urge full support for the
program as proposed by President Eiseru1ower and Secre~
tary Benson to meet this problem.21
In answer to those who bad observed the fact that
farm prtces were declining and sought to add to their sense
of assurance by promoting a continuing of rigid price
suppor~a.

19

Keating had an answer.
Cortg. ~'

p .. 5768.

20

lt was a fact, he said

84 Cong., 1 Sess., ( May 5, 1955),

Ibid. , p. 5769.

The Agricultural Act of 1954 had

pnssed;, the House while Republicans claimed a one seat
majority.

21

Ibid.
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that the price decline had occurred under the rigid price
support program tvhich the Democratic proposal again nseeks

to impose on us".

It is, he said, like "saying the best
22
way to get over a drunk is ·to imbibe more of the same".
Congressman Keating's arguments against this pro-

posal were to little avail.

Though all in the same day he:

voted to strike peanuts from the"basic commodity" list (so
it couldnot be elegible for price supports), voted to recom•
mit the farm bill in question (HR12), and finally voted
23
against enactment, he lost on all th~ee accounts.· His lack
of success on this bill was explained to the home folks in
a local paper, partly by inclusion of the

phrase~eanut

·politics" as probably some element of substantiation for
a Keating claim that Democrats liked· to spend big sums on

matters of small significance.
At this time the Congressman was quoted as saying that
New York paid twenty times what Kansas did on federal taxes,
but Kansas received ·one hundred fifty four times what New

York got in farm subsidies.

Also, Iowa, he said, got one

hundred times 'tvhat New York gets 1 but paid equal taxes.

North Carolina received fifty eight times the benefits enjoyed

81

by New York .but pays eight times less the federal taxes.

24

The following year (1956) in an apparent slap at
New

York's Democratic Governor Averell Harriman, Keating

accuse4

"high state officials" who support high rigid farm

price supports of being guilty of "eallaris (§iS) disregard"
25.

for the New York farmer.

He blamed such. action on :m

"overweening political ambition for high office, or a
cynical deal to trade votesn •• Rigid supports, he said,
result in higher price: for what the farmer must buy.

Such

a program t1as, he noted, "designed to benefit big wheat and

corn farmers of the h'est and big cotton, tobacco and peanut
26
farmers of the South.

For Ne't>J York farmers, he declared, " ••• a flexible
27
system is preferable.n
He praised President Eisenhower
for not being politically inspired or bowing to pressures
from political sources• especially those which would seek
to return to the high rigid supports.

The biggest headache

in the realm of agriculture, according to the Co11gressman,

was the government

24
25

Roch.

27

L ______ _

wareh~Jses

~ ~,

filled with surpluses.

May 9, 1955, p. 26.

Ibid., Jan 17, 1956, p. 6;

fQid'' Jan. 9,1956, p.l9.

26
Ibid,

For
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this, the President has, he declared, a proposal for an
"orderly and speedy disposal system" as well as a,method to
insure against their continuing to pile up.

28

Two months later the Congressman complained that the
tobacco interests had "put over another fast one on the rest
29
of usn.
. He referred to the House passage of a bill permitting allotments for tobacco farmers.

In this regard, he

blamed tobacco-interest spokesmen in Congress for exhibiting
selfishness with disregard for the rest of the nation.
A

30

short time later he voted with the majority in defeating

an attempt to place a price support floor at eighty four per

cent of parity for upland cotton.

In general,

31

it may be considered doubtful that on any

other topic found within these pages relative to the domestic
economy theme, a more nearly definable pattern approaching·
partisanship could.be found than in this, the field of agricultural affairs.

His general displeasure with Truman

Administration proposals (noted earlier in this chapter)
showed evidences of carrying over into the Eisenhower years .
.

I

'

and revealing itself· ~J: times in readily predictable commitmenta.

28
29
31

Bach.

1£-~t

1} *P • ~OS t, ,

Cons;,

~ec 1 ,

p. 7448,(HR108 75 •

Jan. 9, 1956, p. 19.

Mar. 8, 1956, p. 2.
84 Cong., 2 Sess.,

30
Ibid,.

(May 3, 1956),
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For example, when the Republican Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Taft Benson, came under attack in his first
months in office, t<tr. Keating sent a letter to the President
on his behalf.

The Congressman pointed out that a majority

of New York farmers seem to be behind the Benson program
and he, himself, hoped the tfuite House would continue to
32
pursue it.

Likewise, he supported the Eisenhower proposal to give
the Department of Agriculture a major overhauling soon after
33
the new Administration had assumed power in 1953.
The
Department was, he said• like many federal agencies, a"crazy
patchwork of various functions 0

•

A few months later the

Upstate Republican helped change another matter carried over
from the previous Administration.

He explained the matter

by saying: « ••• we acted to clear up a situation where the

Federal Government has been intruding in an area of private
34
enterprise for a long time".
The ma.tter in question related to the Farmers Home
Administration, which he said, originally was established

as a last resort.agency for farmers who could not get loans
32
Roch,
33

~ ~~

Nov. 19, 1953, p. 18.

fong. ~)c=, 83 Cong.,l Sess., (May 20, 1953),
p. 5276 1
27 •
J4.
B. P: Post, July 29, 1954, p. 7.
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from private sources:

This FHA (quite like its counterpart the Federal
Housing Administration which is no'" under investigation)
has always been so easy to deal with and so lavish '\vith
public funds that it has cut severely into business that
should be handled by private investors and banking institutions.35
Apparently with these or similar thoughts in mind Keating and
House colleagues passed a bill which gave the Secretary of
Agriculture power to adjust interest rates to conform more to
36

those of private sources.
Privat•3
also.

~.nterprise·

had been a concern on other matters

One in particular reveals again the Keating emphasis

on private ownership when he spoke in favor of an amendment

to a Commodity Credit Corporation bill which would have
prevented the Corporation from acquiring eold storage warehouses :f.or some of its commodities.

Keating told House

cohorts (according to a press report) that he would resist
with

~11

his energy somathing like this type thing that

threatens destruction of private enterprise by government
Although conceding that the

competition.

Corporation bill stipulated that the

Co~~odity

gov~rnment

Credit

should not

acquire these facilities \vt1ere adequate private ones were

35
36

B.

f.s.

Ibid.

~.<,July

29, 1954t p. 7. A direct quote.
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available, be added. nHh.o is to determine that question?
37
the

c. c. c.

itself. n

As related to the Oomoer.atie majority in the House,
Congressman Keating's appraisal of the farm picture was similar as his House

car~er

drew to a close as to whett it bn.J

been in the early sessions under a Democratic Administration •
.wrhe annual Congressional agricultural derby got off to its
38
usual m:Lse"t'a.ble start this week in the House, n

he said at

one point:
A:ti·?ther one of those mbted up, short sighted, and
harrnful farm proposals was brour;ht ·to the floor for a vote.
~~ile some of the measures we've considered in the past
hav~; been bad, this one in many ~~ays was the grandaddy or
them all. 39
l:~veryone

\'las. the loser on this one • he clnimed, uthe

farmer, the taxpayer, the consumer".

the bill in question

waG described a,s having the intention o·f extending rigid

price supports to include additional commodities.

In this

regard, Keating declared that President E.isenho\¥er had tried

to " ••• liberate Amertcan

a~rieulture

prison of high subsidies,«

l40

.

from the artificial

and had asked to have minimum

support levels reduced for baste crops whenever conditiot\S

is a lengthy

86
warranted.

But Keating claimed that special interests had
41
blocked the way to this.
These comments, found in a news•
paper column ascribed to the Congressman himself, apparerltly ·

related to the fact that Senate Joint Resolution #162 had

passed the House authorizing a freeze in acreage allotments
and price supports.

Minutes before passage, he had voted

"yea" on a motion to recommit the bill, but the motion was
42

defeated.
In his explanation to the Rochester-area readers,

~~.

Keating cited the fact that the American Farm Bureau and other
nenlightened and informed
question.

He agreed that,

organizations~

n •••

opposed the bill in

economic, sociological and

Governmental factors combine to make it necessary that dairy
43
supports be frozen, temporarily at least".
This was practical, he said, since the dairy industry
had effectively reduced surpluses below other agricultural
products.

Too, he noted that twenty five per cent of the

existing dairy farmers would be forced out of business if
supports were cut•

New York farmers in particular, the Con-

gressman stated would be hard hit since , "••• much of our

41

·
. B.Pfi·Post,, Har. 27, 1958, p. 8. During his last
session in t e House, Mr. Keating sometimes used his column
to put,before reaaers something akin to position papers.
This lengthy one concentrated on farm issues.
42
43
Ibid,
Ibid.
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44

milk falls in the surplus category".

Keating explained

to constituents that his attempt: to amend the bill to freeze

dairy products was beaten.

The cards tr7.f.3re,

n •••

stacked

the other way and the agricultural st:~c:dt-jacket was
45
approved".
He reported a week later, hmvever, that the

President had vetoed the bill, " ••• which was forced upon
46
him last weekn.
In the summer of Congressman Keating's last year in
the House the Agricultural Act of 1958 reached the House floor
and lil<m.vise gained little posit_ive attention from the Up-

state Representative.

He called it (HR12954), " ••• another

Frankenstein-like omnibus farm bill loaded

~nth

47

tencies and outmoded

principles~

It would, he

inconsiss~idt

do

more harm than good to many farmers if enacted, particularly,
New York State's farmers

would be hurt:

Continued rigidity in farm regulations and disregard of competitive principles could spell disaster ••••
This bill largely disregards the sound proposals of the
Administration and contains little of the flexibility of
programs and freedom for the farmer which he so badly
needs. 48
Needless to say, the Congressman urged that this "hodgepodge"
45
Ibid.
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be killed, so the House could work on individual items which
be felt to be sound.

These included, according to Keating,

the school milk program and the Agricultural Trade and Development and Assistant Act.

Summary,

In concluding this farming segment of

this survey of the Keating years in the House, an appropriate
summary of his feelings might be found in a speech he delivered during his 1958 race for the Senate.

At this time he

·concluded that the Democrats and their high price supports
et:eate surpluses and force up feed costs.

He added:

The Democratic policies benefit the cotton,
tobacco, peanut, ¥;rheat and corn barons of the .South and
West. We in New ··ior:k State, more often than not are left
holding the bag.49
Keating reminded his listeners that he admired Ezra
!aft Benson as a man of stubborn courage and also he supported the flexible type of program advocated by Benson.
This, he said:
••• is an ·important step toward the goal desired

by most farmers -- freedom to produce, freedom from

regulation, freedom to make good incomes·. 50

49

From a news release dated Sept. 19, 1958, containing excerpts from a Keating speech delivered to a farmers
gathering at Rachel 1 s Grove (near Utica), New York. Keating
Paeers.
50
Ibid.
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While there are things, Keating stated, that the Government
can and should do for the farmer such as helping in orderly
marketing, soil erosion and technological advances, the best
thing, in the final analysis that the, " ••• federal govern•
51
ment can do for the farmer is to get off his back."
For the most

part~

the material in'this chapter has

established the fact that these Keating declarations in
1958 were supported by almost twelve years of legislative
commitments in the same vein.

One possible exception, it

should be noted, related to the New York dairy farming industry·

which he said was deserving of continued high price

supports.
The next chapte't in this Keating survey will concentrate on two specific topics found within the general dom•
estic economy area.
commitments on the

Congressman Keating•s nreflected"
subjee~s

of Social Welfare und

benefits

for the stzable groui: post Qffice employees will be com-·
bined to form Chapter VI.

CHAPTER VI

SOCIAL WELFARE AND POSTAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Some people may feel that the difficulties inherent in
defining a. term such as "Republicanism•r might be alleviated
to some

deg~ee.

if. the efforts to define it could include a

concentration upon an example as specific as perhaps the
role of the federal government relative to welfare issues.
If such were the case, a brief examination of Congressman
Keating's commitments on such matters might help to define

the term "Republicanism" as he saw it.
With this in mind, an attempt will be made in this
chapter to scan

~tr.

Keating's House record on the two relat-

ed topics,citizens' welfare programs and benefits for that
major group

of

federal employees -- the postal workers.

Perhaps by so doing, this chapter may contribute to an in·
creased understanding of the word "Republican", as defined
in terms which Hr. Keating seems to have offered his public.

Social Welfare:

The survey of the Keating Legislative

image at times focuses on commitments that may have been
alien to spectrums of Republicanism from such shadowed dis-

tances as the Pre New Deal past.
case with

}~.

Perhaps such could be the

Keating's efforts in the field of government-
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administered benefit programs.
In this respect, it might be noted that the Congressman's
public statements on topics such as social security beginning
early in his House career, revealed a willingness to expand
coverage and benefits to the thousands, who through age or
infirmity were dependent on others for support.

For example,

in 1947 he sponsored a bill to reduce the period of employment necessary to qualify for federal old age and disability
1
insurance benefits.
His suggestion was to reduce the mandatory ten year employment stipulation to five years.

Also,

he asked for an extension of coverage for certain dependent
2

children beyond the age limit of eighteen.
ttfuen the topic of Li'beralizing benefits arose in the
Second Session of the Eightieth Congress, Keating recorded
his support again.

It is, he is quoted as saying, '* ••• a

duty we owe to those senior citizens whose hard work and
devoted effort have contributed so much to creation of our
3
prosperity." He pointed out that a retired individual ~:as
permitted to earn only fifteen dollars a month from part
time employment without losing his pension.
the Congressman, this should be increased,

1
Roc h.

2

Ibid.

~ ~,

According to
~

•• in the light

May 22, 1947, P• 13.
3

Ibid,, April 20, 1948, p. 14.

of existing living costs," to fifty dollars monthly.

4
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In

addition, he was said to have favored broadening the social
security base to cover several non covered groups such as
domestics, farm workers, and the self employed.

Perhaps

in what may well be a tenet basic to that philosophy revealed to.the public,

V~.

Keating concluded a statement with

the words:.
There are countless instances where it is simply
for our older people to maintain even a
tiecent standard of living without some form of government assistance. Many of our older people are now
facing the evening of their lives with apprehension and
insecurity. 5
i:"i~ossible

The following year he again submitted his bill to

liberalize the social security provisions, and complained
that~

·

After all, we in Congress have acted to increase
the President's "take home" pay and we're now considering
raising salaries of top-level government officials. 6
,.

We should give equal trcctment, he said to the "plain John
Browns and the t1ary Smiths" of the older set to insure them
a more comfortable retirement.

4

Ibid.·.·

5

Ibid.,

This is a direct quote.

6

Ibid., l-lar. 3, 1949, p. 52; ·In IbiduAug. 18,1950,
p. 8 it is noted that Keating supported the 1950 Social
Security Conference bill, but complained that it was inadequa~eand had· been delayed too long.
His roll call vote on
this was "yea" and to a similar bill in 1954 he again voted
"yea". Cong. Rec., 81 Cong.,2 Sess., (Aug. 16, 1950),
~.

12673,(HR6000).

Ibid~, 83 Cong., Z Sess.,(June 1, 1954),
P• 7468, (HR9366).
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·.rhe same year the Congressman spoke out in favor of
two other forms of government benefits in addition to retirement provisions.

One was a Keating-supported bill which

would have provided federal compensation to civilian employees for loss of arms, legs, eyes. etc.

7

The second suggestion

by the Congressman was that federal funds be used for research
8
on multiple sclerosis and polio.
The heroic -effort to

relieve the suffering victims must not be allowed to slacken,
9

he said.

In 1950, the fact that the Upstate Republican focused
some degree of attention upon income tax credit for private
health plans.presents an opportunity to note a Republican
alternative to trsoeialized

medicine~

'!he plan proposed by

Keating would grant income tax credit for ninety per cent of
private health care plan costs for those people with annual
incomes of less than $2.000.

Those earning over $10,000
10 '
would be permitted only sixty per cent credit. A press
report in this regard noted• "Keating feels his plan would

8

ftgcb, 'f,U., April 12, 1949, P• 9.

9

Ibid 1 ~·

Ibid,, Sept.
10
~bid 1 ,

9~1949,

p. 16.

Jan. 13, 1950, p. 24.

---------·--
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remove the necessity of the federal government's &ctting up
a 'huge bureauraey and subsidizing all our citizens for
ll

medical eltpenees '".

In the st:ttnner of 1950 l-fr, Keating revealed some

measure of his feeling

~gainst

federal influence in the med·

ical fietd·, when he joined Rouse colleagues in defeating a
'truman plan for n cabi:·.1-Ct•1evel Department of Health Educa•

tion and Security.

His stated reason for so

voti¥~

wes that
12.
he was .n 'unalterable opposed to socialized medicine:'"
Those -wilo favor this plan have gone to great
len.fi!ths to point out why they think it does not repre-

sent a step down the road toward Socialism. I want: no
part of llny plan \vhieh requires a labored argument to
prove that it is not an effort on the part of government officials to get control of the medical and dental
professions and the educQtion of our youth.l3 ·

ln respect to this particular action, tt may be of
interest to note a policy statement released leas than two
weeks previous by twenty one House members described in the
press as .. liberal GOP Congressmenn.
~b:.

including

'these men in

question~

Keating, sir;ned a statement of princit ·les

which was said to have eritized the party (Republican) for
*'dragging it$ heels in adopting new methods of meeth1g sociru.
welfare programs'1 •

11

Rg~l},

12

14

r! u •• Jan. 13, 19$0., P• 24.

Ibi,d 1 , July, 11, 1950, P• 20.

call vote.
13

Jp!da,,

'£his was not a roll

this was a direct quote from

~tr.

Keating.
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It spoke.of dangers, ..... 'lurking in the infinite
extension of government respo11Sibility 1 and power toward
15
'slavery to the state, nt but said opposition to this has
sometimes handicapped Republicans by putting them on record

as opposing social progress.

16

Perhaps somewhat related to this topic was a speech
delivered by Congressman Keating in late 1953 to the Monroe
County lrtedical Socie_ty where he repeated his sentiment that
he was "unalterably and

' 17

unequivocally'~

opposeq to socialized

medicine. · In so stating, hOl'iever, he continued by saying,
ntt

think we have long since passed the point

medical coverage is a luxury,..,.

18

wh~re

adequate

Promotion of adequate med-

ical coverage was, he said, what he had in mind in sponsoring
the still-pending bill to encourage reliance on private health
care plans by granting income talt credit,

He declared:

I am as bitterly opposed as any of you to the creation
of another bureaucracy and to any suggestion whatsoever
that would put our government directly into the practice
of medicine. 19

14

Rpch,. T, U, July 3, 1950, p. 2.

16

15

lbid,

Ibid., Under nsocial progressn the statement included old age security, adequate medical care available to all,
better education, better housing, protection of the rights of
labor, aid to agriculture*'.
17
Ibid, II Dec, 16, 1953, p. 39,

18.

Ibid 1

19
. Ibtd.
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-Much

lat~r

in his Rouse career, the Upstate Legislator

revealed his feelings on the topic of unemployment insurance.
Criticizing a Democratic plan to'liberalize this benefit program as having disregarded the basic principles of unemploy•
ment insurance, he stated that such a

plan, " ••• could lead
.

to the ultimate destruction of the whole system".

20

His

special concern seemed to be that the· Democratic proposalr
n ••• simply

••• offe"red more than anybody else offers- sort
21
of trying to outbid the other fellow," without providing

any teat to guarantee the recipients had a legitimate need.
The proposal he opposed had been offered during the
1958 recession and would have

e~tended

sixteen additional weeks.

commented~

He

unemployment benefits

Simply stated, the solution offered by the major ...
ity party really didn't have anything to do with extending unemployment insurance at all. As the President said,
it was a plain and simple dole from Uncle Sam. 22
With this and similar statements t Congressman Kea.ting seemed to
indicate his support for the Eisenhower proposal which would,
once an individual's state unemployment benefits we·re exhaust ...
·ed, extend by half the number of weeks they were qualified to
receive

such benefits.
20

!.s.f... Post.,Nay 8, 1958, p. 5.

21-

Ibid.

22

I bid I.
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Postal gmoloyeg

Ben@f~t§t

In addition to social wel-

fare matters, the United States Post Office Department seems
to have accumulated some degree of concentration from Congressman Keating.

Apparently as a reflection of the general con-

cern in the United States over post war privations in
coupled with a large percentage of alien-oriented

Eur~pe;

constit~

uents, the Congressman's initial efforts in postal affairs
were directed toward postal rates on relief packages rather

than on workers benefits • He began his effor·.: a by commenting':
••• Constituents who have relatives and friends in Europe
often find themselves financially unable to do all they
would like for their brothers and sisters across the sea
because of exceedingly high postal rates on the shipment
of merehandise,23
Keating called for the President and Postmaster General to

cut postal rates on packages sent to "hunger threatenedn
. 2.4
countries,
When an unfavorable report was returned a few months
later by a subcommittee studying this idea, he is said to have

challenged the report.

According to a local paper, the Cong·

ressman blamed the subeommittee for trying to shaw ehat it
was actually cheaper for the government to buy relief mater•
ials and pay the cost of shipping rather than subsidize part

23

~gch, 'r.,U 1

24

Ibid,

Oct. 31, 1947, p. 2A.
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of thet

CO$t

of tt-anspot:t1ng the relief paekages.

nrhey say

aovernment can make dollars go farther but the argument 1$
2.5
utU.Hlttnd arithmetic," ho said.

In the summer of 1948 when Congress had not yet acted
on this proposal. he called on cohorts to speed up the neces•
sar11y involved process of cutting rates.

Aeaording to. a

paper, he elaimed that there was a $te.ady stream of his
•twaru\ hearted. constituents_. to the branch post .office near

his RochQster office evan with the presently high postal rates
"lugging heaV!J packages to be sent to

fri.~nds

or relatives

.
26
overtH'!as••.
It coste over three dollar. a to send the U.mlt of.

twenty two pounds,

h~

said, and

~P.atly

send a paekagG each week.

t1uch of the rema1n1ng action by Keating on postal matters
during his House earear related to inerEuasing

postal workers.

n

as other federal employeesn.
b~t.m

u ~3

I

JF•• t1 1P

Rgcb 1
26'

~tmusl

,_

27

.same vacations and sick leaves

Likewise, the same year a

submitted by Keating to g.rant time and a half
t

tre.

U t U'eb •. S, 1948, P• 4A.
'

Abidat June 2, t94S,

27'

of

!n 1949• for el(ample, he submitted a bill

to give theM employees the

bill had

benaf~\ts

n.
r

6A.

This bill (HR2007) would provide twenty

si~

days

leave end fifteen sick do.ys a year • instaad of th.eit>

cur-rent fifteen days annual leave and ten siek days. Postal
substitutes would qualify for the same benefits under the
Kent1ng proposal.
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overt:tme pay to p.st"t

ti~

28

worker$.

H$ Ol'l:plain&d:

A substitute poscal employee ~ho w~rks ~ore than
el11;ht hours a day reee1ve~ p.ay only ~tor strai~?;t'lt time.
·rnere see~ to be no 1o~'iea1 srea•on why, i£ he l.s world.ng
alcnr.,slde a t'er!u1£tr employe• and performinB the snme

serv1ce he should

satton. 29

110t

be entitled to

A. few mob,tb.s later • the tlp&Jtate

t.be heavy majority (332. ~"'rkets •

$2.900.

same conrpen-

Con.~t'eH~smnl'l

2) 1n opprov1n~~ a

t<a1.Eh'!l

joined
in poata.l

·rbis includQ!d a. $100 annual uniforcl allowance

pay.

and a hlke in

ch~

th~

K~atln.g

annu/jl start.i.ng il&ll.lt'Y from $2.550 to

noted;

tt• ••

the postal worlun:s. partieulnrly

in the low arades • have tong deset:ved this mods!!Jt

3i)
recGg.nition~

':t'bis particula-r pay 'te.is.e waa e&Ci:i'nated t.o MVFJ CMt the gov•
er~nt

wafJ

a'bout

pt'fu:llett~Hl,

$12S.ono,ooo

31

tlltmually -

an ernou.nt. which. 1t

would t-aise thft postal deficit to about

$7oo.ooo,ooo.

.

A tehort time before the pay raise was; ap:p-..:ovad • hml•

$vor. Keating opposed
l'alsed to offset

~ •u~~•stlon

the postal

that seeond eltt4s mail be

d~fic1t.

would force to the wall Ut8ny religious

n·thit
~nd

!.er~1n1.ation

non profit

publications and small weekly newspapers,"

32
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he explained.

In addition, he cited contacts from students, educators and
fraternal organizations indicating increased hardships in
disseminating educational matter and published magazines for
members etc., due to postal costs.

For example, the annual

mailing costs for the Rochester Catholic Courier ( a ".;eekly
33
paper ). he said, would go up from $3,432 to $12,415.
Keating continued to explain his opposition by commenting:
The theory behind postal schedules is that they
facilitate spread of information and public enlightment.
L~~ rates aid the growth of large and profitable pub•
lishing ventures, especially magazines, but they also
have been an important contributing factor in establishment of the position of the United States among
the most litere.te of nations. 34
At first glance, the Congressman's refusal to support
the suggested rate increase in 1949 could seem to be in
conflict with his attempts to expand postal workers benefits
(and his interest in balancing the federal budget, as shown
32
33

Roch. I,

u,, May.21,

1949, p. 2.

Ibid 1 One of the organizations mentioned as oppos~
ing the increase was cce Rochester Elks Lodge of which he
was a member. He likewise held membership in the local
Masonic Lodge_and the Brick Presbyterian Church, both of whom
though not mentioned in this statement by Keating , would
likely have publications similarly oppressed by a postal
increase. ·
34
Ibid 1
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in Chapter III).

However, according to a Keating charge

at a later date this may not necessarily be true.
The postal department is running in. the red over one

half billion dollars a year, he was said to have told local
radio listeners.

According to this report from Keating,"any

action by Congress will not even come close to meeting the
.
35
deficit ••• " The most effective step toward meeting the
problem. he said, is nov1:
••• stymied because of failure on
President or the majority leadership in
press for action on the recommendations
Hoover Commission for reorganization of

the part of the
Congress to
made by the
. 36
this department.

Keating's roll call voting record this year (1951) shows that
he voted to reduce appropriations for the Post Offfce Department, but favored a suggestion to adjust postal employees'
37
salaries•
The reduction attempt was defeated by two votes
38
in the House, but the salary increase passed 339 -- 7.
In 1954, the records list Ht·. !:eating among those

Cong!.. ~, 82 Cong., 1 Sess., (Mar. 21, 1951),
P• 2822 1 (vote was on an amendment to HR3282); .
Ibid., (Oct. 19, 1951), p. 13575, (S355).
38
Ibid., P• 13575.
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casting affirmative votes to a proposal for increasing both
postal rates and employees• salaries.

39

Again in 1955 he

voted to raise postal employees salaries, but when an amendment was ,offered

to make the pay raise a month and a half
40

retroactive he opposed it.

President Eisenhower opened the 1956 Congressional
session with·a plea (in his State of the Union Message) for
an increase in postal rates to help reduce the Post Office
Department's deficit.

That summer

Mr.

Keating supported a

bill to increase mail revenues at the following scale:

first

class mail would be raised $259 million annuallt;

air mail
41
--$16 million; and third class mail -- $122 million.
In 1957 he again voted to raise X2stal rates \-lhen the

matter came up for House consideration.

39

Failing in this, he

Gong§ ~e)'' 83 Gong., 2 Sess. ,(July 21, 1954),

P• 11279, (HR 2 5 ;

40

Ibid,, (Aug. 9, 1954), P• 13760.

Ibid,, 84 Cong., 1 Sess., (June 7, 1955),
p. 7785, {s206l);
Ibid:, (April 20, 1954), p.4862,(HR4644).

41

.

Ibid, 1 84 Cong., 2 Sess., (July 6, 1956),
P• 11992, (HRlj80).
42

Ibid., 85 Cong., 1 Sess.,(Aug. 13, 1957),
P• 14617,.{HR5836).
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cast another vote in 1958 on a similar bill, this one to raise
43

both postal rates

an~

employees• pay.

Unlike many earlier

efforts, the 1958 postal bill did ultimately gain full passage through both Houses and became an enacted law before his
career as a United States Representative came to an end.

Summ§ry.

From the information cited, it may be con-

eluded that this chapter, if separated from the overall
twelve year survey, would prove to be less than outstanding
as a source of insight into lh:-. Keating's image.

But here,

as one portion of a Congressman's intticate composite, it
may indeed offer a significant contribution.

In terms of discoveries, perhaps the single one most
noteworthy in Chapter VI has been the ·revelation that the
Upstate Republican reflected a positive interest on several
occasions in the expansion of some federal benefit programs
even though this meant higher government expenditures.

With

this in mind, the definition of "Republicanism" .as offered
through Mr. Keating •s legislative commitments assumes iJroportions, perhaps less conservative than some might have

43

Co(g, Reg)' 85 Cong., 2 Sess., (May 22, 1958),
P• 9338,
R583 •
·
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.gu~ssed~ l!ot~vet:,

ised

ml!d1ein~en

aneo

pt:ov1~ions

1ican

his apparent reluc:t:anee tc welcome "social•

or

liberal1~e

th•

.fed~al

uy set!m lese than

unemployrnGnt insur•
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for a Repub•

Contlre~unm.;..n.
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ti.ve to thf!
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attribut~rl

in th:i.r;
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t~h.teh

to Hr. lteating, tt should be notQd that on veveral
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toou¢!1
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and

ltepuhl.ictUl was lesclinf.;

~

any

tU.nor1ty

.

urue.ade ..

Similarly, the next chapter in this
centrate on tht! &1f\1arent ly equally
~~rv1¢e

l~ait:a.

fH.:troornu:rl.

popul.~rr

tturv~y

will con•

topic of

eo~r

ehe faet that this survey is

built around the pos1t1o;;,ii tnke:n by one leglslat:ot r,atner·
tlUiln riouse

votin~

necC"tBBar11y

patterns ueed r..ot

t4Sau~d

a role of

~Uj~~est

l0ftd~rship

tht.rt he had
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~s.tte-ra

di&•

cussed.
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AA.

'Ebis sttJfte~tt0nt i~ batl~d on th~ roll ea11 voting
citecl 1n chis chapter, $Weral ~t!mples o£ t>JhJ.eh r~vc4l a
three hundred Vtlt~ differenee between ~. t<eat1ng't major1ty

opi.n1oni:l and thee nngntive vote tot4l•
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CHAPTER VII
VETERANS AFFAIRS

'!he fact that t-fr. Keating was a-veteran of the recent
war may well have been an asset to him in his 1946 election
campaign.

·coupled with his opponent •s lack of tsuch an affil-

iation and the fact that virtually every household in the
nation had recently been in some

con~act

sonnel, this relationship of

Keating's could easily

~~.

with service per-

have played some part in his having initially won the

Congres~

sional seat.
Once having acquired this legislative responsibility,
however, Mr. Keating could hardly ignore the

rec~ntly

return-

ed G. I. who by now formed a strong and vocal segment of American society.

Therefore, a review of his commitments regard-

ing the affairs of the former service personnel could reveal
some tenets of Keating's philosophy which had been sufficiently exposed to the public to have affected the formation
of a Keating image.

With this possibility in mind, an attempt

will be made in this chapter to record such commitments in
hopes

of

better "seeing" the Ken Keating lvilich the Rochester

public probably ••saw".
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.Lgg,islative Commitments Made by Keating Prior tQ the
Kgre~n Rgstil~ties,

The numerical impact of the returning

veterans upon local elections might well be a factor of
some significance at the onset of this particular section.
This in itself could be difficult to isola·te, but, based
on one related set of figures the impact could at least be
vaguely visualized and perhaps even .directed into a realm
for reasonable speculation.
According to published figures, the Rochester voter
registration.number had risen from 109,714 in 1945 to 130,790
by the fall of 1947.

In this regard, a local paper attrib-

uted much of the increase to local veterans' interest in
gaining passage of a bonus amendment which was on the New
York ballot that year.

l

If this were the case, the registra-

tion increase might serve as a general measurement of interest in veteran-centered legislation.

To a legislator such

a guide could prove useful.
At any rate, Mr. Keating after acquiring his Congres•
sional seat tried from the start to preserve his identification with veterans and their causes.

For example, in 1947

when records of Congress suggest that it was not unfashion•
able for Congressmen to perform services for (and to submit
1

Roeh, T, U,,

Oct~

13, 1947, P• 2A.
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bills offering benefits to) veterans, Mr. Keating•s willingness to do likewise was in evidence.
During his third month as a Congressman, a Rochester
paper credited him with gaining "immediate action" for a
war widow who was awaiting an overdue check from the Veterans Administration.

2
On

request from the American Legion, he

soon after submitted a bill to "short cutn citizenship
procedures for aliens who had served in the United States
armed forces.

This bill woul<l have eliminated some require-

ments such as the lengthy residency period and educational
tests.

Convincing proof of honorable military service in

°

addition to affidavits from reputable citizens attesting to
the applica.nt•s moral character and attachment to the principles .of the United States Constitution- would be sufficient for citizenship,if Mr. Keating had his way.

3

"Representative Kenneth B. Keating (40th Dist.) has
come to the aid of the discharged servicemen who have not
4

collected mustering out pay;" a local newspaper announced a
short time later.

The original mustering out provisions

(established in 1944) had stipulated that personnel apply
2

3

Ibid,, Mar. 19,

1947, p. 3A.

Ibid,, !1ar. 25, 1947, p. 9A. This bill was signed
,into law June 3, 1948.
4
Ibid., Mar. 14, 1947, p. l5A.
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within a two year period after the provisions had gained
enactment, if they wished to receive the benefits.

Since

the two years had elapsed, Mr. Keating submitted a bill, on
behalf of forty veterans attending Rochester Institute of
Technology, to extend the application period to five years.

s

A Democratic shallenge in the spring of 1947 to restore

G. I. benefits' funds (three hundred and fifty million
dollars), cut by the House Appropriation Committee may (or
may not) have some direct relationship to Congressman Keating.
In this regard, the ranking Democrat on the committee complained that Republicans had been "sticking together pretty
.
6
.
closely when there hasn't been a record vote~ To which particular Republicans the statement referred is not apparent
because afl biparty.coalition voten affirmed Democrats'
attempts the following day to return the full fund cut to
.

7

the appropriation bill on a roll call vote. Mr. Keating
joined the majority in approving this restoration of funds.

8

5

Rosh 1 T, U, Har, 14, 1947, P• l5A.
6
'
this statement by Congressman Cannon (Mo.) was
released by the Associated Press and published in the Roch,
·r, u. April 1, 1947, p. 16. Similarly, Congressman Kearny
CR. N~Y.) complained {Ibid,, June 17, 1947, .p. 2.) that
House Republican leaders had privately killed his bill to
increase ~ubsistence payments to veterans training on the job.

7

.

Ibid.,April 2, 1947, p. 7.

s.

.Cong. Ree. 80 Cong., 1 Sess., (April 2, 1947), p. 1144.
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The summer of Mt. Keating's first year in Congress
resulted in additional steps being taken by the Congressman
on behalf of the veterans' cause.

One such attempt came as

a private bill submitted to seek authorization for payment
of a. life insurance death benefit to an aunt of a deceased
veteran.

9

Another Keating bill sought to alter postal civil

service seniority provisions to provide more equitable treat•
10
ment for disabled veterans.
Liltewise, another bill sought
to institute the awarding of Gold Star la.pel buttons to widows
ll
and parents of World War II dead.
An attempt to obtain
reconsideration of a Veterans Administration order that
reduced its Rochester staff by twenty three men was, however,
12.
unsuccessful ..
The second session of the Eightieth Congress found

(according to a local newspaper) Keating prodding the House
to pass a bill granting a federal charter to the Catholic
9

Rgch. T·, U1 , July 22, 1947, p. 3A.

The aunt was

described as being the intended beneficiary of a National
Service Life Insurance policy and was deprieved through an
oversight on the part of the decedent.
10
lbid,, July 24, 1947, P• 3A.
11.

Ibid., Aug. 2, 1947, p. lA. 'rhis was signed into
,law Aug 2, 1947. Later (May 1949) Keating submitted a bill
broadening this gold star lapel button authorization to
include .,close relatives".
·
12 .

Ib~d 1 ,

July 2, 1947, p. 3A.

and Jewish War Veterans organizations.

13
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Too, he is said to

have expressed reservation to Congressional colleagues over
a proposed draft law saying it would cause a " ••• great dis14
location of lives and families and in our economic life."
Declaring that new efforts should be made to fill military
rolls by volunteers, he continued by saying;
time draft
15
tions'!

"this

peace-

would be a radical departure from American tradi-

Even after the enactment of the draft bill ( in the
summer of 1948 ),

Congressm~n

Keating issued a complaint.

He protested that the right of eighteen year olds to enlist
for twelve months service (rather than wait to be drafted)
should be made retroactive to the June 24 enactment date.
Many boys, he said, would pass their nineteenth birthday
and therefore be ineligible for the law's enlistment opportunity for eighteen year olds.before the new draft procedures
could begin operations.

After receiving little satisfaction

from com:ntmications tvith Army Secretary Kenneth c. Royall,

th.e Congressman indicated to a reporter that he might aopeal
~

16

to the.President about the retroactive enlistment provision.

ll
Roch, T. U'·' April )..3·, 1948, p.l.

1415
Ibid,, June 17, 1948, p.7B.
Ibid,
16.
Ibid,, July a. 1948• p,22A. No evidence has been
found in this study to indicate that he did appeal to the
President on this matter.
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In a similar vein,

~~.

Keating submitted a bill which

would have included enlistees, who had joined the armed
fQrees between Sept.J,i945 and Oct. 6, 1945 under,the G.I.
17
benefits. The benefits at this time applied only to those
who were in the armed

fo~ces befo~e

hostilities of World

War II had ceased.
In general, the Upstate Congressman seems to have
strongly supported the Armed Forces Reorganization Act, but
upon his return from a fall trip to Europe he was critical
of one Side effect from this major overhaul.

!he army•s

new rank of nrecruit" (subordinate to that of "privatett)

wau, he notGd, likely to," ••• lower morale and give rise to
dissension in an organization which must work as a harmonious unit'!

18

In 1949 Keating submitted bills toward the issuing
of .a federal charter to the Gold Star Society of American
War Widows and Orphans, and expanding a 1948 law that would
guarantee veterans their pay if fired and later are reinstated on the same job.

19

In addition, he sounded an alarm

on failures of the present military reserve program:
•

17
18

Ibid,, Aug. 18, 1949, P• 44.
Ibid 11 , Nov. 19, 1948, P• 16B.

19.

lbidl' Feb. 18, 1949, P• SA.
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Men trained in combat are slipping away from the
organized reser~es. When and if war comes again, these
veterans will be scattered, unorganized -- hard to find.

In an atomic onslaught it may be too late before
they can be mobilized. 20
To improve the situation,. the Congressman submitted a bill to
place the United States Reserves on an equal plane with the
National· Guard.

21

This he felt would change the. emphasis of

the War Department toward the program and thus improve the
the situation.
One of the more significant veterans controversies of
the Eighty First Congress seems to have focused on the so
called Rankin Bill.

In March 1949, after the closest of

votes (said to be the closest vote on a major bill since the

1941 draft law was approved by one vote) this veterans measure was returned to committee for further study.

At this

time thanks to several amendments, the bill already looked
like a combined pension -- bonus bill, according to one
22
report.

2o

Roch 1 ~T, 0 1 , Mar. 9, 1949, p. 6. He said, that of
the 320,000 otticers in the Army Officers Reserve Corps,
45,000 are on active duty and only 152,000 of the rest are
showing interest in an active part with the reserve program.
2
Ibid,
22
Ibid 1 , Mar. 24, 1949, p. 1. The vote on this
Rankin proposal was 208 to 207 in favor of recommiting.
Congressman Keating voted "nay".
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·t'he fact that Keating voted against: sending the Ran.k1n

Bill back to committee is not necessarily an indication that
he favored it.

As he explained, ..... it is not in the best

democratic traditions to kill the bill until debate is com23
plete". ·Although endorsing the general idea of a "middle

ground" pension bill• thE! Congressman deferred making a publi<:
commitment on this bill until its final form had been deter-

mined.

He did note. however, that it already was greatly

improved over the original bill •

24

. Specif.ically, he emphasized a "needs" limitation
limiting eligibility to those under certain incomes a& the
25
'tmost important" element to include in the bilL.
And on
the question o.f including or excluding

in the coverage, be noted

that~

~.J"orld

War II veterans

" •• ,it hasn't been the prac-

tice in this country to consider pension legislation so soon
after a war:."

w~~t

.
.
2.6
added that he would remain open minded.

When the Ranld.n Bill finally gained House passage that summer
(367 -- 27) Mr. Keating was among those voting

"yea~

He

reminded eonsstituen.ts that i.t would coat little more than tbe

...

23 •• ·Rosh· r, ..Y1,,Mar. 25. 1949. P• 33.

24 .
25

12ig,. t-tar. 29, 1949. P• 3.
'

2.6 lb"d•
'* ":;
!hid,
H
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present system.

27

Later; Congressman Rankin (D.Miss.), House Committee
on Veterans Affairs Chairman, clashed verbally over the
New Yorker's eriticism of the Veterans Administration's delay
in paying G.I. insurance refunds.

"The V.A. knew a year

ago these refunds would have to be made," Keating is said to
have stated.

0

\Vhy then wait until 1950, which happens to

be tr congressional year?"

28

'

Rankin replied that large num•

bers of extra workers would have to be trained before the
sixteen million veterans

c~ld

receive their checks.

"If

Mr. Keating thinks he can do the job quicker," Rankin is
reported to have said, "why doesn't he take his office staff
29
and go over to the Veterans Administration and do it'*.
Commitments

}~de

During and After Koregn Hostilities,

Korean fighting aroused renewed interest in issues related to
service personnel.

Two months after the first gunfire a

bill was enacted to give veterans of \iorld War II social
security credit equal to $169 income £or each month of service, however, a cutoff date was included in the new law

-

21
28

Rqsh, T, u,,June 2, 1949, p. 1.

Ibid 1 , June 24, 1949, p. 13. A few weeks earlier
(Ibid 1 , April 29, 1949, p. 6) he verbally opfosed Defense
Secretary Johnson's plan to kill the Marines air arm.
29

}:bid,
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which

~ffectively

eliminated present servicemen.

Congress-

man Keating introduced a bill to remedy this, saying it was
inexcusable for the nation not to do this much for our servicemen in Korea..

n'l'h1s Congress should not consider adjourn-

.

ment until it has acted...

on my bill

~

he declared.

30

Too,.Keating complained that United States officials
had not shown proper respect to some servicemen's grave.,.
On behalf of some parents of fallen World War II service

personnel, he pointed out that only an army number marked
31
some graves in United States cemeteries.
Just as Congressman Keating had in 1949 expressed
alarm over the loss of trained military personnel and the resulting problems of sudden national rearmament, so did he
after the outbreak of Korean fighting express displeasure
over the mobilization procedures in use:
The entire program of call up of reserves •••
since the beginning of tbe Korean F1.lr has been characterized by haste, lack 9f·planning and injustice to
individuals involved. 32
There was, he

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---

st~ted.

- - -

need of a national plan to facilitate

- - - - - - - - - - -

mobilization.
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33

Keating did, however, endorse in general the conference report that year which extended the draft, by calling
the plan " ••• essential to the safety and security of the
34
countryV
Among points which he opposed in the measure,
though, was- the provision that extended the service period
of recalled reservists from twelve to seventeen months:
Many have heavy family and financial obligations and have
already served several years in World War II, often with
combat outfits, 35 he said.
Several months later, when an Eisenhower bill to reorganize the Reserve Program was sent back to committee without

a vote on the merits of the plan itself Mr. Keating was displeased.

He was said to have blamed the bill's failure on a

"deep and ugly rift" in the Democratic ranks when it came to
agreeing on an
bill.

anti-segrega~ion

amendment proposed for the

He continued;

••• we are denied an opportunity to vote on this important national defense measure because it contained the
distinctively American principle that all men should
have equal treatment. 36

33

Rosh, T. 0 1 July 27., 1951, p. 9.

j34

.Jbid,, June 8, 1951, p. 4.

'36

35

Ibid.

The amendment in question was designed with the
apparent intention of reducing or eliminating racial segregation in National Guard and Reserve units, according to
excerpts from a Keating radio broadcast (tiHEC) as printed
in Ibid 1 , May 23, 1953, P• 33,
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With the ending of hostilities in 1953, benefits for
veterans became of increasing concern in Congress.

h7b.en the

Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act was passed eKtending the
'
II veterans
to
37
Korean veterans, Keating was one of its supporters. Like-

educational benefits enjoyed by World

\~ar

wise, he sought in 1955 to broaden the educational benefits
to include those in service up through January 31 of that
38
year. He t'eferred to this attempt as a small, " ••• inci.den.t-

al to a great step of putting our war weary nation long-last squarely on a peacetime footing".

39

at

President Eisen40
hower, he indicated, was favorable to the idea. f'We must

keep faith with the splendid young men and women who are giv41
ing good-years of their lives to keep our nation strong.*'
Again in 1956 the Upstate Republican submitted a bill

to make G.I. educational benefits available to all veterans,
n ••• whether

or not they served during a period of war or

37

~})c., 82 Cong., 2 Sess.,(July 4, 1952),
P. 9405• {HR765 •
.
36
!bid,, 84 Cong.,l Sess.,(Jan. 27, 1955), p. 859.
While indicating support, Keating, through questions directed
to Congressman Teagua (Chairman of the House Veterans Affairs
Committee, and Democrat from Texas). established the point
that all Korew~ benefits had been grant~d to tt~se particular
veterans through prior legislation, but the Gducationdl
benefits had somehow been omitted.

39'

41

Ihid 1 , p.
Ibid,,

40

862~

Ibidt
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armed hostilities".

We must keep faith with our young

people, he said at the time.

"This is the finest and fair-

42

est reward we can offer."
In discussing the idea of the federal government subsidizing

veteran~

education, the Congressman said that the

original G.I. Bill had attained "fabulous success".

43

After

ten years since its inception (1944 .. 1945), over half of all
personnel who served in World War II have acquired some train-

ing under the G.I. Bill, he noted.

An additional 1,270,000

have, Keating claimed• benefited from the Korean Bill.

The

results have raised the nation's educational standards and
increased veterans'income to such a point, the Congressman
declared, that the government will have gained enough in
twelve years from the users (through additional taxes) to
44
pay the remaining cost of the program.
Likewise, in terms
of the nation's security, we will be in a better position
because these people have acquired additional skills, he
added, especially in the field of engineering v1here Russia
45
threatens to overtake us.

42

. Cong. Rec., 84 Cong.,2 Sess., (Jan. 23, 1956),
p. 1071. The bill was HR8691, briefly explained on ibid,,
P• 1076.
43
44
45
Ibid 1
Ibid.
Ibid.
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In attacking another veterans benefit bill in 1957,
Congressman Keating revealed an additional glimpse of his
legislative philosophy.

At this time he said:

••• we should not pass legislation which is patently unconstitutional, no matter how worthy its objectives and consciously leave it to the ,courts to set us straight. The
objectives of this legislation have my full support, but
I feel.that this legislation and the whole bill before us
is in considerable jeopardy as being unconstitutional
unless we remove from it this inclusion of funds which
have actually been turned over to the guardian. 46
Probably reflective of his lengthy legal interests, this Keat•
ing argument centered around a proposal of the House Committee on Veterans Affairs relative to use of funds designated
by the government to legally incompetent veterans who died

while under federal hospital care.

Provoking the Upstate

Legislator's comments had been some by the chairman of the
committee, Congressman Teague (D. Texas).
Keating maintained that funds already allotted by
previous legislation for the upkeep of veterans couldnot legally revert to the Federal Treasury.

u'rhere are really in

the first place two issues of funds that we are

considering~

he pointed out.

"One, those built up hereafter; and secondly
47
those already built up". The first, he said,was still open

t:J the dictates o£ Congress. (as far as determining what hap•

4g
Con!) Rec. 85 Cong.,l Sess.,(July 12, 1957),
pp. 11529,11
47
Ibid,, p. 11529.

o-:--

L ______ _
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-pened to the funds upon the death of the recepient).

The

second, however, couldnot be further altered, he maintained.
Congressman Teague had introduced the matter with the comment,
ffit was the feeling of our committee that the proper thing
to do togas to pass the bill and have the court decide the
48

question" •.

Mr. Keating spoke out again on the subject of increas-

ing federal appropriations for burial of service veterans. tmen Congressman f'eno (R. N.Y.) explained that his bill added
100 dollars per individual burial to the 150 dollar designa•

tion presently in force, .Keating commended him and his cause.
This is, he noted, an :
••• excellent piece of legislation, which is very much
needed. We have been waiting to get some action with
reference to this problem for a long time. It deserves
the support of every member of Congress. 49
1'he same year he joined the popular cause (the bill
won 389 • 2) in support of a bill to grant a federal charter
to the veterans of World War I.

tVhile speaking on behalf of

the Judiciary Committee, Keating pointed out that the Grand
Army of the Republic and the United Spanish American War

Veterans had in their time received such charters.

The Amer-

ican Legion, howevert was formed by World War I veterans and

' '

48
49

Ibid,, P• 11530.
M

Ibid,, 85 Cong., 2 Sess., (June 30, 1958), p. 12672.
The poi.nt.was made that it cost more than $150 for a burial.

L_ _ _
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received such a charter.

But today World War II and Korean

veterans far outnumber the originators, he noted.

The Cong-

ressman continued:
••• these men (]orld War ! veteran~ naturally yearn to
reestablish their own individual dentity. They feel
need also for an organization expressive of theLc particular needs. 50
Keating pointed out that e. t-lorld t.Jar I group had been formed
in 1949 with about

so.ooo

members.

.

Now they desire and

de~-

erve this formal recognition, he said.

Summarv: .and Cgnclusiogs,.

The ptlblic record of

~1r .•

Keating seems to be rather similar to that of the majority
of House members· during this t·tJelve year span.

Roll call

votes in this period readily indicate that publicly opposing

a veterans bill was rather uncommon for both Mr. Keating
and his cohorts.
'!here seemed to have been a comparatively sma.ll number of major veterans issues and for the most part, the
remainder of Keating's commitments related to individuals or
small groups of people to whom he could be of service. Nevertheless, in performing such service and in general, supporr•
ing veterans programs the Congressman vTas cementing an important friendship with a popular cause.

5o

Ibid~,

(June 25, 1958), p. 12232.
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vfuether or not the voting power represented by the
veterans had any direct relationship with his support for
such causes has not been determined by this study.

However,

his own experience as a soldier may well suggest a natural
affinity between Keating and service personnel, although such
need not preclude the possibility of an awareness on his part
of the political value inherent in such a relationship.
In regards to personal attachments, the next chapter
will seek to explore some of the more noteworthy commitments
made by Mr. Keating regarding his home region of New York
State.

Under the title "Parochial Mattersn this chapter will

end the section which has been devoted to specific categories
within the domestic economy realm.

It will attempt to survey

a variety of issues through which the Congressman's general
commitment to the Rochester and Upstate region of New York
may be scrutinized.

CHAPTER VIII
PAROCHIAL Hi\l'CE!.tS

Although there may have
considered

b~en

some who would have

"tr· Keating an "at large" Congressman, part of the

-record :from his House

expe~ience ,~eflects

a. degree of pa.ro..

chial interests that can hardly be unexpected.

In view of

the political realities attendant with an elected official's
responsibilities to his cons.tituency· it
ered a foregone

~ohclusl.Ol'l

that

~'ir.

must be consid-

Keating expended. consid·

erabte effo-rt on behalf of local people and local interests.
'though

aout-ee~ Sll.c!\

.no the rsenting

J..leR~rff.

reveal a

good deal of proof that there flowed through these twelve
years in the House a continuous stream of such efforts, this
chapter will ignore the bulk of this multiplicity to concen-

t-rate only on some which seem to have had the potential for
affeeting tha most poopte •. However, in this regard, it may
be indicative that one of the

f~~

recurring criticisms of

M~.

Keating discovered in this survey was that he waa playing the
part of a *'I>1essenger Bay".
In hopes of providing a record of the major Keating

commitments regarding his home region, this chapter will cite
approximately a dozen pertinent issues.

three individual sections.

·rney,

will occur 1n
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First will be those examples of a r.elatively general
natu:re which required only a nshort term" reaction from the

Cortgress\1\an.
for the

n.'Otft

Secondly, more specific local projects which
part seemed to gain a nul'tta extended interest

o£ the Congressman have been grouped into another section.
·rn.e final section is devoted to the Niagara Power Project and

the St. Lawrence Seaway plan whteh thoush representing a pot•
entially major influence on the Rochestar region ...~ere neither

eentel:"ed within the environs of the Keating constituency, nor
confined in their seope to purely New York effects.
2~nernJ, ~emnt.cas

gf .lS!it'\ng 's

Paror;~}1n1

tn..~ere~.ts ~

One indication that the toeal eongressman retained hie interest: in his home town was published in a local paper during his
first session

in Congress.

This news item pointed to the.

'

fact that Mr. Kea.ting had noted that through

•t legaU.zed

eon-

trivancen the Federal Government was nvoiding local taxes in
1
Rochester whieh amounted to $130,000.
Keating, the paper
·stated; proposed a bill authorizing the Federal Government to
pay property taxes on buildings owned by them but leaned to

p-rivate firms for manufacturing purposes.
In anotber area of interest the local press reported
at one point that the Congressman was

r·i}gelh. ·.r

~,.,V,,.,

n ••• devoting

July l, 1947, P• 6A.

consider-
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-able time in attempting. to have the Post Office Department
2

permit the !-}iring of sixty more carriers • • '1 for the Rochester
postal system.

Keating was quoted as saying that the local

carriers were performing well " ••• under present conditions"
3

but were having to carry loads in excess of standard amounts.
An apparently inadequate supply of high grade copper

in 1947 threatened to close several Rochester firms, and
Congressman Keating gained a promise (according to a news

account) from the House t-Jays and Means Committee that a bill
of relief would somi be reported out of committee.

Closing

the plants, the Congressman is quoted as having said, could

occur in as little time as a montq and would throw thousands
out of work at a time when increased production is vitally
4
needed.
tfuen in the winter of tha same year fuel oil became

unusually scarce in Rochester Keating gained press attention
by his efforts to seek the cause and determine a solution.

He seems to have found no particular method of solving the
2

3

~o~h.

T,U.,Mar. 8t 1947 p. lA.

Ibid, tvith no apparent attempt to relate this increased spending for postal matters, the same news article
11oted that Keating u firmly" approved of the proposed six
million dollar cut from the Truman budget.

4

Ibid., Har. 7, 1947p. lA. Among the Rochester
firms said to have asked for help were Sav-U-Time Devices
Inc., F.A. Smith Manufacturing Co.,Rochester Products Divis ion of General Hoters, and the local Anaconda Copper Co.
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problem, but in an apparent move to lessen fears he released
information indicating that the national oil supply was "not
necessarily low" and urged that local efforts be adopted to
conserve what should be a nearly adequate supply.

He blamed

the shortage on the great increase in demand in the Northeastern region of the country as opposed to a lack of expan5
sion of the means to transport the oil.
Likewise in 1950 when the nation-wide coal strike
appeared to threaten the local coal stockpiles, he was said
to have called out publicly for President ·rruman to act.
Keating was quoted as saying that the Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation had less than a fifteen day supply of gas
coal and only twenty one days of steam coal

left.

Since

this utility provided service to all of Rochester and much
of the adjacent area, a lengthy coal stoppage in the middle
6
of winter would bring serious consequences, he indicated.

s
6

Roch 1 T.U,,Dec. 23, 1947, p. lA.

lbid.,Jan 23, 1950, p. 19. About a year prior to this
a Rochester paper printed the following; "In view of 'much
loose talk • in Albany and t.iashington about power shortage,
Alexander M. Beebee, President of the Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation takes occasion ~o reassure patrons. He says
there is no power problem in Rochester because our expansion
program has given us substantial and adequate reserves."
Ibid,, Jan 12, 1949, p. 14A.
t.Jere it not for direct railroad lines from the vlestern
Pennsylvania coal fields to Rochester there might be more
grounds for wondering why Keating had greeted a proposal to
build a canal to the region with a lack of enthusiasm. 12!S·,
Jan. 12, 1949, p. 14A.
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Some proposed flood control projects seem to have
gained enactment with the support of Congressman Keating
and that of other "Genesee Country" congressmen..
among these was perhaps the

b~ilding

Genesee River at Ht ..

New York.

~iorris·,

Chief

of a dam across the
The project seems

have gained a start through the House Ways and Means

tfJ

Commi~

tee (with no indication of Keating influence having been
discovered in this study) in early 1948 after a reported
agreement had been reached not to include provisions for its
7
future use as a hydroelectric project.
However, the proposal did not clear all enactment
obstacles until October 1951 when the President signed what
was described as a "sharply trimmed bill'* appropriating
$597,262,713 for a combination of this and similar projects
around the nation.

Included in the appropriation was five

million dollars specifically allocated for the Mt. Morris
8

project.
year

When, however, the project was completed the next

(ahead of schedule) it was reported to have cost a

of nineteen million dollars.

tot~'l

9

~~,Feb. 10, 1948• p. 3A;
Roch, Dem. Chron ..
Feb. 25, 1948, p. 15. There were no roll call votes on this
proposal in either 1948 or 1951.
8
Roeh, 'r,U., Oct. 25, 1951, p. 25.
9
I.bi9,, June 25, 1952, p. 1.
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Specific Proje.,sts of a Parochial Natyre.

Excise taxes

on photographic supplies seems to have been of some concern
in Rochester, especially in the summer and fall of 1949.
This interest seems to have reached a peak at this time when

"about two thousand 11 employees of Rochester's Eastman Kodak
plants signed petitions for repeal of the tax they had label•
10
ed the "cameTa tax".
Earlier, Keating had gained some iden-

tification with this movement when a local newspaper quoted
him as having told House cohorts that this part of the excise
tax (that covering photographic supplies) was ndiscrimina11
tory, unfair and oppressiven.
He was further quoted as saying that the fifteen per
cent tax on sensitized goods and the twenty five per cent
levy on photo equipment were restricting commercial photographers' plans for expansion as well as curtailing sales.

12

Somewhat in relation to the effect this might have had on the

community was a press report a few weeks la.ter on local un-em-

ployment.

This indicated that Rochester's employment picture

10
go~h;
. 11
~b~d,,

12

Ibid.;

~'

Nov. 3, 1949, p. 35.

~upra

p. 62 •

July 12, 1949, p. 16.
Among other losses said to have been attri-

buced to the excise tax by I<eating·.was a loss suffered by the

federal government. The news item quoted the Congressman as
saying that not only did the government lose on income taxes
from Kodak workers, but also, u,..n.despread" unemployment in
the area means an increase in federal spending for unemploy•
ment benefits. In August he blamed the excise tax for throwing uthousandsn out of work (!!>id., Aug. 16, 1949).
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had changed somewhat without help directly related to any
tax <!hanges.

The report stated that Eastman Kodak was step...

ping up ore-rations to the d"gree that their workers weare
&enerally baek on a forty hour work week, except for the
Cnmera Works which showed. "• •• no indication of piekup in

.

13

camera and •ecessory

t:Hitlesn.

In general, the rr.;port tloted

that Rochester's unemployed rftnks had decreased in number

from 22.000 in ea-rly A.ugust to 18,000 in early Sapt:eJmber.
Reeord high water Levels on I..ake Ontario during sev-

eral months of 1951 and 1952 brought Mr. Keating into one of
the lengthi.eit (and from some appearances, perhttt)B one of his

least l>roduet1ve) dialogues .of his Congressional career.

14

His initiel approaeh to the problem which was to threaten an

estimated eighty

b\'rmeS

and cottages an one beach alone (and

many times this along the mult'lplied miles of other beaches
15
1a the area) sefa'ms to have been made in July 1951. At this
· • l~
r
·•
B.o,£Jl, l't, U~, Sept. 8, 1949, P• 29. A Rochester
paper in November ot thia year announced that so.ooo employJll

l!OS

would share an all time high Kodak

en millign dollars (

f.h1~,

'!,J'a~e

U:tvidend. of elev-

Nov. 15, 1949; p. 1.).

lu June 1952 the l~ke (Ontario) had risen to 2.49.29
feet above sea level. 'rhts was said to be five feet highet"
the.n '"norme.l11 and the highest in the ninety two years that
such -rei~t:ds vie~e kept. Rgs,;h, !?e!l-£ ~~I9llt.t Feb. 14, t966,p. 2.
Oatnages estimated by the United States Army Engineers
in June 1952 totaled $7.7 million for the entire Lake Ontario
coastline on the American side, 'rhe Rochester l'egion•s dam•
a.ges was $aid to be $3.• 3 million of this total. ~cth. 't,u. a
June 19 1 1952, p.l.
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he asked the federal government to investigate reports that
" ••• the reversed flow of two Canadian rivers is raising the
16
level of Lake Ontario".
Apparently convinced that

thi~

combined with the

effect of a dam (Gut Dam) built on the St. Lawrence River
was at least partially responsible for the high lake levels
and resulting water front damages in the Rochester area,
Keating suggested in the spring of 1952 that affected residents sue Canada"!£ that government doesn't consent to referral of the high water problem to the International Joint
17
Commission by the end of the week".
A dialogue developed on the subject between area Cong•
ressmen 1 the United States State Department and the International Joint Commission, and this was to continue intermittent-

ly for the remainder of both the House career of
and his term in the Senate.

~~.

Keating

As far as success is concerned,

the matter did gain the attention of the International Joint
Commission• as has been stated. .Likewise, the rivers were
apparently realtered so·as to once again empty into the

16

RQ£ha T, u,, July 5, 1951, p, 17. The rivers in ques ...
tion were the Ogoki and the Long Lac which during World War II
had been diverted from Hudson Bay into Lake Superior for hydroelectric purposes.
17
~bidu Mar. 13, 1952• p. 27,
One report claimed that
Gut Dam had been constructed in 1902 by Canadian interestst
with United States permission (Ibid£, April 2, 1952, P• 31,.
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Hudson Bay (this seems to have been done about early May in
.
18
1952). Too, by (apparently) a surprise move at the height
of the 1952 election campaign the Canadians announced the
immediate removal of Gut Dam to permit the runoff from Lake
19
Ontario to flow more freely into the St. Lawrence River.
Engineers at the time had estimated that Gut Dam, by
holding back this flow to the sea could have raised the lake
level several inches.

20

However, areas of dispute regarding

liability claims were apparently strong enough to prevent

21
them from being settled at least through the middle 196o•s.
Congressman Keating, though, had repeatedly identified himself with the cause of the claimants to such a degree that
the group•s spokesman was in 1958 willing to commit his organ•

ization to helping the Republican Legislator get elected to
.
22
the Senate ..

18
Rosh. T,U,, Aug. 19• 1952, p. 19.
19
'
An inter office memo (from Sue Oct. 31~ 1952 and
addressed "Dear Gals". Keating Pa_p~rs.) seems to indicate
that at least members of Keating's office staff were surprised at the timely announcement.
20
.
Rosh 1 I.:.Y..t.. April 2, 1952, p. 31.
21
By Feb. 1966 the first of 400 claims totalling
$4.8 million (at this time) for local property damages had
not yet been heard by the international arbitration tribunal
(~geh, ~.Chron., Feb. 14, 1966, 2C.
·
22' .: . .

Letter from Norman Atterly, President of the Lake
Ontario Land Development and Beach Protection Assoc, Inc.,
to Congressman Keating, Sept. 24, 1958, Keating Papers....
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Another local issue attracting Congressman Keating's
continuing efforts makes the Gut Dam -- Lake level damages
question seem somewhat transitory in nature.

This matter

related to Irondequoit Bay and what Keating described to
House cohorts as " ••• fruition
23
years old".

of a dream nearly a hundred

The bay, a natural playground for fishing and sailing
craft near Rochester's eastern boundary, has for generations
been handicapped by a low railroad bridge located across its
only outlet to Lake Ontario.

Varying estimates for the com-

bined work needed to replace the bridge with a higher span
and dredging the bay itself have been considered prohib·
itively high if state and local funds were to be the only
~vailable

source of revenue for the project.

Yet recreation-

al possib:i.lities of the bay area have been described as something approaching the ideal for boating and fishing if ready
access and exit could be obtained.
That the matter in 1967 still persists as a topic for
periodic review and discussion with the Army Engineers is
testimony to the fact that neither Congressman Keating nor
his successors have found the degree of success inthis matter
which many hoped for.
23
p. 3997.

But this is not to suggest that on

Cong, Rec,, 85 Cong., 2 Sess.,

(~~r.

ll, 1958),
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several occasions they did not try.
After several attempts by Keating over the years,to
have Congress provide a portion of the needed funds, success
was probably closest in 1958.

By this time the Corps of

Engineers had again expressed satisfaction that the ratio
of benefits to cost had justified the project, the Bureau of
the Budget had given its approval and nlocal interests" had
shown "willingness and ability" to carry out their end of the
financial burden.

But the plan still did not succeed.

When it came before the House as part of a combined
rivers and harbors bill, Keating himself voted against the
entire package.

He attributed this action, however, to the

cause of economy by pointing out that one out of five of the
projects in this omnibus measure had not (as the Irondequoit
Bay project had} gained the necessary "technical or fiscal
justification".

24

If we pass the bill in its present form,

Keating told colleagues, "! fear the President will again be
25

forced to veto

it".

ident

be justified in doing so, since he, also, has

n ••• will

According to the Congressman, the Pres-

a solemn responsibility to look out for the interests of the

24
P• 3997.

25

Cgng. Rec 1 , 85 Cong., 2 Sess., (Mar. 11, 1958),

Ibid.
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American taxpayer".

26

'When efforts finally failed to provide the ••good clean
surgical job" which Keating and others suggested for the bill

(S497), it was defeated with Keating's help.

27

The fact that

almost immediately another, less encumbered rivers and harbors bill containing the Irondequoit Bay

funds arrived on

the House floor may indicate that Keating's negative vote on
S497 had been cast with the knowledge that a "better" such
bill was just around the corner.
But the new measure (S3910) likewise failed to gain
enactment.

Keating voted "yea" when the bill came up for

passage. but as he left his House career behind there was
little in the way of tangible success to which he could point
as far as
28
cerned.

tt

fruitionn of the Irondequoit Bay Project

was con-

Construction of a Rochester area war memorial auditorium, however, ultimately gave Mr. Keating considerably more
evidence of success for his efforts.

Though reaching the

talking stage soon after the elose of the war, the proposal

26
P• 3997.

...
Cons, Res., 85 Cong.,2 Sess., (Mar. 11, 1958),

27

28

I,b~d"'

P• 4034.

}:bid, (June 18, 1958), p. 11626.
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for such a structure did not gain the necessary tenative
approval of the Chief of National Production Authority until
29
December 1950. Local planning delays and a partial ban imQ
posed on certain types of public construction during the post
war housing scarcity had apparently destined the project to
this slow rate of progression.
According to a Rochester newspaper, the tentative
permission granted by the National Production Authority had
come as an exception to a general ban on new buildings in•
tended for "entertainment purposes".

30

It had been received,

the paper said after support from Senator Herbert Lehman
(D. N.Y.) and the two area Congressmen (Keating and t4ads•

worth, both mentioned) had been announced for the project.

31

According the the report, the Production Authority justified
their ·exception to the ban at this time on the grounds that;
" ••• a hardship will exist if you are not permitted to proceed
.
32
at this time with the project~
Formal approval for

pu~ohase.of

however, was slow in arriving.

the needed material,

A year and a half later when

the press announced that Rochester's project (which was still

29
30

L_ _

Roch. T.u •• Dec. 12, 1950, p. 1.
31 .
32
Ib\dd
lbid 1 ;
Ibid.
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awaiting materials) had apparently been reclassified from
"municipal" to
'

"recreational~

therefore lowering it on the

'

priotity list. Congressman Keating was said to have made
efforts to help ,.clarify" the situation with federal off33
icials. In the late summer of 1952 it became apparent that
the National Production Authority had "postponedn at least
until Jan. l, 1953 permission for purchasing the material
'
34
for the project.
At this time Congressman Keating attributed the lack
of success in gaining the needed material to the national
steel stTike which had recently upset the Production Authority's planning for the allotting of available material.

3.5

He was said to be somewhat satisfied, however, to have won
for Rochester a, " ••• slightly higher priority than that
assigned to other purely recreational projects ••• " by arguing that the Memorial had important civic and civil defense
functions as well as recreational entertainment uses.

36

Ibid 1 , ·Aug, ·19, 1952,
36

Ibid,
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37
material was now available. Coming as it did (along with
word of the removal of Gut Dam -- relative to the pending
damage claims from the high lake waters) near the end of Mr.
Keating•s 1952 political campaign, the word could hardly
have provided anything but benefit to his chances of reelection.
Intermittent front page attention had been focused on
the War memorial plan for the last. few years, and notice was
afforded the various efforts (including Keating's)
freeze the situation.

to un-

The federal body's timely announce-

ment that materials could now be purchased not only opened
the way to immediate, unimpeded construction of this, the
largest recreational and convention facility in the area, but
along with nearly simultaneous announcements of removal of
the Gut Dam offered constituents front page evidence of t1r.
Keating's successful efforts on their behalf.

38

j]

Roch.

~.

Oct. 30, 1952, p. 1.

38

Inter office memo, Oct. 31, 1952, Keating Papers*
This read;
"Dear Gals, we are just hilarious over the Gut Dam
removal and immediate construction orders for,the War Memorial. 'things are breaking out just right. Just imagine after
the several years it has taken to get action, we should get
it just b~fore election. Sure blew a couple of Democrat
issues to smithereenes. tt

(signed •1 Sue").

In view of the fact that the War Memorial success was
carried on the front page (footnote 37) the sentiment revealed in the memo may be reinforced.

i38

Tb£ N1sgo£a fawe£ P£o1tst and tbi

it 1 .b~Wiegce 2ea~gz.

Probably all New York taxpayers had reason for particular
interest in two other issues which might rank among the most
important issues handled by Congress(related spee1fica11y to
this state) during R'epresentative Keating''s six terms in

office.

·nutse centered around eontrol and development of

potentials offered by the Niagara and St Lawrence Rivers.
'l'hougb early agreements in Congress seem' ·to have been
reached regarding the advantages of harnessing the Niagara
flow with a major hydroelectric facility. and developing

~he

St. Lawrence River into a more praet1eal ehannel for large
ships, a question of who should build.and control the projects
39
eluded sblution ior some time;;. .

.

When f.n 1953 the 'House approved Congres.sman \alliam
Miller's (R. N,Y .. ) plan to let private utiU.ties (including

Rochester Gas and Electric) eonstruet the Niagara power
.
40
project, Congressman Keating supported the measure.

At

this time Keating stated, ttmy philos.ophy is that our country
I

I

~~

•

I

A news release dated Sept. 1~, 1958 ·and printed in
Keating's New York campaign office referred to a speech deliv•
ered by the Congressman in Fulton, New York. In this Keating
blamed the "two decade delay•• for the Seaway project on _the
insistence of Truman and Roosevelt on federal eoncrol.

Keetlna Pf!JliiSa
40
'
Rgsb·I 1 u,, July 10, 1953, P• 8. Miller was

f~om

Lockport, N,Y. and his Congressional District included Niagara
Palls.
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achieved its greatness a.nd will maintain its strength large-

.

41

ly by encouraging private initiative•'.

It may be of inter-

est to note that in supporting this plan,. Keating and Miller

along with every New York House member except one opposed
the state•s governor, Thomas E. Dewey, who was openly in
favor of construction and control o'f the project by the New
42

York State :?ower Authority.
The proposal died in the Senate that year, however,
and efforts on the part of many to see something of a simi·
lar nature achieve enactment did not gain access to either
the floor of the House or the Senate for the next few sessions
of Congress.

In 1956 a local newspaper quoted

~~.

Keating

as having repeated his stand on this subject with the foll-

owing words.
I believe that when private enterprise is ready
able, and willing to do the job it is better to let private enterprise do it than to turn it over to the govern. ment.... Nothing has been shown to me by evidence or
argument that has caused me to change my views. 43

41
42

Ibid,

Ibid., July 10, 1953, p. 8.
Congressman Jacob Javits
was the lone dissenter.
43
·
~ Rect~ 83 Cong., 1 Sess., (July 9, 1953), P• 8410,
(HR4351) ;---rn 195 a Senate bill would have given the Federal
Power Commission the right to, control the project, but thi~
t'Na$ 'lOt ect:ed nn by t'h.e full Senate before adjournment. Both
Houses held h~arir,gs on' Niagara power bills in 1955 but none
reached the floor. A 1956 bill passed the Senate but gained
no action in the House.
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A modification of many men's views seems to have been
hastened, however, when in the summer of that' year a· roek
slide in the Niagara Gorge destroyed mueh of Niagara Mohawk
Power Corporation's Sehlellkoph Plant at Niagara Falls.

Sub•

stitute power, said to be largely imported from Canadian
sources across the river. was acquired to keep electrometal•
.Jll"$1ca1 and electrochemical industries in the viei.nity oper•
ating until a new hydroelectric developmant for tbe .:\merican

side of the Niagara River could be

~dilt.

44

Although President Eisenhower was reported to have
:i.ncluded the Niagara power proposal on a priority list passed
to Congressional leaders a month later, the (1956) national
party conventions hastened the adjournment of Congress with
.

45

the bill in question not yet out of the Rouse Rules Committee.
The following year, in his budget message, he prodded Con•
gress by

callinf f~

power solution.

6

"prompt" action tol.ward finding a Niagara

A compromise bill passed and signed into law in August

of this year (1957) gained Congressman Keating's support

44
2 Seas.,
P• 502.

4S

46

Ibid,

f.big._, Vol. XIII, 85 Cong., 1 Sess., P• 626.
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at this time even though it directed the Federal Power Com•
mission to license the Power Authority of the State of New
47
York for construction and operation of the project. According to the provisions of the new law, preference for fifty
per cent of the pet1er generated by the new plant would be
given to "public bodies" and non profit cooperatives within
'
.
'
48
economic transmission distance.
But, otherwise, privately

owned

power companies presumably could purchase large per-

centages of the overall output.

49

Therefore; the project initiated with the culmination
of a treaty signed with Canada in 1950 had now, seven years
later, received final approval with Mr. Keating's support.
Perhaps some of his thinking as he considered the various
provisions of the plan may have included those which by
providing cheap and plentiful
to his home Rochester area;.

pow~r

could prove beneficial

Although this cannot, of course_,

be established as fact by this survey it is a fact that at the

47

Conp,L Rec., 85 Cong., 2 Sess., (Aug. 1, 1958),
P• 13364, (HR8643)7
48

49

~gngressionn\ Qu~rte;ly

Alffiflnac, Vol. XIII,

~

cit,

Under the original provisions,NiagaraMohawkPower
Corporation was allocated 445,000 kilowatts from the estimated two million kilowatt yield of the project to replace the
output of their destroyed Schoelkopf Plant. The capacity
of the destroyed plant had been 365.000 kilowatts.
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present time Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation does
put'ehase from the State Power Authority's Niagara Power Plant

"about thirty per centtt of the power it passes on to its
'
50
own customers.
While the development of the:Niagara River •s hydroelectric potential promised Upstate New York a wealth of inexpensive power, development of the St.

La~ence

Seaway promised

to bring world mercantile opportunities to the area's front
door •. As might be expected, however, the project appears to

have lacked the support of several groups including some
eastern railroads, organizations representing Atlantic and
51
Gulf seaports, coal producers and private utility groups.
president Eisenhower, however, was among those firmly supporting the idea.
Although construction of the Seaway would represent
significant opportunity to Rochester and its port at the
mouth of the Genesee, Congressman Keating's interest in it

so

Confirmed May,l9~ 1967 by a phone conversation
between the author and Hr. Donald Thomas, Superintendent of
the Load Dispatcher's Offiee, Rochester Gas and Electric.
C:.1

J·~

From a list that probably included others who showed
little enthusiasm for the project, ·a Rochester paper published this list (Roch. J....Y.& May 5, ·1954, p. 1.}. Near the
climax of the 1954 battle over the Seaway, a Citizens Public
Expenditures Survey is said to have tried to influence New
York Congressmen against the project because it would mean
a loss in commerce for New York City, Albany and Buffalo to
Canadian cities (Ibid,).
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seems to have gained little public attention.
minimal number of Keating notations to be

One of the

foun~

in the .GSm. .. "

zressionel Record on this matter was made in 1954 when the
Rochesterian sought to amend the wording of the proposed
Seaway Bill.

His amendment, he

explained~ was.~

••• offered for the purpose of protecting thousands of
owners along the shores of Lake Ontario who
have suffered so severely from high water levels. 52
p~operty

The bill authorizing the Seaway construction gained
Keating's support, and House passage for it came in May 1954.
Soon after the passage of the bill, the Upstate Republican
observed:
l'he curious thing which occurred to me as we
debated the bill was that we Americans as we are, have
been able to postpone so long a project so inevitable
and so vital to the continued growth and development
of our entire nation;perhaps never before in our history has an economic necassity stared us so long in
the face with so little recognition on our part. Pro•
bably even now action might not have been forthcoming has[§iCJit not been for the national defense aspects
of the problem. 53
Keating explained that a main military consideration in this
respect was Canada's threat to go-it-alone if the United
States would.not help.

The result, he said, would

control of foreign shipping in "American

32
p.. 6135.
53

waters'~

h~ve

left

the priori-

Cong 1 Rec,, 83 Cong., 2 Sess., (May 6, 1954),
. .

Excerpts from a Keating radio broadcast (MlEC) published in Soch 1 T, u,, May 10, 1954, p. 11. (There appears to
have been some typographical difficulty, but the intent is
apparent.).
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•ties of cargoes in times of war, and the defense of the Seaway all in ff£oreign*' hands.
The 1954 Seaway bill set up a St Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation authorized to sell up to $105 million

in bonds to the United States Government.

Estimated costs,

however, by three years later had jumped to $133 million.
Therefore, in 1957 Congress passed a bill (HR5728) deferring
interest on the bonds unti,l 1960, and increasing the borrow•
ing authority of the Seaway Corporation from $105 mlll:ton to
$140

million~

Unfortunately, the fact that this bill passed

the-House without a roll call vote deprives

a researcher

of a valuable record of Keating's feeling about this particular

bill~

At any rate, however, construction of the Seaway

soon opened Rochester's port to the realities of many oceangoing vessels and the opportunities which this

Summgry and Conclusions,

represented~

It seems likely that the sev-

eral examples chosen for mention in this chapter characteristically reflected the approach used by

Con&~essman

Keating

toward the wide multiplicity of local matters which faced him
each year.

A possible exception to this would be the admit•

ted loss by this chapter's failure to include a concentration
upon Keating's personal efforts to aid individuals, but in
numerical terms this could have offered a lengthy study in
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itself.

In general, it should be stated that the material

reviewed for this survey has yielded virtually nothing to
suggest that Congressman Keating, in regard

to the matters

of direct concern to his home people,was not both energetic
and astute in his pursuit of the desired objective.
In this regard, it may be proper to conclude that of
the several examples cited in this chapter, nearly all by
their individual natures possessed a unidirectional characteristic.

For example, a reader would not expect to find pub-

lished statements to the effect that the local Congressman
opposed removal of Gut Dam, rebuked his constituents for wanting a more adequate supply of coal and oil, or flatly refused
to help them get needed materials for the h'ar :•iemorial.
Therefore, perhaps more significant than these matters
would be the examples in this chapter which lack this unidirectional nature.

For instance. a ease could clearly be made

for opposite sides of the Niagara and St. Lawrence Seaway plans.
And in practical terms • an assumption might be made that: a
political figure could encounter much less risk by publicly
committing himself on topics which would not automatically
alienate him from a portion of the voters.
If such an assumption could aco1rately be related to
this chapter, it might reflect positively on the political

acuity of Congressman Keating by removing something of a
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mystery relative to the lack of public commitments discovered
in this survey on the Niagara and St. Lawrence issues.

It

does seem apparent that the same reseaching methods which
yielded an abundance of material on some topics for this survey provided little specifically on these two major proposals.

But whether or not the previously mentioned assump-

tion can provide an accurate explanation to this apparent
lack of commitments has not been determined by this study.
It seems evident, however, that

~~.

Keating made few if any

noteworthy errors on his published, public record of views
relating specifically to parochial matters.

If this be true,

his image as a Congressman could hardly have suffered from
the effects of such topics.
The following chapter will focus for the most part on
the conduct· of officials, and the procedural conduct of courts
and Congressional Committees.

This will mark the beginning

of a section of the Keating legislative image encompassing the
general theme of "Domestic Security••.

CHAPTER IX

PROCEDURAL CONDUCl' IN GOVERNHEN'£
A preliminary indication of the significance which Hr.
Keating attached to the matters of domestic investigations,
internal security and law enforcement may be found in the
fact that he submitted bills on these topics more than fifty
times between 1947 and 1958.

In this• the first chap·ter in

the new section, an attempt will be made to survey a portion
of these bills plus appropriate commitments of other types,
whic~when

combined will hopefully reflect the philosophy

that Mr. Keating's actions revealed to the public.

Since the

chapter will be relatively short, it will contain only a single
section plus a short summation at the end.

A few years after the end of his House career, Ken

Keating was to summarize some of his thinking in the following
words:

In its most noble sense, the function of government is to maintain a political and economic climate in
which man can achieve his fullest development. With
this view of the objectives of government, politics and
ethics become blood brothers. The political leader with
a firm moral instinct best serves the people and the
cause of good government. 1
w'hile still a member of the House, hatvever, there seems to
have been several occasions when the ''blood brothers" o£
1

Kenneth B. Keating, Government of the f§oole (New
1.96''-J:' p. 4').

York:The \...forld Publishing Company,
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ethics and government may not have seemed as close as some
would have guessed.

In 1951, for example, rumblings of the

"'Hink Coat': "Deep Freezen and "t'lest Point" scandals had
apparently helped turn the public eye from such ideals as
these.

In August of that year, therefore, Keating was said

to have told his Rochester radio audience that he was eneouraging progress on his bill setting up an ethics code for government officeholders.

2
He

continued:

t~ile there cen be no substitute for plain, gardenvariety honesty at all levels in our government, never- .
theless a code would make it easier to deal promptly and
justly with those who are not strong enough to resist the
temptations that goes with responsibility. 3

The Congressman called the tvest Point scandal

ft •

a

great tragedy:" and although saying that he did not condon
the cadets• actions, added:
I can understand how these young men yielded to
temptation. They certainly have witnessed plenty of
wrong doing in high levels of government which was permitted to go unpunished. 4

A few weeks later on his radio report, the Congress
man is said to have expressed amusement over President TruI

man's suggestion that all elected and appointed officials
2
Roch, T, U,, Aug. 6, 1951, p. 20. This article includes excerpts from Keating's radio talk (tmEC). The above
was a direct quotation from the Congressman.
3
4
Ibid.
~
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whose incomes exceed $10,000 yearly be required to account
.
. 5
for all outside income. Keating was quoted as saying that he
-

could support such a plan, but added, " ••• such measures
which have been in the legislative hopper a long time never
6

have enjoyed the nod of Executive favor until now".
Following his attempt to gain enactment of his ethics
bill,

~~.

Keating gained some local press attention during

the Eighty n1ird Congress for submitting a·bill to establish
a code of fair play.

This would perhaps have been news-

worthy to a degree on its own right for it attempted to
standardize the rules (Primarily for safegcarding the rights
of witnesses and those named by witnesses) for conducting

the numerous Congressional investigations.

But the Keating

bill probably acquired a new impetus from the fact that it
likely had some bearing on Mr. Keating's own recent endeavors
as an investigator (see Chapter XI), and it seemed also to
carry some implications related to the famous Army -- McCarthy Hearings.
At one point the Congressman called these (McCarthy)
hearings. "'that long dragged-out television show,'" and
suggested that a lot of Congressmen;

5

Roch 1 T.

u,,

Oct. 1, 1951, p. 29.

6

tbid,
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••• are a lot more interested in good fair rules of procedure than they ever have been in the past because of
the problems that are so dramatically brought to light
in connection with the Army-McCarthy Hearings. 7
After submitting his fair play code bill in 1953, he
noted that over one hundred Congressional inquiries were
presently underway and twice that number of requests for
vestigations were pending.

8

in-

In this regard, he was quoted as

saying:
many of these are perfectly sound ••• yet there have
been enough nrunawaysn to subject Congress to severe
criticism and enough duplications, sinecures and waterhowls to threaten to discredit the entire investigative
process. 9
Continuing in words, perhaps among those most revealing as to his philosophy of a Congressman's responsibility,
he discussed a problem affecting Congressional probes in
general.

The fact is, he said:·

••• that our reading, listening and watching public are
avid for entertainment rather·than for cold dry information about the workings of government.
Sometimes, I suspect it is more effective, vis a
vis the press gallery, to be sensational or contentious
than to be fair or reasonable, or even right ••• I
would not condemn a figure in public life for keeping

,.

Roch 1 T. U,, June 1, 1954, p. 27. This is a direct
Keating quotation found within published excerpts of his ra~
(w"'HEC) speech.
8

Ibid, May 5, 1953, p. 3. '£his article is composed of
excerpts.from a speech before the American Bar Association in
Richmond, Va.
9
Ibid. This is a direct quotation.
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his eyes on the press gallery ••• (!ior would he condemn
the news media fo~ merely ••• serving the tastes and
interests of their respective publics.
But the interaction of these elements, day in
and day out tends seriously to complicate our efforts
towards objectivity and restraint. 10
Several months later President Eisenhower's use of
the •'fair pla.yn phrase at one point seems both to have revealed a basic agreement with Keating's appraisal of this ttpress

gallery" problem regarding probes, and too, perhaps inadvertently reinforced the contention suggested earlier in this
chapter that the Keating "Fair Play Code" had some relationship with the McCarthy Hearings.

At this time in question

the President was said to have spoken out harshly against,
..... disregard of the standards of fair play," during the
11
Senate HcCarthy Hearings.
He was particularly careful to
specifically praise Brigadier General Ralph Zwicker -- the
subject of lengthy aspects of these hearings.
The implication of this action seems to have some
significance pertinent to this Keating bill.

Zwicker, who

had reportedly been called "unfit for command" by Senator
McCarthy, likely had received the type of treatment as a
witness in these hearings that Keating and others were now
10

Roche T, U,, May 5, 1953, p. 3.

11

Ibid., Mar. 3, 1954, p. 1.

A direct quotation.
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suggesting should be outlawed by adoption of a standard set

of. aeeeptabtu

rul~s

to

gove~n

proceedings in all Congress-

ional Committees.
In this regard, Keating's bill, wbieh seams t:o have
paralleled some in the Senate· flubmitted by ;;iayne Morris
(Indap. Ore.) and Estes KeFauver

(o.

renn.) would guat'tmtae

legal counsel for any witness speaking before a public hear.
12
ing conducted by a Congressional Committee. Likewise any person (witness or otherwise) who felt his re9utation had been

violated by others words or actions during sueh hearings
could gain an opportunity to defend himself by offering testimony or sworn statements, or by

havii~

witnesses called by

the committee to speak on his behalf.
••t~itnesses

sometimes feel opprcu1sed and badzered, and

at times their complaints appear to be justified,n Keating
t-Jns qaoted ·as saying.

He. added the point that the courts, on

occasion, have shown their disapproval of some committee proceedings by acquitting defendants who have be$n cited for
t:J4

li

re !ford

11!!. Storx g£ ~oDfj
Hew York: Simon and SeilUSter, t 55) t
p. iSi. ·.raylor notes that abuses by tt . . . controversial invest•
tgations and investigators have now lad to a veritable flood
Taylor, Gf:Jrtd l,rtguest-

&f.es,eioga,.). :J;.~Y..tstigatiQtl.!.

of... 'codes of fair practices • ·~.

He cited four other Repre-

sentatives who subm1tted such b·l.lls (other than Keating) in
the Eighty third Congress and numerous Senators. Keating's
•~£air play•• proponcll ilassed the House ~~g. 3. 1951+ but died
1n the ~:ienate.

13
R.osh. :t.• u., l4ar. 13, 1953, P• 15.
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contempt because they refused to cooperate with such committees.

The Congressman continued:

The necessary investigative processes must not be
allowed to fall into disrepute. The powers of Congress
in this area are of vital importance to the welfare of
the nation. As these powers broaden, we must accept clear
restraint and that means primarily formalizing and adopting self-imposed restraints. 14
In addition to his "fair playn proposal and the previously discussed ethics bill, Keating gained considerable
recognition in the press for his nimmunity

bill'~

Apparently

designed to protect fifth amendment witnesses, the Keating
15
bill eventually was signed into law (Aug. 20, 1954).
It
provided for the granting of immunity to certain

~;itnesses

in national security cases where refusal to testify had
occurred because of the self incrimination restraint of the
Fifth Amendment.

The objective of the bill, of course, was

to encourage testimony by removing the possibility of prosecution that ordinarily would have followed self incrimin-

14

~och. T, U,, Mar. 13, 1953, p. 15;
An editorial
"Keating Remodels Rules for Probesn (Ibid. t1ar. 16, 1953,
p. 14) said, n ••• Keating is making a valiant effort to
guard both the rights of Congress and of individuals. tt
15
Ibid., Aug. 20, 1954, p. 3; fhis bill passed the
House (Ibid., Aug. 5, 1954, p. 11.) and on the same day the
House passed by voice vote another measure proposed by Congressman Keating. This one was designed to give investigating committees, 11 • • • authority to ask for a court order compelling ' defiant and recalcitrant witnesses to testify!n
.lbid.
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16
-ating testimony. Later, Keating introduced a bill to broad-

en this immunity grant.

This new bill would grant immunity

to witnesses not only in national security hearings held by
Congressicmal Committees, but also would permit such a grant
to witnesses before courts and grand juries in any case involving felony charges under federal lat'l.

17

In defense of

his proposal Congressman !<eating declared: '1 enactment of this
bill can strike a vital blow

agains~

those high stepping

18
racketeers who are bilking our country of millio11s of dollars'!

He noted that no one state could handle, "these crooks" since
they cleverly operate on an interstate basis and thus elude
law enforcement officers of any given state.

nThis bill

would add a much needed weapon to ••• the nation's arsenal
against

crime~

the Legislator said.

19

He noted that immunity would be granted under his bill

16

Rocht T1

u,,

Jan 7, 195l•, p. 2. Here Keating was
quoted as havi.ng said that he had some "misgivings" about
bargains with wrongdoers, but is said to have added that if
1-.::e do so. " ••• it is absolutely imperative that we not do so
blindly. And the only federal officer who can absolutely
avoid that is the Attorney General," - who \:vould under
Keating's bill be the one to determine who should be granted
such immunity. Later (Ibid., Aug. 12, 1954, p. 4.) Keating
called this bill, n ••• one of the key measures in the Administration•s legislative program to combat subversives."' No
legal American," he said, ttcan possibly be injured by the
passage of this legisl~tion.u A direct quote.

17
p. 11986.

18

·
23 , 1,058) ,
Congr. R
~' 85 Cong.'2 se~s.,
. ~
(June

19
Ibid£.i

Ibid.
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by a federal judge upon application by the United States

attorney (with prior approval of the Attorney General).
The Congressman added;
In return for his testimony the \·Iitness would be
granted immunity from prosecution with any transaction
as to which he had testified. This '\vould be a fair bargain for all concerned. The small time crook could clear
his conscience and his valuable testimony could be employed to bring big time ra.clteteers to book. 20
T'li'IO

weeks later Keating referred to his bill again on

the House floor in regard to the stalemated Goldfine
coat scandal Hearing.

vicuna

bill, the· Upsta·te Republican said,
21
" ••• offers an immediate and equitable solutionn. for example,
My

Goldfine's refusal to testify could have required him to
appear, *' ••• that very day in the district court to adjudicate
22
the issue of the relevancy of the disputed questions".
He

told House colleagues:

••• our Legislative Branch cannot pass proper laws without ascertaining the need for them through proper investigation. But the present procedure for compelling
testimony is unwieldy and unfair to all concerned. 23
Keating noted that his bill (HR2599) had been unanimously
passed by the House in both the Eighty Fourth and Eighty
20

21
23

I hid.

Ibid., (July 9, 1958), p. 13309.

22

Ibid.

Ibid., Congressman Keating, in supporting his
bill, told House cohorts that it had the support of the
American Bar Assoiati011.

L__ _
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fifth Congresses, but not<I is nbogged
Rules Committee.

do~vn"

this year in the

Enactment of this measure, he said: "•••

would constitute the most constructive step that could be

taken by Congress toward increasing the effeciency of the
24
investigatory practicesn.
Another issue regarding Congressional hearings and
court proceedings brought a sizable degree of public attention to Congressman Keating's endeavors.

The case in point

involved the right of a justice to appear in litigation proceedings as a character witness.
In 1949, after Justices Frankfurter and Reed had
appeared as character witnesses in the Alger Hiss perjury
trial, Keating submitted a bill to outlaw such actions on
the basis that the justice could ultimately be asked to review the case on an appeal.

He submitted his bill again

in following sessions of Congress, and on several occasions
debated the idea both on and off the House floor.

25

There seemed to have been several other issues relating to precedural conduct which gained considerably less
public attention than these mentioned in this chapter.

One

2.4

Gong. Rec., 85 Cong.,2 Sess.,(July 9, 1958),
P• 13309.

25

Hr. Keating spoke on this topic specifically
several times. Examples can be found in Roch. T. U., Aug. 5,
1949 where excerpts are published from a nationwide radio
broadcast (CBS) made by the Congressman.
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example of this was in·the form of a bill submitted by the
Upstate Legislator in 1957.

It was intended, Keating said

to provide protection of F.B.I. files by using a judge as a
"screen" to determine tvhat F.B.I. material should, in the

26
interest of national security be opened in a public spy trial.
Somet-.;hat similar 't'las another Keating bill to grant the United
States Government the right to appeal in criminal prosecutions where court orders suppressed the evidence on which the
27
United States attorneys• case might depend.
A third such
Keating commitment relative to this topic came in the form of
commeu.ts he was quoted as making in favor of "minimum sec-

reeyn in Congressional hearings.
According to a local. newspaper, he said:
Ever since I have been in r~ashingt:on, I have felt
that government departments often tried to cover their
own mistakes or deficiencies by asking for secret hear~
ings before Congressional Committees. Of course there
are many matters involving national security which must
be dealt with in the executive sessions.

However, where a Congressional Committee is looking into the administration of existing laws and the national security is not involved, it should not be hamstrung
by having. a government department insist on secret hearings. 28
26
~ £ost,, Sept. 5, 1957, p. 3;
ConnL
2 Sess., (Aug. 30, 1957, pp. 16738- 16739.

27
Roch.

2.8

Ibid.]

L

u. , 1-1ay 19, 1954, p. 33.
~·eb.

2l•, 1Y.::·::, P• 4.

~,

85 Cong.,
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Summary and Conclusions,
ivities seems to reflect a

The record of Keating actconcentration of efforts

~otable

within the "Domestic Security" category.

To better explore

this concentration, one portion has been isolated from the
main body of these efforts to form the basis·of this chapter.
Centering around

K~ating•s

commitments on ethics in

government, codes for conducting hearings and court sessions,
and modifications relative to witness immunity, Chapter IX
has perhaps revealed some initial measurement of Mr. Keat•
ing's insight into the legal processes of our government.
Although, in this rezard, a Congressman may exhibit skill and
understanding over the wide variety of fields about which he
is called to legislate, it is perhaps not surprising to find
this former lmvyer display particular interest in. npolishing''
the nation's legal processes.
What may seem especially interesting (if not surprising) is the Upstate Republican's firm commitment to the
cause of " ••• formalizing and adopting self-imposed restraints"
for the var.ious governing bodies.
straints

29

In respect to these re-

he sought to impose as a safeguard for the rights

of individual witnesses, it is perhaps worthy of note that
Keating also advocated immunity provisions and court
29

Supra page 153.
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proceedings to compel certain witnesses to talk.

As

carved from the framework of legal intricacies by Keating's
craftsmanship, the resulting definition of civil liberties
for witnesses sought to differentiate between rights for the
main group of such persons and those for that exceptional
few whose testimony could prove essential to the nation's
domestic security.
Likewise, as will be se.en mo'J:e clearly in the_ next
ehapter, there were additional differentiations between the
rights of some citizens and those of others; which the Cong•
ressman was willing to make.

In Chapter X the discussion

of those legal modifications in governmental proceedings to
which Congressman Keating was to commit himself, will be
continued.

CHAPTER X
LAtv ENFORCEMENT

Whereas the preceding_ chapter focused for the most
part, on the conduct of government officials, and procedural
matters relating to court and Congressional hearing sessions,
this chapter will concentrate more specifically on Mr. Keating's commitments relative to topics such as subversives,
and organized crimet as well as the Keating wiretap suggestion
to alleviate the results of the first two.
As

has been previously indicated, however, there may

be some degree of overlapping regarding the classifying of

the various°Keating Portrait" components into divided sections
and chapters as has been done in this survey.

Some portion

of the categorization occurs almost automatically, but to1here

this is not the case, arbitrary decisions have been made to
facilitate the discussion.

A

topic such as legalized wire-

tapping, for example, is perhaps equally related to both this
chapter and the previous one.
!his brief chapter will be confined to one section
and a summation.
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Regarding the topic of LatoJ Enforcement, a major
glimpse at the Ken Keating

kno~~

to many Rochesterians is

'

provided by an editorial in a local paper.

This stated:

We think Congressman Keating made an effective
analysis of the situation recently when he said, " The
issue laid down by the Supreme Court in a recent decision is whether or not we will protect the liberties of
all our citizens at the risk of possible damage to a few,
or whether we will overprotect the right of a few people
of doubtful loyalty at the risk of great damage to all."
• • • • • • •• • • • • • • ••• • • •• • • •• •• • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • •
tve also like Nr. Keating's commensieal ~iC]idea
that instead of vollying at the Supreme Court for its
decisions, Congress should start studying antisubversive legislation now on the books and should try to
rebuild a fair, but tough security system if present
laws as interpreted by the Court prove insufficient. l
Appearing as it did only weeks after the Supreme
Yates decision had, "••• thrown

Court~

a giant monkey wrench into

the government's efforts to curb Communist conspiracy within
2
the United States," the above editorial in Keating's suburban hometo"t-m net-is paper may offer an appropriate introductory
view of the Keating philosophy as it related to the topic of
subversives.

In this regard, the rebuilding, suggested by

the Congressman, of the nation•s security system did gain

some Keating attention following the Court's (Yates decision)
rebuke of the Smith Act which for a few years previous had
served as something of an antiCommunist backbone.
1

~ ~.,

2

July 11, 1951, p. 6.

Keating*s ~1ords from }!ong •. Rec., 85 Cong., 2 Sess.,
(July 9, 1958), p. 13306. The Yates decision essentially
emasvulated the Smith Act (June 1957).
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In July 1957 he submitted a bill (HR8867) to amend
the Smith Act vlith a few words so that -

as Deputy Attorney

General Lawrence E. \valsh said, it " ••• would be beneficial in
any future Smith Act conspiracy prosecutions ••• '•

3

Noting,

however, that most of those previously convicted under the
Smith Act would likely go iree, Keating declared:
It is time we put a stop to this wholesale
freeing of Communist conspirators. It is time we changed
to red this green light to freedom for the Reds. 4
Another Keating effort which seems tc have been made
in this same vein was an attempt to amend the Constitution
for the purpose of redefining treason.

5

Presumably this

effort was similar to an attempt: which he and President Eisen•
hower were said to have discussed back in 1953.

At that time

the proposal had been suggested that the definition of trea•
son be broa.de.ned to include collaboration with any agent or
adherent of a foreign power working to overthrow or weaken
the United States Government, or adhering to any group advo•
6
eating the overthrow of the government.
3

4

Ibid.

Ibid,

5
6

Ibid., l. Sess., (Jan. 1957), P• 90, (H.J.Res. 53).

Roch. T.

u.,

July 27, 1953, p. 20.
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In this same regcrrd, there may be some significance to
the fact that Congressman Keating had less than three years
before the Yates decin:1.on was made (but while wounds and
fears from the McCarthy Hearings were still apparent), revealed his acceptance of the anti communist laws as a basically
adequate protection of the nation's security.
e~cample,

ion, for

On one occas-

the Upstate Legislator told a college aud-

.ience that:
••• thanks to measures adopted by the Republican Congress
and Administration in Washington, "the danger of Comnrr..tnist subversion has largely passed. I think it would be
fair to say ••• that disloyalty and subversion are still
a problem for us, but no longer a menace." 7
Prior to this, Congressman Keating had gained some
degree of press recognition as an anti eotnmunist prober while
8

serving on the Judiciary Investigating Subcommittee.

For ex-

ample, front page stories in a Rochester newspaper during the
late 1952 and early 1953 period clearly identified him as
being active in the fight to rid the United Nations of com·
munists.

9

Since this particular subcommittee had been estab-

lished e)rpressly to investigate Nr. Truman •s Justice Department, this significant degree of publicity which
Roch, T,
8

u.,

acco~panied

Dec. 2, 1954, p. 34.

Brief mention of this is made in Chapter XI.

9

P• 14;

p. 1;

Ibid,, Dec. 18, 1952, p. 1;
Ibid,, Dec. 30, 1952, p. 1;
Ibid., Jan. 3, 1953, p. 1.

Ibid., Dec. 19, 1952,
lbid 1 , Dec. 31, 1952,
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this anti communist investigation might suggest overtones of
a McCarthy Era preoccupation with such things.
Some degree of insight into the possible success of
this Keating venture may be found in a lengthy ne\vspaper
article published soon after this special probing unit had
expired.

The

a Red Riddle 1~e

headline of the article

"Probers Solve
10
Here's How Keating Committee Did It."
\\las~

author of this article referred to uncovered facts

about how, " ••• so many Reds" had gained entrance into the
United Nations (The State Department led by Alger Hiss approved them and according to the report, the Justice Department

in deference did nothing).

In essence, the writer elabor-

ated on the premise that Keating and his subcommittee had
done the nation a great service by checking this threat of
subversion in the United Nations.

11

Congressman Keating's House record in other respect
likewise could gain him some acclamation as an opponent of
communism.

Starting in 1947, he joined overtihelming major ...

ities in the House in voting contempt citations on balking
witnesses in Congressional hearings on communism.

12

Too,

10
Roch, ~. July 31, 1953, p. 6. The author, Kermit
Hill later became a Republican Assistant County Manager.
11

12

Ibid,

~ng~ Rec., 80 Cong., 2 Sess., (Feb. 4, 1947),p. 1137;
Ibidu(Ha.r--:-30, l9l~7),p.3811; Ibidu (Nov. 24, 1947),p.l0778.
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roll call votes indicate that he voted "yea" each time such
a vote was taken on appropriations for the American Activi13
ties Committee. Other such "yea" votes were recorded by
Keating toward passage of the aet

to permit suspension of

14

federal employee security risks from their jobs; the Espion15
age and Sabotage Act .of 1954; ·and the bill to establish a
Central Intelligence Agency.

16

The famous Mundt-Nixon Bill which essentially made it a
crime for·· members of communist front organizations to hold

jobs in the United States Government, or in defense plants,
17
likewise_secmed to gain Keating's support. In discussing
the proposal in 1950, the Congressman was reported to have
commented in such a way as to provide an additional glimpse

at his delineation of excessive freedom.

In part his com•

13

Cong 1 Rec, 81 Cong.,l Sess., (Feb 9, 1949),
p. 1045; Ibid,, ~3 Cons. 1 Sess., (Feb. 24, 1953), p. 1361;
Ibid 1 , 2 Sess., (reb, 2J, 1954), p. 2293; Ibid., 84 Cong.
2 Sess., (Jnn. 31, 1956), p. 1719.
'
14
Ibid., 85 Cong,,2 Sess., (July 10, 1958), p. 13416.

15

16

!bid., (July 8, 1958), p. 10116.

Ibid!, 81 Cong.,l Sess., (Mar. 7, 1949), p. 1948.
.
17
Although this measure passed the House of Representatives in both 1948 and 1950 without a roll call vote,
there is some indication that he supported it at least in
1948. In this year he was, on at least one occasion described in a Rochester newspaper (Roch, r, U,, ~tay 20, 1948 t
p. 25A) as a strong supporter of the bill.

- - - - - - -
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-ment claimed that the:
••• basic principle of the measure to restrict subversion
is recognized ••• uin a long line of decisions that in
effect say freedom of speech and freedom of the press
does not mean unbridled license to preach or publish any
doctrine no matter how vicious, harmful or subversive. 18

Other anti Red efforts by which the Upstate Republican
gained press attention included:

his debate against an op-

ponent of the International Security Act of 1950 (McCarran
19
Act), Norman Thomas; a Keating proposal that employers be
required to take the same non comnrunist oath presently
20

ed of union leaders;

Commilnist leaders

and a public demand that:,

requir~

u ••• dangerous

recently convicted in New York ••• n should

be kept in jail rather than being released on bail and per•
mitted,

n ••• to

roam the country peddling their insidious

poison and sewing the seeds of discord, strife and confus21
ion.u
Another matter, that of the Keating wiretap proposals
may be injected at this point of the discussion to bridge
the topics of subversion with the soon-to-follow segment on
18

R~ch.

19

T,U,u Aug. 30, 1950, P• 6.

Ibid., Jan. 26, 1951, p. 21. In this debate, held
before the Net·l York Bar Association, Keating is reported to
have blamed the Justice Department for poor enforcement of
the McCarran Act, conceding the act to be imperfect.
. 20

Ibid., Feb. 11, 1953, P• 10.
21

L_ _ _

Ibid., Aug. 9, 1950, p. 19.
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organized crime, since this idea undoubtedly relates to both.

In this regard, it may not be premature, on the basis of the
frequency with which they occurred, the controversy they
aroused and most important of all, the implications they
involved, to mark these wiretapping suggestions as ranking

among the major commitments made by Congressman Keating

dur~

ing his House career.
Beginning in 1950, this legal sculptor submitted

bills to authorize interception of messages or admission of
evidence thus derived into court proceedings in eight differ-

22

ent sessions.

His initial effort

to permit use of -vliretap

evidence in subversive cases in federal courts, seems to
have been inspired by the Second Court of Appeals (Ne\'1 'iork)

reversal of a conviction of Judith Coplon as a Russian spy

even though that court was said to have noted that,
23
guilt is clearn.

n •••

her

Essentially, these attempts by Keating to authorize
the use of wiretap evidence would limit the acquisition of
such evidence to FBI agents upon a granting of specifie permission by the Attorney General and the subsequent acquiring
22

He sponsored these bills in 1950. 1951, 1952, 1953,
1954, 1955, 1957, 1958.
23
Roch. T.u,, Dec. 18, 1950, p. 10.
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of a federal court order.

24

Inclusion of such precautions in

the Keating bills apparently was related to an editorial in
a Rochester paper which carried the headline, "\.Zirctapping
Safe with

Keating~

a short time later.

The writer noted

therein that Keating's bill:

••• preserves all the safeguards of the Communists or
subversives in their telephone communic·ations by having
it the application for permission to tap the suspect•s
phone first submitted to the United States Attorney General's office and then come to the local federal judge
for the final okay. 25
He noted that this would help the FBI guard the nation's
security without giving them the right of. "promiscuous lis•
26

tening'l
Although Keating's proposals to legalize use of
evidence acquired by wiretapping awakened much controversy,
there is some evidence to suggest that he may have felt that
they should be broadened.

Eavesdropping had admittedly been

taking place for some time, and there are some indications
that the Congressman was willing to open the evidence thus

derived to court use at least in cases involving kidnapping

and narcotic sales to minors, as well as also granting the
right of wiretapping to some state law enforcement officers

z4
25

26

B.P. Post, ,Nar. 24, 1955.

Ibid,
}bid,

---~-------------
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under certain conditions.

27

As has been indicated, the Congressman's efforts to
arm federal

~ourts

with the authority to use evidence acquir-

ed by legalized wiretaps related to concern

both for

those subversive elements seeking to overthrmv the govern-

ment as well as gangsterism and crime in' general.

In regard

to the latter combination, Mr. Keating submitted during his
first session as a Congressman, a hill designed to eliminate
28
mob violence and lynching. Also, in 1949 he sponsored a
measure patterned a.fter a

Ne~v

York lav1 to provide a, "·· •• com-

prehensive correction system.n for juvenile delinquents.
Later, vJhi.1e speaking to an

gathering in 1953

~1r.

~-nerican

29

Bar Association

Keating urged an, " ••• all-cut war on

27

Cong. Rec. 85 Cong., 2

S~ss.,(May

8, 1958), p. 8353

(the t.zording of his bill, HR12395 suggests this);

!2£h1.

T, U!..'

Jan 7, 1954, p. 2;
As a United States Senator, Hr. Keating, between 1958
and 1961 ~.;orkc0 in depth on the legal aspects o£ v1iretapping
as a member oi a Judiciary Subcow:ni.ttee. One hearing report
compiled by his group included information that between 1950
and 1959 the number of wiretaps in one ntestn county chosen
for study, ranged from 1.2 per every 1,000 court cases up to
3.6.
United States Congress, Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Hiretappin~ and E;gvesdropning;Summarz Repot:.t of the
Hearings ~958 - J9 1, Hearings before Subcommittee, 86 Cong.,
1 and 2 Sess., 8 Gong., 1 Sess. (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1962), p. 42. ,
28
HR4528; Keating sponsored a similar one in 1951.
29
J3.Qch,
u,, April 25, 1949, p. 15. This article
said this bill would provide a ne~1 system, n ••• for rehabilitation of individuals under twenty four years of age convicted of federal crimesn. Also see Ibid., June, 1949, p. 3.

:r.
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mobsn.

30

Alluding to an alarming entrenchment of hoodlums and
gangsters in American society,

Keating declared that Cong-

ress should do something about this alarming threat.· In
this regard, a Keating bill submitted that year provided for
Congressional approval of a plan for a two-state commission;
31
" ••• intended to free the New York v7ater front of crimen.
The following year, in a similar vein a news article
announced that;

A new battle against the nation's underworld -particularly its multi-billion dollar gambling empire has been launched in Congress minus the fanfare which
attended the Senate Crime Investigation four years ago.
Spearheading the drive is Representative Kennech
B. Keating of Rochester: working hand in hand with the
nationts top legal minds both in and out of government.32
He was said to have undertaken this job after the American
Bar Association asked him:

••• to carry the hall in the drive of its Criminal Law
Section to tighten up the nation's laws against gambling
and close some of the lcopholes in the laws enacted
aZt:ex- the K.afauver Committee Investigations.33
That same year the Upstate Congressman sponsored
several bills, apparently with this task in mind.
30

31
32

Rgch 1

L.Y..t..,

Aug •

24, 1953, p. 7.

Ibid, ,July 22, 1953, P• 17.
Ibid 1.,June 24. 1954, p. 24.

33

Ibid,

Among
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these was one to prohibit the use ot "interstate commerce
means to

pro~ote

conspiracy, bills to prevent the interstate

transportation of gambling devices and the transmission of
gambLing data across state lines, and finally a bill restrict34
· ing transactions related to gambling materials.
Keating sponsored approximately these same bills in
1955 and 1957 after they had failed to gain enactment.

In

addition, the Congressman submitted other anti crime measures
in this the Eighty fifth and Eighty Sixth Congresses the sum

total of which, when combined with the anti gambling measures,
colored his record of bills attacking crime

~~th

something

of an intensifying glow as his Senate career loomed into

sight•

One of these (HRSOOO) sought to amend the United States

Code to permit FBI ·intervention in any kidnapping case where
the victim had not been released within twenty four hours of
his seizure.o
In an interview published as his last summer in the
House of Representatives was approaching, the Upstate Legisla-

tor agreed when asked if one of: his main concerns as a Cong35

ressman had been directed toward organized crime.

Crime, he

noted, was a big problem and was especially difficult because

34
35

HR9456, HR7311, HR7975, HR7118.
B,P. Post.,

~~y

1, 1958, p. 5.
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the organized mobsters crossed state lines when pursued and
'
36
hid behind jurisdictional borders.
~n1en

asked if he recommended turning the whole prob-

lem over to the federal government, Keating replied, "Oh no.
Not at all. State and local officials have an important role
to play in this effortn.

37

He conceded, however, that the fed·

eral government should supplement the state and local attempts.
In this regard, he spoke favorably of a plan then being developed by Attorney General Rogers for a long range program to
coordinate efforts of the major federal agencies with thoPe
38
of local law enforcing officials·.
In closing the interview, he expressed the hope that

he could, " ••• slash the jugular vein of organized crime in
39

this country*'.

'
This hope he was to repeat a few months later

in the fall election campaign and perhaps carry with him the
next year into the United States Senate.

Su~ari

and CQnclusions.

The public commitments of

Congressman Keating in the field of law enforcement center
mostly around opposition to the subversion represented by
the Communist Party, and the threats represented by organized crime.

:36
37

Bridging the two and perhaps looming above the
B. P 1 Post • ~ May 1, 1958, p. 5.

38

Ibid~

Ibid,

39

Ibid.
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commitments he had made in both, was his wiretapping proposals which v-;ere attended by significant implications regarding the rights of an individual to privacy.

As was evident in the previous chapter, however, Z.1r.
Keating's proposals for abridgement of certain individuals'
freedom also established a procedural safeguard against abuse
of such

po~;er.

This

~Y

have minimized the risk to American

rights caused by the tightening of control over that minority
whose pursuit of happiness seems to have represented to

~tt.

Keating, the greatest threat to our society.
·continuing the general theme of Domestic Security,
the following chapter will be built around some of the investigatory activities of which Hr. Keating was a part.

Though

proceeding along the same vein as this and Chapter IX have,
Chapter XI tvill concentrate less on uis proposals· for change
than on those commitments which evolved from, and were
ulated through, his activities as an investigator.

ar~ic

CHAPTER XI

CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

Mr. Keating's twelve years in the House of Representatives contain ample proof that the role of a lawmaker sometimes carries with it the dual responsibility of likewise
being an investigator.

Support for this contention may be

found in the fact that during this span of time bridging the
Eightieth and the Eighty Fifth Congresses there was established a lengthy list of Congressional investigations over a wide
spectrum of topics.
Congressman Keating himself was involved directly in
a variety of these stretching from topics such as election
expenditures and business monopolies to alleged police brutality in New York City's Harlem.

To what degree these numer-

ous additional responsibilities were passed to him because
of his membership on the House Judiciary Committee as compared to those acquired primarily on his personal interest and
abilities is difficult to determine.
tv1lat may be more easily determined is Mr. Keating's

philosophy regarding Congressional investigations and to what
degree he \>las directly· involved in them.

An attempt to dis-

cover these aspects of the Keating record will be made in this

L ______._ - - - ·
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chapter.

It will be noted that much of the chapter concan-

trates on the numerous phases of the Justice Department
Investigation in an effort to portray that impetus and perspective tvhich characterized the role played by Hr. Keating
(as described by the local press).

From the emphasis given

this series o£ probes, it may be concluded that this was the
single most significant contributing factor to the process
of Keating image building, relative to investigations.

ln.itial Strides as an Investigator.

In 194 7 lihen the

Congressman was beginning his House career, a press report
noted that the House ' .. Representatives was spending $45,000
r:;

a month on investigations.

1

t'his figure had, by reason of in-

flation and i1'1creases in the number of Congressional investigations, undoubtedly risen considerably by the time ;:,fr. Kenting•s activities in them reached a point of major signifi2

cance.
1
Roch. T,U., June 11,

19l~.7,

p. 10.

?..

Ibid 1,, i"1.ay 5, 1953, p. 3. Keating is quoted as saying here tl1at there are currently one hundred Congressional
investigations underway and about ttvo hundred mcn:c pending.
He attributed the large number to the fact that: nwe have
been performing one of Congress' purost and most: legitimate
functions in exposing the weaknesses of too much breedine;
among members of the enormous clan who seem to have thought
they \<Jere settled in Washingtort for life. 11
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A Congressional investigation, he said, can only be
justified when this can be related to the law making process
in one of two ways:

either for the purpose of gathering

facts about proposed legislation, or to make proper inquiries
into the functioning of existing federal laws.

3
He

continued

by saying;

••• I strongly disagree with those who agree that Congress
is responsible for informing and educating the public by
looking into everything which may happen to catch the popular fancy at the moment. 4

In this regard, the Congressman publicly opposed the
setting up of a Senate committee to investigate mistreatment
of United States prisoners by Korean Reds.

He said that,

nthere is nothing Congress could do to remedy the situation
5

••• lamentable as it is." Congressional investigations, Keating
was quoted as saying, have a direct and demonstrable rel ...
tion to the law making function.

He intimated that such an

investigation might be proper if it sought to determine if
the Defense Department had done all it could in its own in6
vestigations.
Liket-lise, both in 1952 and 1953 the Congressman voted

3

Roch.

4
5

T .U 1

,

Dec. 10, 1953, p. 51.

Ibidc, this was a direct quote.
Ibid.

I

Sept. 28, 1953, P• 25 (a direct q:.tote).

}:bid:

t

Sept. 30, 1953,

6

p.

32.
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with minorities in opposi>:.:ion to investigations of private
7
(untroced) educational and philanthrophic foundations. "!
feel

is entirely unwarranted," he said. "The truth is,

it

that resolution is sponsored by those out to smear foundations

~Jhich

have aided minority groups."

8

Just as there were some proposed investigations which

he didn't support, there were also some such proposals for
Congressional probes that he sought to initiate himself.
fhese included suggestions in 1951 by Keating to have the
Senate Crime Investigating Committee opcn.a new probe of
9

former New York City Mayor,

~lilliarn

0 Dv-i)'er.

Likc\>1ise, the

same year he introduced a resolution authorizing an investigation of the method by which service academy cadets were
10
chosen.

Of perhaps far greater consequence (for the purposes
of this study), however, was probably the service actually
performed by Nr. Keating as an

investigator~

This career

seems to have begun in 1949 when he was appointed to serve
as a member of the House Committee to investigate monopolistic practices in business.

For this job, Mr. Keating was

Cong. Rec., 82 Cong., 2 Sess., (July 2, 1952), p.8936;
Ibid., 83 Cong.,l Sess., (July 27, 1953), p. 10030.
8
~

9

Pgst., Hay 8, 1952, P• -7.

Roch~

'f.U., Aug. 21, 1951, p. 17.
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described as being "handpicked" by Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,

Emanuel Geller (D. N.Y.).

11

According to

this report, Mr. Keating commented:

If the committee proceeds in an open-minded and
non-political manner, I feel sure a great contribution
can be made to the economic well being of our country. 12
tvhether or not the Upstate Legislator had any particular "contributiont' in mind at this time is not clear, but it
is not unlikely that his attempts to amend the Clayton Act
(See page 36) were directly related to results uncovered by
his monopoly investigations.

A ncontributionn which gained

much more publicity than monopoly discoveries, however, originated two 'tveeks later after this initial appointment.
It began with the deceptively mild news story containing the follav;ing comment from Congressman Keating.
committee

\vill hear Attorney General

Tom

"t>le

the

Clark on Honday,

I don't know what the evidence will develop.n

13

Two weeks later, a Rochester paper began another news
story with the words, uthe next session of Congress may tackle

10
11

12
13

Roch 1 T.U 1 , Aug. 11, 1951, p. 3.

Ibid., Hay 27, 1949, P• 14.
Ibid,
Ibid,, July 9, 1949, P• 2.
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e 'tvholesale revision of the nation's anti trust laws." Keating, the article stated, \'las, himself not certain \'Jhether new
legislation was the answer, since he felt that present laws
\.rere not, ubeing policed too effectively by the Justice
14
Departmel'ltu •

The Justice Dqpartment Probe -

Part 1..

Needless to

say, the next sessions of Congress did not bring a "wholesale
revision*' of monopoly restrictions.

Starting, hmv-ever, near

the beginning of 1952 a Keating suggestion that the House
Judiciary Comnittee Chairman Celler authorize an investiga15
tion of the Department of Justice did begin to bear fruit.
After receiving some leads to investigate, follmdng his
suggestion, Congressman Keating wired Attorney General NcGrath asking for his approval to begin.

in a

~ochester

16

The wire, published

paper said:

It would assist in insuring favorable action if
you felt disposed to express to Chairman Celler ••• your
approval o£ this inquiry. It impresses me ••• that the
interests not only of the public but also your department

14
15

p. 6.

Roch 1 I,U,, Aug. 9, 1949, P• 8.

Ibid,, Jan. 15, 1952, p. 3; Ibid~, Jan. 17, 1952,
Both places he is credited with the suggestion,

16

Keating seems to have been having some difficulty
getting Chairman Celler to accept the inquiry idea.
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would be served by fair and thorough airing of the many
charges leveled against you and your associates. 17
A nationally syndicated story in a local paper sug-

gested that some of the majority Democrats on the House Judiciary Committee favored a probe of McGrath's Department.
also noted that Congressman Keating,

n ••• lim.nts

It

a full scale

investigation and yesterday said he presented nearly a doze11
cases involving 'misfeasance or malfeasance or both' in sup18
port of his proposal 11 , A few days later, ~v-hen the Judiciary
Committee's sixteen Democrats and thirteen Republicans unanimously approved setting up an investigating subcommittee to
probe the Justice Department, a Rochester paper said (on page
one):,
The burden of inquiry in the probe probably will
be carried by Representative Kenneth B. Keating, Rochester
Republican. It was Keating's motion for an investigation
• • • ,,Jhich was unanimously approved yesterday • • • • 19
An editorial published the same day praised the local

Congressman for having,

n ••• scored

a great personal victory

lvhen he jammed ••• •r his proposal through the C01Th"1'littee.

It

said:

17

~och,

18
Press.

19

~bid 1 ,

T,u.,

Jan. 21, 1952, p. 2.

Jan. 25, 1952, P• 3. vlritten by Associated

Ibid.,Jan. 30, 1952, p. 1. The Democrats 'tvere said
to have forced an agreement that the inquiry be, fl • • • limited
to specific charges based upon credible evidence.u
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••• the remarkable angle of his success is that he was
able to wTest it from a Democratic majority in an election year by a committee headed by such an ardent defender of the Administration as Chairman Geller. 20
When Attorney General HcGrath appointed New York City
financier, Newbold Morris to conduct a special investigation
of his

0\•111

Justice Department, Keating responded that this

'tvas a,

*' ••• thirteenth hour maneuver and an admission that no

one in McGrath's office is 'qualified by ability and chara.c21
ter to fight corruption.'"
The Congressman suggested

~~at

to the House Judiciary Commit·tee.

tforris report directly

Further, he sent Horris

a wire (which tvas published in a local paper) noting the embarr~sing

position he was in as an appointee to investigate

his Ot·m boss, and was critical of Horris for stating that he
had full confidence in the Attorney General.

He concluded

with the comment:· "It seems to me that any investigation
should start off with no preconceived ideas about the man he
23
is investigating.u
The first meeting of the investigating subcommittee
was held on February 7 with Congressman Frank L. Olelf (D.

20
Ros;h 1

21
22

:r,

U,,

Jan. 30, 1952, P• 1.

Ibid 1 , Feb. 2, 1952, p. 1.
Ibid I , Feb. 4, 1952, P• 1.

23

Ibid 1

A direct quote.
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... Ky.) presiding and Keating serving as the ranking Republic•
24
an.
The following day the local Congressman gained press
recognition with a story headlined, ttKeating Group's Probe
.

Reported Spurring Action in Chicago Casen.

25

According to

the report, a United States Attorney in Chicago had received
orders from Hashington to rush,

tt • • •

the long delayed Commer-

cial Home Equipment Company case before a federal grand jury
the same day the case was presented.,.. to the House Judiciary
26

Committee '!
~•better

Keating was quoted as calling this, one of the

documented cases"t(of those presumably being investi-

gated by his group) and stating that he was being "deluged"
27

with leads and information to check into.
A request a few days later by Hr. Truman for Congress
to grant Newbold Morris subpoena powers and authority to
grant witnesses immunity from prosecution, brought a negative
reaction from the Upstate Legislator,

He suggested that

Morris use the powers of the Judiciary Committee and noted

24

Roch. ~.U 1 ,, Feb. 8, 1952, p. 8. Keating at this
time, v7as said to have suggested John t-1. Davis (Democratic
candidate for President in 1924), n,,,or a man of that type"
as chief counsel for the subcommittee.

26

25

27

Ibid,, Feb. 6, 1952, P• 3.

Ibid.

!bid. The Cong-ressman said, according to the news
article, that he had a file six inches thick on his desk of
new cases \vhich he had not looked at yet.
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that it would be dangerous to grant the Executive Branch subpoena powers since, " ••• it might be abused if the Executive
Branch had powers to bring people in on any pretense whatso28
ever". Too, he ~1as critical of the suggestion that Morris
be given the power of granting immunity.

"It might easily

29
result in interference lvith our committee, 11 Keating declared.
~men,

less than a '>veek later, the subcommittee unanimously

rejected the idea of immunity for Horris, the appointed Invest30
igator said that he did not need such povu;;rs anyway.
l!fr.

Keating clashed with Chairman Celler a short time

later (in the press) over a demand that HcGrath bri.ng to the
subcommittee, records covering six years of the Justi.ce
31
Department's unprosecuted cases. Celler called the demand
by Keating "political'; and said the subcommittee had nc right

to

32

ck~::<tmd,

n ••• something

like one and a half million records.

Keating's reply was said to be that:
Mr. HcGrath's inability or unwillingness to furnish this information emphasizes the necessity for our
investigation ••••
If the Attorney General has no record of the cases
turned over to him by various government departments,
28

R 1
.....2S!l.t.

29

30

'~' U
~,

I, bid:., Feb. 15. 1952,

!ill.:., Feb.

31

32

Feb. 14, 1952, p. 1 •

P• 3.

20, 1952, P• 11.

Ibid,_, Feb. 21, 1952, p. 10.

Ibi.£ 1., Har. 7, 1952, P• 7.
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that is something our committee certainly should investigo.te.
If he has the records but simply refuses to produce them, that is very revealing. We must question
him to find out definitely which is the case.
In the meantime ••• we cannot allow~~. McGrath
to dictate to us how we shall run our investigation. 33
In March of 1952, a news story announced that the
Chelf Committee was swinging into action by investigating ten
to fifteen criminal cases which the Justice Department had
34

neglected to prosecute.

Keating

\>UlS

quoted as saying at the

time that the charges involved McGrath's personal actions
and the operations of T. Lamar Caudle v1ho t-1as recently fired

from his position as the chief tax pros35
ecutor for the government.

by President

Tru~~n

A few days prior to this Congressman Keating told a
radio audience that there was, "Nothing ••• more important
than the restoration of confidence in the administration of
36
justice in our country~ He said his subcommittee could not

possibly cover everything that needed investigating, and it
would have to pick only the most important cases so it could
33

Roch. T. u., ~'tar. 7, 1952, p. 7. This was a direct
quotatio11.
35
34
~bid,
~bid~,, Har. 12, 1952, p. 9.
36
Ibid., Mar. 3, 1952, p. 2. These were published
excerpts from a Keating talk over w~EC (Rochester).
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complete its work in about six months.
Late that month, Attorney General HcGrath appeared
before the Chelf Committee and in repsonse to questions (said
to have been asked by

Keatin~~, e~pressed

faction over Newbold Morris.

personal dissatis-

Following his appearance before

this Keating group, press reports indicated on April 3 that
t•1cGrath had fired Hottis and on April 4 had himself been
~

38

removed from office by Mr. Truman.

Congressman Keating then, according to local press
reports, turned his attention toward gaining a, "••• searching investigation of the firings of lvicGrath and Morrisn.

39

vmen Judge James P. McGranery (named to replace McGrath),
however, suggested that FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover resume
the work aborted by the departure of Morris,Keating rejected

the idea as, "··· simply window dressing done for public
40
consumptionu.
37

Roch. T. U1 , ~1ar.• 31, 1952, P• 1; Ibid,, April 4,
1952, p. 1 (International News Service story crediting Keating t·lith having uncovered this McGrath - l'1orris feud).
38

Ibid., April3, 1952, P• 1; Ibid., April4, 1952,p.• L
40
Ibid.;
Ibid., April 8, 1952, p. 1. Keating's
objections to the suggestion to use Hoover were said to be the
following: (A). fhe Attorney General was officially his boss;
(B). Hoover could only investigate and could not prosecute;
(C). Hoover, Keating said, had repeatedly turned down offers
of additional duties. The Rochester Congressman revealed
the fact-that Hoover had been originally considered by his sub~ommittee for the appointment which Newbold Morris received.
39
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Jl,lSt:i~e

Aides

~7ithin

the

Justice Department came next under the scrutiny of Congress-

41

man Keating.

In May, he pointed to Deputy Attorney General

A. Devitt Vanech as a man who had twice or three times failed
the District of Columbia bar examination and at least once
42

had failed the equivalent test in Virginia.

Vanech, the

Congressman said. had finally obtained a law license in 1940
by going temporarily into Tennessee.

Keating and Congressman Chelf were a few days later
said to be checking

on

government lawyers who had been block·

ed from pushing anti trust law prosecutions.

43

After some

investigation, a short time later, the Rochesterian was quoted as saying that Attorney General HcGranery should, "•••

fire most of his key personnel ...

44

41

·
Ro£hL ~' April 29, 1952, p. 1 (An International
News Service story). Mr. Truman's seizure of the nation's
steel mills at this time resulted in ten resolutions being
submitted.to the Judiciary Committee of the House essentially
calling for an investigation of the situation with a view to"
possible impeachment proceedings being directed toward the
President. t1r. Keating claimed that the resolutions should
be handled hy the Chelf Committee, but the full Judiciary
Committee voted against thV; idea. Of t'i1~ impeachment ~}oss
ibilities Keating said, "this is the most critical issue
which has face,i the American people in ninety yearsu.
42

43

44

"

Ibidt,

~~y

.

12, 1952, p. 11.

Iqid,, Hay 16, 1952, p. 6.
lb~£L,

May 26, 1952, p. 20 (a direct quote).
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The flow of information on this subject seems to have
been interrupted over the summer months and the papers car-riedmuch news of the national political conventions.
the second week in

August~

But by

Devitt Vanech and eight other Jus-

tice Department employees were said to have resigned, and
Keating claimed to have information regarding more resigna45
tions which were pending.
Late in the month, hearings resumed and considerable

press attention was given to cases centering around St. Louis
which reportedly included evidence of Justice Department
pressures to prevent prosecutions.

46

Another focus of interest

for the Chelf Committee was T. Lamar Caudle who (Keating \vas

said to have claimed) implicated former Attorneys General

rom c. Clark (by now, a Supreme Court Justice) and J. Howard
47

HcGrath.

1'he original deadline for this subcommittee (October 1)
approached with miscellaneous press references to Keating,
"mystery trips'; and such cases as the Kansas City (Missouri)

45
46

Roch 1 I...Y..t.., Aug. B, 1952, P• 16.
v

!big.,~,.,

p. 1.
p. 1;

47

Aug. 27, 1952, P• 16;

Ibid,, Sept. 3, 1952, p. 1;
IbidJ, Oct. 3, 1952, p. 15.

Ibid 1 , Aug. 29, 1952,
Ibid., Sept. 13, 1952,
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48

vote fraud.

Following this, the formal report of the Chelf

Committee was submitted which credited Keating with the McGrath firing, and said the recent attempts of the Justice

Department to remove its own "corruption" had failed, "•••
because it t>Jas an awkward, bungling attempt by the Executive
.

49

Department to investigate itself".
ed the "good faith" of

l·rr.

Too, the report question-

HcGrath for a statement made

earlier in the year to the effect that he 't'lelcomed a probe

of his Department.

In view of the volume of front page atten-

tion which Congressman Keating and the probe efforts were
given, hov1ever, the report seems to have contained less in

the way of tangible results than might have been expected.
' Following the formal conclusion of the group's activities for the year, an associate counsel for the subcommittee, Daniel G. Kennedy (a Rochester attorney) returned
home and was quoted in the local press as praising both Chairman Chelf and tl'tr. Keating for their efforts.

Of Keating in

particular, he said, "certainly in hTashington he is respected
50
on both sides of the Housen. The Congressman, Kennedy stated,

,,••• has been an impressive guy and has gained a lot of stat51
ure from this thing."

48
!}och,

!.Jl..s.,

Sept. 12, 1.952, p. 6;

Ibi9.~,

1952, P• 1; Ibid,, Oct~ 3, 1952, .p •. lS.
49
50
'
Ibid.
lbig., Oct. 15, 1952, p. 33.

51

Ibip,,

Sept. 13,
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t.vhen

the 1952 elec-

tions resulted in a slight Republican majority in the House
of Representatives, Congressman Keating was automatically in
line for the Chairmanship of the Judiciary Committee's inves-

tigating subcommittee if it was to be continued into the new
52
session of Congress. On June 27, 1953 the Judiciary Co~mittee
voted to drop its business monopoly and anti trust investigations (of which Keating had been a part), but rene,ved for
53
five months the life of the investigating subcommittee.
Even prior to this formal approval, however, Keating had been
(for about two weeks) continuing some of the subcommittee's
activities from the last session of Congress.

In a January 3 news article, the Congressman "revealed"
that a '' ••• garage full of documents seized by his conunittee
,?4
was the property of Russell W. Duke of Portland,Oregon.
Keating said that the documents were seized in connection

52

·
Some reference was made during the campaign, to
Keating's having supplied "all'Ununition'' to Eisenho'f.ver"s campaign relative to "corruption" in the present Administration.

Roch. T.U. Sept. 26, 1952, P• 12; Ibid., Oct. 15, 1952,p. 33.
53
Ibid., Jan. 27, 1953, p. 6. Instead of four Democrats and three Republicans~ the subcommittee was nov1 composed
of three Republicans and two Democrats. Keating likewise
was appointed ,to head a Judiciary subcommittee on patents,
copyrights <JI1d anti trust matters.
54
!2i•J:, Jan. 13, 1953, p. 6.
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with investigations of several eases on the West Coast centered around," ••• influence-peddling activities on the part of
55
Duke and others".
A few days later Keating altered his course briefly,
however, when Congressman Adam Clayton Powell complained on
the House floor that the FBI had made an agreement not to
question New Yorlt City police involved in a civil rights

brutality case.

Keating immediately announced plans to in-

vestigate the matter and held hearings the following day in
56

Washington.

In March and April of 1953, Congressman Keating's
group seems to have spent considerable time checking on the
57
loyalty of American employees in the United Nations. These
efforts included among several other aspects, contacting
Alger Hiss who was serving a term in Lewisburg Penitentiary
at the time.

If the absence of local press reports can be

considered any indication, however, dramatic results from
these attempts seem to have been lacking.
If the results lacked drama, however, the investiga"

p. 6.

P• 8;
P• 1;
P• 30;
P• 4;
P• 19.

IbidL, Feb. 20, 1953,
Ibid., Feb. 27, 1953,
Ibid 1 , Mar. 25, 1953,
Ibidu Har. 31, 1953,
Ibid., April 17, 1953,
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tions themselves continued. to gain considerable recognition

from the newspapers.

In Hay and June Keating traveled to the

West Coast to extend his ninfluence peddlingn investigation.
But in this regard one ne,.;spaper reported that the Congressman's efforts

~.;ere

stymied by a United States District Judge

in California who refused to answer questions submitted by
the Keating Committee because he denied that the Congressmen
had the right to force a member of the Judici.al Branch to
58
testify.

In effect, the results of another investigation .. this
~ne

related to a 1946 mail fraud charge, likewise to a large

degree hinged on this same issue.

Keating had charged in

April that the Truman Administration had dropped prosecution
in one of the largest such cases in history after attorneys
for the defendants had conferred with Justice Department offi59
cials including the Attorney General Tom C. Clark.
I:a
regard to this charge, Attorney General James P. McGranery
therefore, appeared before the Keating Committee and testified
58
Roch. T,U., June 2, 1953, p. 11; Ibid., June 12,
1953, p. 12; Ibid., 12, 1953, p. 13 (This particular news
article notes tltat Keating's colleagues themselves were
split over this jurisdictional matter.). The case in
qustion was another income t:r:i.A. ''scandal" said to have been
illuminated by I. Lamar Caudle. United States District
Judge Louise E. Goodman re:Eused to answer Keating'fJ questions.
59
~
IbL1.!.., April 29, 1953, p. 1. fhis case \vns similar
to the previou£>ly mentioned one in that Clark ~vho was now a
justice refused to ll.ccept the corr:mit>::ee's jurisdiction.
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that although he had been at this time a top assistant to
the Attorney General, the case was dismissed without his
60
knowledge.
Following this disclosure, Keating .,invited" Mr. Clark
to testify also, but the former Attorney General, by now a
61
Truman-appointed Supreme Court Justice,refused to appear.
His refusal was reportedly based on the belief that the Judi62
-cial and Legislative Branches should remain separated.
Congressman Keating's efforts to use the Judiciary Committeet
subpoena powers in this regard were defeated by a committee
vote of 22 to 5, and the investigating

subcon~ittee's

alloted

time expired without gaining notable progress from the dead63
lock with Justice Clark.
\~nen

on July 1, 1953, the Upstate Republican started

to draft a report for his subcommittee, he noted that during
the-total of seventeen months since its inception, the group
64
had received 2,500 complaints. Testimony of 302 witnesses
heard by the subcommittee in 109 hearings on 29 different
60

Roeh 1 T1 U.,
61
Ibid., June
62
Ibid 11 , June
63
Ibid s, June
64
Ibid., July

L______ ~

-------~

1-HASy

15, 1953, p. 13.

15, 1953, p. 1.
18, 1953, P• 10.

23, 1953, p. 9.
1, 1953, P• 4.
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subjects, Keating said, amounted to 7,000 pages of records
65

to cover this period of time.
rhe official report vias said to have admitted that

the subcommittee had no proof of wrong doing by Supreme Court
Justice Clark, but was critical of him for declining to testi-

.

66

fy before the investigating group.

A statement attributed to

Keating said that Clark's, " ••• failure to testify was 'unfortunate tu because this " .... deprived the coramittee

of the bene-

fit of any light which might have been shed by a former
67
member of President Truman's Cabinet. 11
Release of the report was, however, accompanied by a
statement by Representative Byron G. Rogers (a Democrat from
Colorado who served on the subcommittee) which said that,

u •••

Chairman Keating ••• nulled a 'sneak play' by his unwarranted
~
68
political release ••• of his proposed libelous reportn. Rogers went on to defend Justice Clark and said that,

" ••• most

of the report had not been approved in subcommittee or even
69
considered by the parent Judiciary group'*.

65
66

Roch. :£.U., July, 1, 1953, p. 4.

Ibid., July 6, 1953, p. 2.
68
67
Ibid.
Ibid.
69
Ibid., ·
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Summary and Conctusions,

This chapter has attempted

to characterize the Keating approach to Congressional investigations by first showing the formula he advocated for determining their value, and secondly by discussing several
investigations in which he actively took part.
Admittedly, the process of weighing the successes involved in such an intricate composite of legal and political
subtleties as is included in Keating's investigatory endeavors
would indeed be difficult to do.

Nuch easier (and perhaps

more valid) would be the process of surveying these efforts
and concluding from the resultant evidence that it was in the
role of an investigator· ·during the early 1950's that the Upstate Repu!:- 1J . can acquired both in tone and in volume some of
the most advantageous press coverage of his House career.
His multifaceted investigation of the Justice Department as well as other similar ventures seems sufficient in

volume and latitude to conclude also that probing into the
functioning of the government in.general, and law enforcement in particular was one of his most significant interests
during those twelve years of service in the House.

It is not

difficult to gain the impression that while involved in this
general field, Congressman Keating was not only very much at
home, but perhaps he (if press reports are su£ficient indica-

tion) had in this area attained a degree of mastery over the

195
the legal substances with which he was working -- perhaps
in excess of what many Congressmen would attain.
With this chapter the general topic of Domestic Security will be concluded.

The next several pages of the Keat-

ing survey will approach some of the questions which gained
commitments from the Congressman during this period of times

relative to various issues facing the American Society.

CUAJ.'TER XII

On one occasion in 1958, Senate Nominee Keating said,
"as to principles, l

am liberal on matters of human rights and
1
.
conservative on matters of the pocketbook~
'~-:heth.er or not

the Congressman's appraisal is substantiated by

will for the most part be left to the

t~e

record

roader'~ juclt,~aJit

,

However. a closer look at his record on human rights topics
should be

consider~&

Since

mat~rial

essent1nl before a decision is made.

relating to umatters of: the pocketbookn

has filled many of the early p.nges of this survey, a coneentr~tion

upon the socond phase of the Kcat:tng self appraisal

is perhaps in order at thfs time.

In this respect, nn assump-

tion has been made that the topics of civil rights , immigration and displaced parsons could be said to form the nucleus
of the human. right& category,.

will at this point

e~plore

¥J1th that in mind, the survey

the legislative commitments which

the Congressman apparently felt qualified him for that liberal

label.
!;ivil S.1,.sh.ts.• ~1gtters 1

Conr:.rossw.an Keating began his

House career with indications of interest in tho field of Ne-

gro

r~ghts.

1

In this respect the Upstate Republican sponsored

A soeech delivered Sept. 30, 1958 at a meeting of the
Brooklyn Republicans, Keating Papers,
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antilynching bills, opposed the restricting of the House
press galleries to white newsmen, spoke out against providing funds for building a segregated veterans hospital, and
registered opposition to permitting segregation in the plann2

ed Women's Coast Guard Reserve.

Too, in public statements

and the submission of at least one bill during this early
period of his career, the Congressman not only revealed a
marked disapproval of racial inequities but likewise reflect3
ed opposition to religious discrimination.
Regarding equal employment opportunities, the Upstate
Republican likewise registered support for the Fair Employ-4
ment Practices Act passed by the House in early 1950. According to press reports, Keating had (prior to the bill's passage)
berated the Democrats in the

Hous~

for parliamentary

erings to bloclt the bill's entrance onto the floor.
this is what you call a Fair Deal, it must

9e

maneuv"If

I don't under-

2

(Lynching) Roch. T.u,, Aug. 1, 1947, p. lA; Ibid,,
June 9, 1949, p.2; (press gallery) Ibid,, Har. 18, 1947,
p. 16 Ai (hospital) Ibid., June 7, 1951, p. 20; {t.J'omen's
Reserve; Ibid,, April 5, 1949, p. 4.

3
Roch. Dem. Chron., Mar. 9, 1949, p. 4;

Rocht

:r.u.,

Feb, 3, 1949, P• 2A; Ibid,, Feb. 25, 1949, p. 17B; Ibid,,
Dec. 22, 1949, p. 28. fhese are examples considered to be
characteristic and chosen from a large assortment of similar
articles on the basis of the author's judgement.
4
~ Re)'• 81 Cong. 2 Sess., (Feb. 23, 1950),
P• 2162• (HR4453 •
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-stand the term," Keating reportedly said.

5

Perhaps, however, it was during the mid fifties fight
over a civil rights bill when the Congressman made his biggest
mark relative to civil rights causes.

In :his regard, the

available records. seem to accord Mr. Keating something of a
front seat role soon after his inheritance of the minority
leadership position on the Judiciary Committee.
In terms of these measures. the first major attempt
after the 1950 Fair Employment Practices Act was said to have
come from the Executive Branch in 1956.

This particular cam-

paign for a far-reaching civil rights law was officially
launched in the House on April 9 by Keating and Congressman
6

Scott (R. Pa.).

At this time Congressman Keating introduced

a bill providing for a Civil Rights Commission (HR10340) and
another bill providing an Assistant Attorney General to serve
~ith

the commission (HR 10339).

Congressman Scott introduced

companion measures (HR10349., HR10348) at the same time and
5
6

Rocht T,

U~,

Feb. Z3, 1950, p. 10.

J.W. Anderson, Eisenhower. Brownell~ and the Congress
- the Ta.n~led Origins 2! the Civil Rights Bill 2f. 1956 - 1957
(University, Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1964}, p.23.
This author calls Scott " ••• the most active Republican •••
campaigner for civil rights legislation in the House in 1956'1
He also credits Scott with being the spokesman for the civil
rights bloc in the House, and says he served as its liaison
man with the Administration in the weeks during the February
and ~~rch (1956) formulation of the Civil Rights program (p.
26). Keating, though not mentioned, was presumably in this
civil rights bloc.
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Congressman William

~ftller

(R. N.Y.) submitted similar bills

(HR10378 and HRl0379) the following day.
In addition, bills to protect voting rights and civil
rights in general

~-1ere

submitted by Keating (HR10425, HR10427),

Scott (HR10426, HRl0428), and
April 11.

~ftller

(HR10434, Hrl0435) on

According to one analyst, all of these several

bills came not merely from the Eisenhower Administration in

7
general, but from the Attorney General's office in particular.

Later in debate after the civil rights proposals had been
distilled into one combined

bil~

Keating responded to a ques-

tion by saying, " ••• the bill before us is line by line and
word for word one of the key measures of President Eisenhower*s
programu.

8

When an opponent of the bill (Congressman Martin

Dies of Texas) questioned him further, Keating answered,
''this bill is the bill which President Eisenhower wants enact,, 9

ed, and I can say that ••• without question.
Republicans were not alone in submitting civil rights
bills that year, however.

Judiciary Committee Chairman Celler

called the Administration's bills "woefully
ported his

o~~

bill (HR627).

lacking~

and sup-

In this regard, though, Keating

Ibid., pp. 14-- 43, p. 122, p. 135.
8

Cong, Res~, 84 Cong., 2 Sess., (July 16, 1956), p.
12918. There seemed to be a question· as to the President's
authorship or relationship to these bills.
9
Anderson, gp~ ~. p. 89.
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cautioned his colleague not to, " ... try to bite off more than
10
we can chew, or Congress will get nowhere -- as in the past •• ~
Apparently Keating's advice was heeded by Chairman
Celler, for while explaining the Civil Rights Bill to his cohorts from the House floor a week later, Keating explained
that, nmy bill was accepted by the Committee in preference
.

to HR627

(Celler's)~

11

Therefore. the four Administration bills

actually were combined as four sections of one bill and were
substituted for the contents of HR627.

The number, however,

remained the same and hore Celler's name as its sponsor.
But even with Celler 's name and the apparent \fuite
House seal of approval, the civil rights package was doomed

to failure in this session.

Two contributing reasons fqr

the failure were probably the rather late start for the measure, and the July adjournment of Congress (due to the politi•
cal conventions).

wben the bill (HR627) did arrive on the House floor
late in the session, Keating explained and defended it at
some length.
10
11

The first of the bill's four parts would have

Anderson, pp, cit 1 , P• 57.

Cong, Rec,, 84 Cong. 2 Sess., (July 16, 1956),
p. 12918. Nothing has been discovered in this study as to
action on the companion bills of Congressmen Scott and
Miller. Presumably Keattng's four segments of the civil
rights package were accepted as characte.,ristic of them.
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set up e. six man Civil Rights Commission with subpoena
powars for investigations but no enforcement powers (the Jus-

tice Department would handle prosecutions).
Keating said,

This approach,

"epitomizes" President Eisenhower's philoso-

phy on the civil rights issues and:
••• I concur wholeheartedly. It is simply that knowledge
and.understanding and the slow but steady process of enlightenment will do more in the long run than violence
or any abrubt resolution by force. 12
'The second part of the bill would create an Assistant

Attorney General's position specifically to work on civil
rights matter.z. and the latter two parts were designed to
strengthen and expand the rights in question as well as the
protection for them.

In this regard, it seemed to be of

prime interest to Keating that under the system then in operation the aggrieved had to seek redress, whereas his bill
13
would shift the initiative onto the Attorney General.

A:nong the variety of questions fielded by the Roches ..
ter Congressman in the debate was one relating to possible
guarantees against abuse of power by the Attorney General in
depriving a person of his liberty.

Keating answered that

the possibility of such abuses has always existed and, "that

L ______ _
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is why we have acquitals sometimes.

Congress has the usual

14

power of impeachment over him if flagrant abuses occurred".
When by July 19t after lengthy hours of debate and
many suggestions for changes, an attempt was made to amend
the bill to outlaw discrimination not only on racial and
religious grounds, but also on the basis of age, Keating
showed signs of irritation.

He replied:.

We are now at the place where we must face the
facts. This amendment is Offered for the purpose of
destroying this bill and scutt.ling it, ·killing it, loading up with amendments that are unacceptable for the
purpose of defeating it. 15
A short time later, supporters of the bill were able to gain
House passage (176 -- 126) for it, but adjournment arrived
with it still in a Senate committee.
In 1957, HR6127 was submitted as, in Keating's words,
"a very moderate proposal" that was "watered down" from the
16
previous year's civil rights package. 11 This bill is by no
means a cure-all for all racial discrimination,'' he added
later.

17

Neither was it a "sectional bill" the Congressman

noted, because there were places in both North and South
where equal treatment of the law is not offered everyone.

14

Ibid 1 ,

16
17

18

P• 12932.

15

Ibid., p. 13559.

Ibid., 85 Cong.,l Sess., (June 5, 1957)t P• 8411.

!bidr.., (June 6, 1957), P• 8498.
,Ibid 1

,

(June

5, 1957}, p. 8411.

18
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Apparently sel'wing that unlike the civil rights debates
of 1956, a frontal assault would be launched this session on
the lack of provision for jury trial in the bill, the Rochest.
19
erian attempted at the start to lay a groundwork. "This bill
does not remove in any respect any existing right to a trial
by jury,'1 he said.

20

In this regard, he would return repeated-

ly in the days ahead to the theme that twenty eight federal
laws now

authorizing·p~vers

(to existing agencies) similar to

those being proposed for the Civil Rights Commission, like21
wise failed to grant a jul:-y.trial.
It is not something you are losing, he told House
members.

In matters like these, that right has never been

provided.

one, and it

Such arguments, however, did not convince everytrJaS

(after days of heated debate) finally June 18

before the 1957 bill passed the House (286 -·126).
l'be Senate returned a bill with the same number (HR6127)
after an intense debate that lasted into August, but alterations in the bill's provisions were evident.

Prob~bly

the

19
At the onset of floor debate, Keating said, u ••• this
is probably the principle issue which we will face in this
discussion (!bidL)•
20
!bid.

21

The Congressman listed the Atomic Energy Commission,
the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Civil Aeronautics
Board, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the National
Labor Relations Board, etc.
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most significant of these changes related to Section III,
which originally authorized the Attorney General to bring
civil proceedings for injunctions and, " ••• preventative re•
lief to secure for individuals the equal protection of the
22
law11 • In this regard, only the right to vote was now granted
23
protection under the Section III of the Senate version.
Keating stated that if this were the only change the
law would still represent a significant achievement.

But the

Senate. he said unhappily, had "'departedn from the :
••• usual and traditional procedures for the enforcement
of court orders. A court order.can be of no more effect
than the means available for its enforcement. The power
of a court to punish disobedience of its orders by means
of a speedy sumn1ary procedure is recognized •••• But the
Senate adopted a sweeping, radical and ill-considered
amendment applicable to the whole field of equity juris ..
prudence and the enforcement of every court order in
every case. 24
'rhe Senate, he said, had insisted on saying ,that no federal

court could punish for contempt without first granting a
jury trial -- even £or a person ignoring the court's subpoena
22

P• 15665.
23

Cgn~.

Rec,, 85 Cong.,l Sess •• (Aug. 22, 1957),

Attorney General William Rogers is said to have compared the Senate version of the bill to handing e. policeman
a gun with no bullets. Dwight D. Eisenhower, ~@pdate ~2~
_Qhang$! (Vol I of the ~isenhower Memoirs • 2 vols.; Garden
City, N.Y: Doubleday and Company Inc., 1963), p. 159.
24

p. 15666.

Cong Res., 85 Cong., 1 Sess., (Aug. 22, 1957),
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to appear in court.

25

A few days later he said that the Senate had sent
back a civil rights bill, " ••• so full of holes ••• that any
26
lawyer could see that it could never stand~ Especially
harmful, he declared, was the provision limiting the maximum
punishment for criminal contempt to a $1,000 fine.

Giant

corporations, he indicated, could violate the Antitrust Act
almost with impunity.

27

However, when the civil rights compromise was soon
molded by a conference committee, Keating was more agreeable
to the proposal.

"What we have today is a real compromise
28
not a surrender,n he told colleagues. The Rochester Congressman called for passage of the bill and seemed content that
the jury trial provision added by the Senate was now softened
to permit a jury trial option utilized at the judge's discre?.9
tion.
This compromise bill was adopted by both Houses in late

August and was signed into law September 9, 1957 as the first

25
26

Ibid.

Ibid., (Aug. 27, 1957), p. 16088. tYbile supporting
the Conference Report, he seems to have referred momentarily
back'to the bill previously returned as HR6127 by the
Senate.
28
27
29
!bid,
Ibid:.
Ibid.
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Civil Rights Act in eighty two years.

30

In contrast to what

Mr. Keating must have felt about this bill's passage, one
columnist was quoted as saying that this was,
31
infamy in the United States Congressn.

!mm!,g,ra~~gn
Commitm~nts '·

and

Displaced Persgns --

n ••• a

week of

Legl~ative

During hi.s first session as a Congressman,

~1r.

Keating advocated, ..... framing our immigration policy to con•
sider the requirement of our

32

economy~

according to one report.

Paying due respect to, " ••• our natural humanitarian instincts•;
he nevertheless pointed out that, "it is to the advantage of
this country to select from the quotas for entry those
33
can contribute most •••• "

~\1ho

A year later Keating was quoted as attacking President
'l'ruman' s opposition to the Displaced Persons Act.

The Pres-

ident's comments that the Act discriminated against Catholics,
Keating said, had been "exploded" by Catholic leaders.

At

the same time the Congressman tried to amend the Act to extend

30

31

Eisenhower, .2Jlt.. cit,, p. 162.

~

Rec,, 85 Cong., 1 Sess,, Aug. 27, 1957,

p. 16112 (Conf>rressman Davis of Georgia quoted

~vriter

Lawrence from a column in the t-l~shin.e:ton Post).
32
·----

33RQc9:
Ibid,

~.

Aug. 6, 1947, p. lA.

David
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until April 21, 1947 the shuto£f date whereby refugees could
qualify for entrance into the United States (instead of the
original date of December 22, 1945).

The e:Efect would have

been to gain eligibility for those fleeing Russian controlled
34
tenitory durtng the first two years of peace.

One Rochester newspaper> a short time later, heralded
Keating as, " ••• one of the most outspoken House members on
behalf of Displaced Persons".

35

This particular comment eame

as a backdrop for the paper's announcement that the Upstate
Legislator's concern had reached the point that he made
arrangements to bring a displaced mother and her seven year
old daughter to his own home.

The paper noted that the

mother would serve as a domestic for the Keating household
so as to meet: the employment requirement for entrance into

the country.
Cognizant of the fact that more than twenty per cent
of his constituency was of Italian extraction, Keating sought
unsuccessfully in 1948 to have the Italian Consulate in Roch36
ester {closed since before World War II) reopened.

34
35

Rocu, T,U,, Aug. 6, 1948; p. lOA.

36

•
IbidM Har. 8, 19t_.9, p. lB.

I..bid 1 ,, Sept. 4, 1948, p. 2. Also, he spoke against
taking American citizenship from 4,000 Americans who had been
encouraged to vote in Italy (Ibid., Jan. 7, 1950, p. 12).
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Similarly$ the local Congressman complained at a
later date that much of the burden of immigration matters
had fallen on Rochester's Chamber of Commerce which he said
handled about 3800 such calls a year.

In this -respect, he
37
asked for a full time immigration office in Rochester.
As a member of a Congressional Committee (Judiciary}

whose announced purpose included, "se_eking information of the
plight of refugees", the Congressman visited Rome in 1949.
Here he heard Pope Pius XII announce that he was, " ••• doggedly determined to see this giant specter of human dereliction
38
forever banished from theconscience of mankind." Though
evidence has not been found to compare the Keating determination to do likewise, there is sufficient evidence to suggest

a similar and continuing concern on his part to-alleviate the
"plight of the refugee".
t~en

the first full-scale immigration bill (soon to

be known as the Walter -- McCarren Act) of the post war years
came before Congress, the Upstate Republican announced his
approval. .It will put no strain on the nation's *'full employment economyu, he. said, " ••• and will be a great humanitarian

37
38

Roch.

~.

Nov. 30, 1950, p. 33.

Ibid., Oct. 3, 1949, p. 19. According to this news
article, the Pope was referring to the " ••• blight of peacetime
detention camps", in particular.
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39

measure".

Also, Keating pointed out that of the 393,542 aliens
already admitted to the country under previous action, only

2 were discovered to be subversives.
under the

net•i bill is even more

And the screening
40

stringent, he added.

To

m.ake certain, ho'fl.rever, Congressman Keating journeyed t"lith

two House colleagues to Europe at the announced "personal
requestn of Republican Leader Joseph i1artin to observe the

-new t:.H:rem1ing process

being ~et

Congressional adjournment).

4

up under the Act (after the

Upon his return, Keating

42
announced satisfaction with the functionings he had witnessed.

In 1956, the Upstate Congressman introdt..lced. four bills,
11

•••

to carry out President Eisenhm-Jer 's reeow.menda.tions for
{~3

revising the

HcCarren-~.Jalter

Act".

He emphasized in so doing

that updating the nation's immigration policy was necessary
to offset charges of discrimination from abroad.

uThe time

has come for progress or else this country \vill be left be-

39

41
p. 18.

Roch,

!~U,,

July 29, 1953, P• 1.

40

Ibidt

*

Ibid 1 , Aug. 7, 1953, p. 1; Ibid., Aug. 27, 1953,
42
.li?}.d.,,, Oct. 14, 1953, P• 12;
lt-3

.£?.n~, Rec,, 84 Cong.,2 Sess., (Feb. 9, 1956),
p. 2472. Simttltaneously, Senator Arthur ~latl-:.L-;s (R. Utah)
introduced sirffilar bills in the Senete. One v.~rsion of Keating's major points -vvere capsulized in the headline of one
local paper vJhich said; ' 1 Ccmgressman Keating's rour Bills
Bolster Principles of Freedom 11 • !;ebster H.ert1lcl. Feb. 16,
1956, p. 3.
-··~,~~

44
-hind in the present world conflict ••• ~ he said.
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The Keating Proposals were intended to alter the
basis for the quotas then in use, from the 1924 population
figure to those of 1950.

The total quota for yearly immiga-

tion, he said, should therefore; be raised from 154,657 to
219,461.

Unused portions of quotas assigned to nations

should not be "wiped out" each year as l<Vas presently the
case, but should, According to the Congressman, be assigned
to four regional pools for use by other nationalities.
The second Keating proposal was designed to, nera.dicate the burdens» of private relief immigration bills on
Judiciary Committee members, t>Jhich he said, " ••• now approaches a national calamity ••• because of the time and energy it
robs ••• from us".

46

Although he agreed with the President that

immigration policy should be established by the Legislature
rather than by an administrative body, his bill would have
granted the Attorney General 47wer to make limited discretion•
ary exceptions to the policy.

44

Cong, Rec., 84 Cong.,2 Sess., (Feb. 9, 1956),

P• 2473.

45

Ibid~.
These "poolsu would be formed from European
nations, African nations, Asian nations, and peoples from
Oceania.
46
Ibid,
47
~bid,
Private bills were usually used for this.
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The third and fourth bills \'10uld augment the Attorney
General•s administration of the immigration plan and delete
certain "discriminatory" provisions from the policy then in
use.

Included would be the establishment of a single, uni48
form method of judicial review regarding deportation orders.
Again in 1957 the Rochester Congressman took up the

cause of immigration.

Though there was still hope, he noted,

the "sweeping revision" requested by the President had not
49
made much progress. He seemed happy that one Senate-passed
bill (S2792) included a provision " ••• that I have urged for
a long time (that of reuniting families •• ••• tragically separated by the end of the Refugee Relief Act or the filling
50
of quotas ••• u)". But he called a, " ••• skeleton where it
51
should be a robUst body".
Among other things, he criti•
cized it for ignoring homeless eldles from the Hungarian
52
uprising.
Although the records indicate that Keating again in 1
1958 submitted a bill to amend the Immigration Act (HR11167),
he seems to have found little success in the intervening weeks

1;8
~ong, Rec,, 84 Cong.,2 Sess., (Feb. 9, 1956),
p. 2lt-73. In this regard, Keating said, "I heartedly support
the proposition that persons affected by administrative
decisions under the immigration laws should have access to
judicial review."
49
Ibid., 85 Cong.,l Sess., (Aug. 28, 1957), p. 16303.
50
51
52
Ibid.-~.
lbid.
Ibid.
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between this and the end of his House career.

"It is time

to oil the hinges of our legislative machinery in this field~
53
the Congressman told his cohorts. But if a need for oiling
existed; Keating•s efforts to meet the need were not rewarded
with success.

And unlike his success

in the field of Civil

Rights, therefore; the Upstate Legislator could not elaim a
proverbial "half a loaf" in this field.

Summarx and Conc1usiQns,

It seems difficult to imag-

ine an elected legislator erecting a record of opposition to
measures qualifying for a place within the human rights category.

Therefore. it may not be surprising to note while

s.ummarizing ·the Keating commitments in this field, that he
seemed to be a Congressman with a concern for people.
~Vhat

may tend to be of more significance was the fact

that a Congressman whose efforts in fields such as domestie

spending were conveyed to the public as those of a conserva•
tively orientated spender. should mold for himself a considerably more liberal image in terms of immigration and discrimination measures.

A portion of this emphasis toward liberal-

izing immigration policy and legislating against racial andreligious discrimination could perhaps be explained by the
53

Ibid,
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comparatively cosmopolitan composition of his constituency,
but this likely v1ould not be adequate explanation for all
phases of this emphasis.

In weighing the influence attributable to Keating's
efforts in these fields, it should be noted that the evidence
discovered in this survey does not seem to warrant the Rochesterian a position of legislative leadership in either the
cause of displaced persons or matters relative to immigration.
However, a conclusion to the contrary seems to be supported
in terms of civil rights efforts.
Though it is beyond the scope of this survey to explore

in depth the intricate origins and outcomes of individual
pieces of legislation, it seems evident to the author after
tracing the daily floor debates on the civil rights measures
of 1956 and
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that Congressman Keating did indeed command

· and eoritrol the progress of the bills sufficiently to have
earned plaudits befitting leadership.
A somewhat different story will appear in the follow-

ing chapter where two other aspects (arbitrarily categorized
with this chapter as being social issues) will be surveyed.
In both education and labor legislation, however, the Rochester Congressman's interest seems to have been notably different.

CHAP'!ER XIII
EDU~fiON

AND LABOR

'l'o conclude the survey on the domestic aspects of
Kenneth B. Keating's House career, this short chapter will
focus on t-...vo final topics.

In respect to this, it should be.

noted that perhaps indicative of some

oe

the thinking of both

the House and Mr. Keating, these two topics seem to have substantially less material available than has been found for
numerous other topics.

Nevertheless, an attempt

w~ll

be made

in this chapter to reflect the highlights of Hr. Keating•s
House commitments in the areas of education and labor.

Hope-

fully, with the addition of these two final components of this
legislati\re puzzle produced by the Upstate Legislator on domestic matters• a major mosaic

i~age

of this, perhaps Roches·

ter 1 s best known political leader, tdll have been reconstruct-

ed.
Education,
Keating

c~mitments

As has been suggested, the sparsity of
in this field may prove to be a strong

indication as to his feelings relative to the importance of
federal legislation on educational matters.

For example, it

appears to have been about the middle of his second term in
Congress before a major legislative decision appears on his
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record relating to education.

At this time (early 1950)

Congressman Keating approved the establishment of the National Science Foundation and pointed to the fact that private
support for universities (which he said, have been the core
of basic scientific research) had been curtailed by federal
1
tax policies.
"Our national security and progress make it
essential that we find supplemental means of support for
2

basic research • '' he explained.
Likewise, \llhen the House in 1953 authorized $227

million for constructing schools in nfederally impacted areas,"
he approved the philosophy involved.

Quantities of federal

(tax free) property in some areas, he noted, drains large
amounts of tax income from the local school districts in such
3
places, making construction a hardship for local citizens.
In relation to a similar bill in 1956, Keating spoke

out in favor of preventing the use of federal funds for construction of segregated schools.

Cutlining some of his phil-

osophy, Keating explained:

We know that the question of segregation in many
communities is giving rise to grave problems. They can
not be disposed overnight. They must not be ignored or
subjected to resolution by force. The principle of integration must be upheld under our Constitution. At the
same time, we must in wisdom and fairness, avoid extremist tendencies. That is exactly what the Supreme Court
recognized in its decision when it said that it was left
2
1 I!Q£Q•1' U~ct Har. 2. 1950. p. 11.
Ibid._
3

1

B.?.

Po~.,

Aug. 20, 1953, P• 6.
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to the Federal judges in the various areas to implement 4
the decision of the Supreme Court by subsequent decision.
the Congressman added somel.:.hing of a corollary to his

philosophy on federal aid for school construction when in
1957 he helped defeat authorization of $1.5 billion for this
purpose.

The bill was, he said, !r ••too much of a compromise

in favor of those who feel every state should get Federal
5

aid."
About the same time, President Eisenhower suggested
that Congress legislate a plan to subsidize advanced education and the Upstate Republican responded t.vith the comment;
"frankly, I am not wild about the idea of outright Federal
grants to fill this void.

I would perfer to see a Federal
6
loan fund established to do this job~ In this regard, Keat-

ing a short time later, therefore, submitted a bill (HR11261)
to establish a self liquidating federal education loan program directed toward the most promising high school graduates.

7

In supporting his proposal, the Congressman noted that
the recent Russian strides in space (Sputnik's flight had
occurred a short time before) technology provided a challenge
that we must meet.

Rather than offering students a financial

gift for their advanced education, however, he.felt that,
~Conga Rec,, 84 Cong., 2 Sess., (June 28, 1956),p. 11301.
5
6
~Post., Aug. 8, 1957, P• 3.
Ibid,·
7

Cong,_ Rep., 85 Cong., 2 Sess., (Mar. 6, 1958), p. 3646.
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" ••• a loan has the virtue of providing funds and developing
a sense of responsibility at the same time. The student's
8

mind and character are simultaneously strengthenedn.

This

comment perhaps better than any other found in this study,
probably capsulizes his approach to the topic of federal aid
for education.

Labor.

V~ch

of Congressman Keating's relatively few

legislatLve commitments related to labor centers in some way
around the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947.

In the

middle of his first session as a Congressman, the Upstate
Republican voted for passage of the bill which incorporated
most of its features (HR3020), approved the conference
report which soon became this Act (or perhaps has been equally well known as the Taft-Hartley Act) 1 and seems likewise
to have helped override President Truman's veto to gain enactment for the measure.

9

Although this series of votes seems to show that Mr.
Keating was leaning toward a satisfactory substitute for the
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t·lagner Act, there is some evidence that he was not totally

happy with the 1947 measure.

For example, his initial vote

favoring passage of HR3020 he told the press that a uno"
vote would have sounded the "••• death knell of any labor
legislatian". · He added, ''The bill certainly does not con•
form to my views in all

but suggested that improve10.
ments could be added in conference with members of the Senate.
respects~

The following day he elaborated in the press on

partie~

ular aspects of his labor philosophy•
t favored the passage of a constructive, curative
labor bill which would further protect workingmen, their
bosses, and most of all, the innocent public from the
11
paralyzing effects of serious and prolonged work stoppages.

At a later date he expressed confidence in the law ultimately
enacted, and predicted that,

nit will have none of the dire
12
consequences which its opponents so freely predict".
The act,

he said would;
••• improve the position of the men and women who labor,
will foster true collective bargaining, will strengthen
the labor movement and will restore a measure of harmony
to the industrial picture to the ultimate benefit of
·labor, management and the consuming public. 13
Lest these comments be construed to suggest that he
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was entirely satisfied with this Taft-Hartley Act by this
time, it should be mentioned that in the Second Session of
the Eightieth Congress the Upstate Republican submitted a
bill (HR.7150) uto amend the Labor r1anagment Relations Act of
1947 to equalize legal responsibilities of labor organizations and employers ••• •T

Later • in the same vein, he submit-

ted similar bills in each of the five remaining Congresses
of his House career.
ln 1949 a clearer look at Keating's thinking may be
obtained when the Taft-rlartley Act was threatened with repeal.
The Rochesterian voted with the majority to bt:ing the "t-Jood
llillu Up for consideration which was described as a measure

the raft-Hartley Act but "reenact all its major

to repeal

provisions".

14

Likewise he voted to pass the Wood bill when

the matter did gain consideration, but this attempt was unsuccessful.

i5

During the lengthy debate that preceded the bill's
defeat, Keating, himself was said to have proposed two (of
the several} amendments to the bill.
he said,

' 14

u •••

'rhe first was tlesigned,

to make it clear that no labor organization

Cong~ ~ec., 81 Cong.,l Sess., (April 26; 1949),
P• 5062 (HR2032 ; !bid,, (May 4, 1949), P. 5543; RQch,
~ Q\&On., April 15, 1949, P• 1.
.
15
CQPit ~' 81 Cong.l Sess., (May 4, 1949),
p. 5597. The Wood Bill gained its name from Georgia Democratic Congressman John s. Wood who. introduce it originally.
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can be held responsible for the acts of any member solely on
16
the grounds of such membership". The second Keating proposal was to preserve, "··· contractural arrangements already
17
existing for close shop contracts~ These as well as several
other amendments were accepted to the tvood Bill (before it
was defeated} and Keating was quoted as saying that they
'
18
n ••• greatly improved ittt.
Among the Upstate Legislator's other, apparently unsuccessful1 attempts to alter this Wood Bill was a proposal to
speed action when crisis work stoppages in "key industriesu
occurred.

His suggestion for this included the requirement

that in such situations the President proclaim a national emergency within five days.

Following this the Chief Executive

would appoint an emergency panel to investigate and report

within twenty five days.

The President would then be empower,ed

to obtain an injunction to halt the strike for a period up to
19
forty days.
A relatively novel provision contained in this unsuc-

cessful Keating suggestion would have required the President
to,

ff • • •

transfer the entire dispute to Congress for emergency

actiontt if the parties in the strike did not meet within five

16
18

17

Roc h. T 1 t{.,

~'lay

Ibid.

Roch. '!,U., t1ay 3, 1949, p. 8.

19

4, 1949, P• 13.

lbid 1
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days after the emergency board reported.

20

This possibility,

he said, "••• will have a salutary effect on management and
21
labor in bringing them together"~
In labor matters not directly associated with the
Taft-Hartley Act; Keating voted in 1955 to amend the Fair
Labor Act so as to raise·the minimum hourly wage for those
covered by this provision,from seventy five cents to one
22
dollar. In 1958 Congressman Keating opposed the Kennedy
.
23
Labor Bill (S3342) when it came up for passage and criti ..
cized Speaker of the House Rayburn for the manner in w11ich

the bill was handled on the floor,later in his Senate cam24
11
paign.
0bviously, the Democratic Party line was. to prevent full consideration of labor legislation and use it for·
25

political purposes," he declared.

Also during this campaign, the Upstate Republican
revealed another glimpse of some significance into his think-

ing regarding unions.
Keating, .is a misnomer.

The "Right to f:Iork

Law~

"Just as the majority stockholders

21

20

accordi,ng to

Ibid,

Cong. Rec .. , 84 Cong.,l Sess., {July 20, 1955),
P• 11087.
23
2!•

Ibid., 85 Cong.,2 Sess., (Aug. 18, 1958), p. 18963.
.
An un.titled,typewritten policy pamphlet used in

the Kea.ti.ng for Senator Campaign Headquarters, New York City,
~--eating f~r,?grs.
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of a corporation have the right to control the policies of
the corporation, so have the members of a labor organization
representing the workers of a particular company,u Keating
26

said in a campaign policy statement.
ing. ho-wever,
11

He continued by say-

the' "union shop" idea is a matter which rests

r>rimari·ly' 1 at the state level and therefore should not C>e

subject to federal jurisdiction.

Summary and Conclusions.
education seem

Both the topics of labor and

to reflect aomething of an absence of avail·

able evidence useful to this survey.

In term3 of labor,

~tt.

Keating favored the Taft-Hartley Act though committing himself
to sane modifications.

He rejected, however, the Kennedy

Labor Act ('fhe Labor Hanagement Reporting and Disclosure Act)
apparently on the grounds that the Democratic leadership in
the House tvould not permit

u full

discussion" or changes.

Relative to education, there appears to have been a
decided reluctance on Mr. Keating's part toward supporting
federal intervent:J.on.

Exceptio1'lb to this would be his sup-

port for such things as the National Science Foundation, a
federal school construction program for areas near military
bases, and a major education loan program (soon after the
Russians orbited the world's first space craft).

Like'Vdse,

as may have been evident from the role he played in the
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passage o£ the Civil Rights Act of 1957, Keating advocated the
prohibiting of the use of federal funds in constructing schools
tvhich tvould be segregated.
A likely conclusion dra\vn from material in this chap-

ter might be that the Upstate Republican•s efforts in both the
field of labor and that of education did not ma.rk these as

areas of his major. concern.

Though this lack of emphasis

on such matters can hardly be considered to be a characteris•
tic uniquely belonging to !-1r. Keating, it nevertheless is
probably among the most sienificant discoveries in the
The next chapter of this

wo~k:is

el~pter.

intended as the

conclusion, and as such, will leave the realm of specific
topics for the most part.

Although a claim can not by any

means be tr!llde that the preceding· pages have recorded commitments in all phases of his House career, it is hoped that the
highlights of Kenneth B. Keating's legislative commitments
relative to domestic issues have been accurately reflected.

CHAPTER XIV
AN OVERV!EW OF THE KEATING U1AGE

It is left for this, the concluding chapter of the
Keating survey to supply a final measure of dimension to the
preceeding pages.

This will be attempted first in a section

discussing the pertinent Congressional elections not mentioned in the introductory chapter of this work.
The second section will review the more significant

and characteristic facets of the Keating legislative
which has been projected throughout these pages.

image

And, final-

ly, the concluding phase of the Keating Overview will concentrate on distilling some portion of the image voters may have
envisioned, based on assorted glimpses of the man they knew
as "Ken Keating".

An Overview of Remaining

E!eqt~onse

Kenneth Barnard

Keating, a native of the Genesee Country in Upstate New York,
was in 1958 nominated for and elected to a seat in the United
States Senate.

As was mentioned in the opening paragraphs of

this study, it is not unlikely that the prime consideration
in this Keating success was the Congressman's image which
had been accumulatively conveyed to the voters.
Although the 1958 election was the first state-wide
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election to test this Keating image, some brief mention
should be made prior to discussing it, of the several local
tests it had encountered.

In addition to the 1958 victory

and the initial victory in 1946 (See Chapter I), 1>1r. Keating
went before his district's voters five other times and won
consistently.
Although some would regard these victories as votes
of confidence, others might remind themselves that a two man
race offers voters only one alternative.

Such people would

perhaps look to the 1948 test as a self explanatory substantiation for this view.
In this election the Republican Legislator won by a
90,182 to 85,339 margin over former Congressman George Rogers,
the man he had defeated by almost 19,000 votes in 1946.

Rog-

ers, by now a victim of heart trouble. had been in the hospital as recently as September of 1948 and died November 20,
less than three weeks after the election.

Hmve'ITer,

lest the

physical condition of his opponent seem to be the only factor
worthy of consideration in this race it should be noted that
this was the year of the surprise Dewey defeat, and also a
time when

~tr.

Keating had traveled in Europe for the month of

September thus abbreviating his campaign to some degree.

In 1950 Congressman Keating was opposed by A. Roger
Clarke, a thirty one year old lawyer from the suburb of
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t~ebste1:.

The encumbent won this race by a 103,519 to

51,470 margin.

The 1952 Democratic opponent was Victor Kruppenbacher
who worked as a lens grinder in a local optical company •
Kruppenbacher lost to Keating by a margin of 128,566 votes
to 53,873, and in this win the Congressman outpolled Dwight
Eisenhower in all but one of his towns and city wards.

It

should be noted also that following the 1950 census, the
boundaries and number of his district had been changed.

A

preponderance of Republican registrants was still a characteristic of his newly numbered Thrity Eighth Congressional
Districtt however.

The 1954 election was both a victory and if some press·
reports are accurate, something of a loss as well.

Keating

won his race for reelection by a margin of 87,009·to 35.772
over Rubirt Bt'odsky, 6.n Irondequoit lawyer.

However, in anoth-

er contest the Republican Senator Irving Ives was defeated
(by less than 10,000 votes)

seat.

tn a bid to win the gubernatorial

Keating was reported to be an active contender for

the chance to have served the remainder of Ives' term in the
United States Senate if the governor's race had been won by ·
1
the Republican.
1
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Starting early in 1956 there were soma indications in
the press that a move to run Keating for the Senate had begun.
However. these seem to have expired in midyear sornetim0 prior
to the announcement that Jacob Javits would be nominated for
the post.

When the Congressional election votes were counted. that

year, Keating was again declared the winner on the basis of
n 132,575 to S4tl32 vote.

His opponent in this,. his last

race for a House seat. was Reed Hs:rding, a Rochester salesman.

By at least early 1958, speculation became visible in
the press as to the possible nominati'on o£ the local Republi·
can Congressman for a Senate seat whieh would become vacant
t!~t

year.

though the Rochester Legislator seems to hsve

roade no audible commitment in favor of these efforts, they
increased and elimalted in late su•1unor when

the

a.nltounee•

rr.ent was made that l4r. · Keating had accepted the Senate nom•

ination.

~"ollowing

this, a campaign that accented numerous

phases ot the record molded in Keating's House career was

waged and resulted in a 2,844,701 to 2,713,478 Keating win
over New 'lork Vistrict Attorney Frank Hogan.

In terms of

elections and this survey, it was this victory that marked

e Keating nhtgh water markn.
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An Overview of the
the preceding

Keatin~

Legislatixe

Reco~d~

In

chapters the various domestic topics have

been classified in four general sections.

First was the sec-

tion entitled "Domestic Economy -

Phases'~

General

section was called "Domestic Economy -- Specific
Third was the section labeled "Domestic

The

ne~t

l~ases~

Security~

and the

last section t-las built around the theme of "Social Issues'!
A review of these sections should perhaps focus on the
fact that there seemed to be at least three major patterns of
emphasis visable among the hundreds of legislative commitments
found in that reflected record of C01'1gressman Keating •s.

'!'he

first o.ne to appear in this survey related to his image as an
opponent of growth in the federal government.

In this regard,

the Rochester public was exposed on numerou.s occasions to
evidence of Keating•s efforts to cut or at least control federal spending.

Cuts in government spending could easily be

translated into meaningful taxpayer savings, and the impres-.
sion that this Republican was fiscally conservative could
readily be acquired from following many of the press reports.
Incidental to this aspect of his domestic economy commitments •

ho~lliever,

might be some of the numerous e2:::amples

wherein the Keating record could be thought of as lacking
some of the characteristics basic to conservatism.

For

example, constituents who were quick to rejoice st budget
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cuts advocated by Keating may have had little opposition to
his support for the expansion of benefits for social
veterans, and postal

work~rs

securit~

-- all of which would contribute

to the growth of the federal government.

Likewise, although

reflecting caution toward government intervention in education, the Congressman found economic justification for supporting in months of peace some wartime economic controls
which represented similar federal intervention.

In the same

vein, he arrived at the point in the late 1950's where he
supported involvement in such things as a highway construction program.

~~ether

or not such commitments by the Upstate

Republican reflected political acquity, economic wisdom, or
both, is perhaps less significant than the fact that they
might affect the meaning of the word "conservative" if it
were applied to him.
A second pattern of major emphasis within the Keating
image-making commitments seems to have been a concentration
of efforts toward improving the enforcement of the nation's
laws through investigation activities and legislative attempts
to tighten loopholes against abuses by Communist or crime
syndicates. If, in this regard, this study of Keating were
preoccupied with labels, it might be noted that although the
Keating efforts in this field did characteristically contain
safeguards against abuses, such suggestions as legalized
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wiretapping and court orders to force balky witnesses to
talk

may have been quite unacceptable to liberals of the

day.
A third pattern of major emphasis could be found in
the general field of Human Affairs reflected by an apparently
continuing interest in personal service to people and specifically focusing on minorities and the associated topic of
discrimination.

In this respect, it may well be that no one

item in that vast forest of legislative commitments made by
Congressman Keating could represent more of a long range
contribution of noteworthy significance to the nation's laws
than did the results of his work toward gaining passage for
the 1957 Civil Rights Act of 1957.
In a capsule, therefore, the major legislative empha ...

ses found in this
tism, a

la~1

survey seem·to reflect a fiscal conserva-

enforcement

conc~rn

which might fit comfortably

within some definitions of conservatism, and a focus on human affairs that would be acceptable to many liberals.

, t;.n. Overvisl~ of .the
S,o the Ima,f'ke

Bu~ld_inf;i

Han

Hedia 1

~aJ,led

"Ken Keatingt; ,Relati"le

That the .. Ken Keating" which

the public repeatedly returned to Congress was a reflection
or an image rather than a man or that man's record, is an
assumption which provides the basic purpose for this survey.
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Equally important (and equally tenable) is the assumption
that through local news media the record of Congressman Keat•
ing's legislative commitments was translated to the masses
and to a large degree through this process his legislative
image was molded in the public eye.

This is not to preclude

the possibility, however, that as a person the Congressman;
approached his multifaceted responsibilities in such a way as
to successfully convey through personal contact sufficient
glimpses of amiability, reliability and legislative craftsmanship to mold at least a portion of the desired image himself.
But what was the image for·which Rochester citizens
voted when they pulled the Ken Keating lever during these
twelve years?

Perhaps they themselves could not agree in

answering this question.

While it is obvious that a major-

ity favored him in each election, it is likely that as indi-

viduals these voters accepted as most meaningful those

por~

tions of his mosaic image to which circumstances most closely
allied them.
In general (based on the author's several years of
associations in the Rochester area), it is not difficult to
gain the impression that his more

dedicat~d

supporters viewed

I1r. Keating as a leader's leader in Washington rather than as
one Representative in a Congress of about five hundred member-s.
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Also in this respect it should be noted that although he and
1
o~hers agreed (with Woodrow Wilson's appraisal ) that Congress is basically ruled by the chairmen of the standing committees, many Rochesterians would likely overlook the fact
that the fortunes of politics offered Keating no opportunity
to serve as chairman of such a committee.

2

However, perhaps many of the voters would realize
these realities, but in choosing the Keating lever would
ignore the theme of legislative leadership and vote

ly for the smiling figure who once shook their hand.

pri~ri

These

might have seen the local Legislator less as an intricate
composite than simply the human figure described by one columnist during a Keating campaign as:
••• a handsome man, dynamic, exuding personality ••••
The distinguished candidate tours the sidewalks of State
Street, bareheaded, white mane flowing, natty raincoat
thrown back jauntily. 3

Other voters might build their impressions of their
1
Kenneth B. Keating* government hz ~ People (New
York:The World Publishing Company, 1964), p. 70. At this
point Keating quotes Wilson in support of this idea.

2
A conclusion which this author considers to be substantiated by numerous aspects of the evidence discovered for
this survey is that the abilities of Mr. Keating seem to have
been adequate to support the assumption that he would not have
long remained among the back ro~ of Congress whether or not
he had received a titular position of Congressional leadership.
3

Ro9h 1

~~

Sept. 27, 1958, p. lB.
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Congressman primarily from his response to a lone letter
sent with some urgency to the distant place called Washington
D.C.

If his pen could adequately bridge the distances in the

dozens of such weekly responses, a Legislator could cultivate
considerable quantities of good will over the years through
this medium.
In this respect,

~tt.

Keating seems to have handled

much of the correspondance labors personally, and letters
such as the following from the Keating files reveal aspects
of his composite that may not be .evidenced often in the press.
Dear Mr. Hogan;
This will acknowledge your letter of January 22,
protesting against your inability tosecure warm clothing,
from I presume, the welfare authorities.
Since this is purely a local matter over which I
have no jurisdiction, I fear there is nothing I could do
in this connection. However, some time ago, I left some
clothing with my Rochester secretary at my office, room
107 in the Federal Building. If this is not available,
there is perhaps some clothing you could use at my home,
3500 Elmwood Avenue, if you ~~11 contact my wife there. 4
Voters who would be aware of this part of the mosaic Keating
image might well assume the total veracity of a campaign
statement made by the Congressman relative to his job a few
months later, and claim it as an additional factor of some
significance in.the projection of his image.

At the time in

question he declared:

4

A letter from Keating to l1r. Leo Hogan, Jan. 26, 1950,
Keating Papers,_
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The greatest single satisfaction which I have
derived from my Congressional experience has been the
opportunity it has given me to be of help to the people
of this community, of all races. of all creeds, of all
political affiliations and of all stations in life. 5
But even after granting Mr. Keating considerable
credit for projecting the ••Ken Keating" image through his
p.ersonal efforts, a historian likely would return to the ba..;
slc premise that the translation of the Keating record to the

public was for the most part a result of the 'tvork carried
out by the news media.

If that be true, logic would likely

dictate a question es to the views of the press regarding
the Republican Legislator.
An opinion of some validity on such a question could

come from one of the publishers whose comments in 1946 had
been among the few published criticisms discovered relative
to Keating*s initial candidacy.

6

By 1958 this man wrote:

!ile share the convictions of the GOP brass at the
recent convention that Ken Keating would make a great
u.s. Senator.

He has been in the forefront in major legislation
has had enviable press relationships and is highly regarded by his fellow Congressmen. Next to Sheriff
Skinner more voters love Ken Keating than any other
area politico. 7
.5

A Keating speech delivered Oct. 10, 1950 at Candidate
Night activities in Rochester, Keating Papers.
6
7

c£. ante, page 6.

Webster Herald, Aug. 28, 1958, p. 4. The writer, Curt
Gerling had earlier been with the Rochester §lln.
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Unfortunately, .records of radio and television news
coverage for these Keating years seem to have passed from
existence.

But a survey of the plentiful supply of news-

papers available could support a conclusion that most of the
news sources were operated by people who were generally
friendly to the cause of Republicanism.

Therefore, perhaps

as a reflection of these philosophies, or possibly as effective testimony to Mr. Keating's ability, it may be of significance that the reaearch for this study has found few news
or editorial reports reflecting negatively on the name hKen
Keating':
In concluding this phase of the Keating overview,
mention should perhaps be made of a final portion of that
reflected record which is perhaps beyond partisan overtones.
This relates to his numerical record of voting during his
House career which shows a marked consistency in his having
voted on virtually every occasion that a roll call vote was
taken.

During each of his elections as an incumbent Keating

alluded to his near perfect record of casting votes, until
by the 1958 race he was able to say that he had in twelve

years recorded a total of 1064 out of a possible 1108 votes.

8

The Congressman's reference to this often was accompanied by explanations such as one offered in 1950 in which
8

These figures were part of the compilations on an
undated inter office memo found in the 1958 campaign files.
Keating Pagers, Pairings were not included in the 1064 votes.
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he said:
Part of this record is due to the fact that a
gracious .Providence has kept me in good health, part of
it is due to my unvarying and unyielding adherence to the
principle that so long as I am serving the people in
Congress, my first duty lies in ~~ashington, and my personal inclinations or interests must take a second place.9
With reference having now been made to this, the final
aspect of the Keating composite to be considered

a brief

summation is perhaps in order.

Summation,

This chapter has attempted to discuss the

rPfleetion o£ Kenneth B. Keating as it might have been envisioned by voters whose distance from him would not permit a
close scrutiny of specific aspects within his legislative
record.

From this vantage point the Congressman's numerous

victories at the polls would be plainly visible as would also
be his practice of recording votes on virtually every issue
for which such an opportunity was presented.

·roo, it seems

apparent that although the image on which his election victories rested was partially constructed and conveyed by the personal traits of Mr. Keating himself, a larger portion is probably attributable to the assortment of friendly news publications.
9

A Keating speech delivered Oct. 10, 1950 at Candidate
Night activities in Rochester, Keatin~ Papers.
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Legislatively, his image appears as that of one who
gravitated generally well

~1ithin

10
the mainstream of his party.

It is, however, something of a testimony to the political
craftsmanship of the man that significant Keating efforts
had likely been attended by certain elements of endearment
from liberals (both Democratic and Republican).and.nearly
simultaneously, other commitments may well have firmed alliances with conservatives (both Democratic and Republicans).
More specifically, it could be said that fiscal conservatism and an emphasis on tightening law enforcement procedures could form platform planks on which Keating and his
more conservative constituents could stand side by side.
Likewise, as an Eisenhower-Benson supporter, the Rochester
Congressman could likely speak the language of that heavy
percentage of Upstate farmers who were Republicans.

In terms

of federal intervention into phases of the nation's economy
he was for the most part also on safe ground with Republicans
in general.

10

One author in commenting later on the fact that Keating gained a t'coveted seat•r on the Senate Judiciary Committee
as a freshman Senator,noted that Senator Javits, his New York
colleague,was forced to wait a few years for a committee
assignment which he wanted. The author continued; 11 The real
difference ••• seems to have been that Keating was considered
an organization man while Javits was something of a maverick."
Daniel l1. Berman, In Congress Assembled, ~ Leeisltttive
Process in the National Government (New York: The Hacmillan
Company,-y964),-p. 148.
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Meanwhile, the variety of humanitarian commitments
made during these years could be expected to earn a certain
friendship for the Congressman with liberals who might have
otherwise opposed him for the commitments he had made in the
conservative direction.

The political implications of these

various alliances probably speak for themselves.
In brief. it goes without saying that Congressman
Keating enjoyed a legislative image, reflected from commit•
menta relative to domesti.c affairs, that could have been an
enviable asset toward future political goals.
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